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THE DIALOGUE OF EURASIAN CIVILIZATIONS

Earth’s Next Fifty Years
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

December 19, 2004 to dump the execution of the solution of this problem now
looming before us.

This relatively fulsome report is required by the importance It is, unfortunately, now customary, to attempt to conduct
a dialogue of cultures with a certain preference for broadand urgency of addressing what has been a poorly understood,

but now immediately onrushing threat to civilization as a generalities and sentimentalities, an agenda which avoids the
controversial concreteness of attention to the who, how, what,whole. My purpose here is chiefly to correct a menacing lack

of general awareness of certain among the most urgent, and when, and where of certain current problematic discussions,
discussions which some among us might prefer to avoid,potentially deadly of the practical implications at issue in

current, probably failed efforts to conduct a needed dialogue rather than resolve. In this case, excessive attention to cour-
tesy unfortunately often avoids not only issues of “personali-of cultures. That need is indicated by the great likelihood that

the effort on behalf of that dialogue would turn out to be a ties” which need to be faced, but, therefore, for reasons of
courtesy, also avoids needed precision in defining concrete,catastrophic failure for mankind today, unless certain rele-

vant, wrong, but presently popular assumptions about that substantive remedies for problems which must be frankly
addressed if durable progress is to occur. Concrete remedies,dialogue were pinpointed, and some among those errors cor-

rected by aid of some painstaking attention to detail, as I even if they are sometimes also controversial, are what the
present situation requires, that urgently. Victory sometimesdo here.

Our plan of attack in this report, must be to define the lies in the direction of a strenuous climb up the hill.
I now proceed accordingly.origins and nature of the present mortal threat to civilization

on this entire planet, and then provide this critical assessment That said, the immediate crisis dictating the urgency of a
dialogue of cultures can, and must be pin-pointed with aid ofof the errors and options in the currently attempted use of a

dialogue of cultures as an optional remedy for the present some concrete and sometimes abrasive observations, in the
following exemplary way.threat.

However, participation in this dialogue can not be limited Those products of Harvard University’s late Professor
William Yandell Elliott’s work, Zbigniew Brzezinski andto representatives of that largely failed generation which has

played an increasing role, in steering the world and its respec- Samuel P. Huntington, have concocted schemes, often in con-
cert with a former leader of the United Kingdom’s Arabtive nations into the deadly present, cultural mess produced

by developments of the recent four decades. We would fail Bureau, Bernard Lewis, aiming to build a fascistic, world-
wide, Anglo-American parody of the Roman Empire. Theseour purpose unless we also said what needs to be said, specifi-

cally, to the presently emerging adult generation, especially notables, and others, have worked around such designs for
“globalization” as Huntington’s sequel to the design for whatthose of the age-interval 18-25, to whom we are implicitly

entrusting the future of mankind. We must tell this young would be, despite his dubious attempted denials of that fact, an
international-fascist SS system, his Romanesque The Soldieradult generation all that they need to know, and must always

say these things to one another in the hearing of that entire and the State. His noxious repertoire includes both his The
Crisis of Democracy, which assisted in giving birth to thegeneration of young adults into whose hands we are intending
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The hopeful prospects for the next fifty years of
Eurasian development are best conceived from
the vantage-point of the contributions of
(clockwise, from top right): Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr., Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
Vladimir I. Vernadsky. LaRouche shows how
FDR’s approach to economic development, as
modified by Vernadsky’s conception of the
Nöosphere, will bring forth “the now urgently
needed transition from a division between
European and Asian cultures, to the emergence
of the presently needed true Eurasian culture.”

sophistries of “Project Democracy” and the National Endow- These present schemes for a somewhat novel, global, neo-
feudal form of ultramontane tyranny, are often, wrongly, re-ment for Democracy, and also his recipe for world-wide reli-

gious warfare, his The Clash of Civilizations.1 The relevant garded as peculiar secretions of the U.S.A. Just as the British
Arab Bureau was a rib taken out of the British imperial Indiapublications on strategy, and continuing international prac-

tice of Trilateral Commission initiator Brzezinski, are fully office, the devilish antics of that pair and their accomplices,
are actually offshoots of the continuing tradition of that Febru-consistent, in their aims and disposition for pure evil, with the

work of his long-standing crony Huntington.2 ary 1763 Treaty of Paris which created the British Empire to
whose service the Old Fagin of Brzezinski’s and Huntington’s
crew of Artful Dodgers, the Nashville Agrarians’ Harvard1.Samuel P.Huntington,The Soldierandthe State:TheTheory andPolitics

of Civil-Military Relations (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard Univer- Professor Elliott, devoted what is fairly regarded as his life’s
sity Press, 1957); The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World work. That is the Empire against which the American War for
Order (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1996). Independence was fought, the same Empire which repeatedly
2. Brzezinski’s current operations, as out of the North Caucasus, into Ukraine attempted the destruction of the U.S.A., chiefly either by
today, are a continuation of his role, as National Security Advisor during the

force, or by subversion of the type which Professor ElliottU.S. Carter Administration, in launching that war against what he defined
and his crew represent today.3

“as the soft underbelly” of the Soviet Union, in Afghanistan. That operation,
and the greatly amplified international drug-trafficking which it produced as
part of the operation’s logistical base, is being continued as the presently 3.For the purposesof this report, it mustneverbe forgotten, that theConfeder-

acy was created through an operation by the British Foreign Office’s Jeremycontinuing effort to destroy Ukraine and Russia through a terrorist mode of
operations based in the North Caucasus region. One could describe Brzezin- Bentham and Bentham’s leading protégé Lord Palmerston. The core of the

formation of that Confederacy was the Young America branch of the Palmer-ski as a madman, but madness did not lessen the significance of the genuine
menace to civilization represented by such thoroughly mad Roman emperors ston agent, and head of Young Europe, Giuseppe Mazzini. President Theo-

dore Roosevelt was trained by his uncle, the head of the Confederacy’sas Caligula and Nero.
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The same principle of evil expressed by Brzezinski and leading circles which ought to have known better, from their
memory of their experience of Adolf Hitler’s ventures.Huntington, is found in the work of such as Brzezinski-linked

former U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, and ac- As the still relevant writings of Martinist freemasonry’s
Count Joseph de Maistre, the designer of the predatory Gal-complices of hers, such as Richard Holbrooke, in the orches-

tration of the “new dark age” recipes unleashed in the Balkans lican tyrant and Romantic Napoleon Bonaparte,6 make clear,
the model represented by Torquemada is the origin of thewars, during her occupation of that post. Ironically, during

that same period, she delivered an address in New York City, emergence of the modern fascism associated with creatures
such as the late Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler. Brzezinskiin which she, then a U.S. Secretary of State, not only con-

fessed to, but bragged of her own and her father’s association and Huntington march, together with the spirit of their Profes-
sor Elliott, in that same tradition.with the fascistic British imperial utopianism of U.S. hater

Bertrand Russell’s confederate H.G. Wells.4 As a part of the fight against the spread of the evil of
religious warfare which Brzezinski, Huntington, and theirThe importance I attribute to that cast of characters is not

a quibble. Just as it became the life-long intention of Harvard like purvey today, forces opposed to their schemes, such as
Pope John Paul II, have promoted fresh efforts toward thatProfessor of Government Elliott, and his like, to digest the

U.S.A. within the Hobbesian intestine of a future form of a truly agapic, ecumenical fraternity among the world’s leading
religions, reviving an effort which had been launched, duringBritish imperial commonwealth, so the intention of Brzezin-

ski, Huntington, et al., in all their works, has been to destroy the Fifteenth Century European Renaissance, by great leaders
of the Catholic Church such as Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa.7the existence of the institution of the nation-state throughout

this planet, including that of the U.S.A. itself: all this, and Others have redefined the task as an effort in support of a
“dialogue of cultures,” but that change in technical terminol-more, they did in favor of a current parody of a kind of world-

wide imperial order which had been proposed by Lord Shel- ogy introduces nothing actually new to European policy, be-
yond a more extended reach: since it merely forces the dia-burne’s lackey Gibbon in his The Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire. logue back into the same categorical form of discussion, if on
a broader basis, as Cusa’s original Fifteenth-Century proposalThat imperial intention is expressed today, as an at-

tempted return to the same type of imperial order as the Euro- for a peace of faith among Christian, Moslem, and Jewish
faiths.8pean medieval ultramontane system rooted in the centuries-

long partnership of Venice’s ruling financier oligarchy with The same ecumenical effort launched by leaders of Eu-
rope’s Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, can be better under-the Norman chivalry of Crusades’ notoriety. It is the kind of

world order which had been expressed as the attempted re- stood for its relevance to today’s conflicts, by emphasizing
the bloody-handed opposition by the Grand Inquisitorvival of that ultramontane system by the 1492 initiative of

that Grand Inquisitor Tomás de Torquemada who set the prec- Torquemada to the ecumenicism of the mid-Fifteenth-
Century Christian church of Cusa et al.edent for both Hitler’s expulsion of the Jews, and for the

launching of religious war throughout Europe, all as parts of Torquemada expressed the reliance on the same ideologi-
cal weapon of hate-brimming racialism used by Huntington,an attempt to suffocate the then just newborn modern Euro-

pean sovereign nation-state in its cradle. It is the form of et al., which had been typical of both the ancient Roman
Empire and the medieval ultramontane system of the Vene-ultramontane imperialism expressed by the drive toward

“globalization” today, an anti-U.S.A. doctrine of imperial- tian financiers and Norman chivalry and their Crusades, as
Torquemada unleashed the pattern of religious warfare whichism, a drive to eradicate the tradition of the 1648 Treaty of

Westphalia,5 which is expressed by the current demands from

6. See, The Children of Satan, LaRouche PAC, 2004. The resemblance of
London-based intelligence service, and President and British Liberal Wood- the Gallican church of the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte to that of “Sun

King” Louis XIV, remains a notable element of recurring, Romantic, onerow Wilson was a die-hard proponent of the Ku Klux Klan, which he led in
reviving, from the White House, while President. The Nashville Agrarians, might say “Fronde-like” taint of corruption in the culture of France to the

present time.of which Harvard’s Elliott was a leader, had been formed during the 1920s
by, chiefly, a circle of grandchildren of the founders of the Ku Klux Klan. 7. Cf. Nicholas of Cusa, De Pace Fidei. The quality of agapē expressed by

the Socrates of Plato’s Republic, is the same agapē of the Christian apostle4. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, speech to the Institute of Interna-
tional Education in New York City, Oct. 14, 1999. Cf. H.G. Wells, The Open Paul’s I Corinthians 13, and of the constitutional principle of Leibnizian

“pursuit of happiness,” as found in the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Indepen-Conspiracy (1928). Excepting the British-Japan plot of the early 1920s for
the Japan attack on Pearl Harbor, President Abraham Lincoln’s victory dence, and the subsuming Preamble of the 1787-1789 U.S. Federal Consti-

tution.prompted Britain to abandon its former intentions for a direct military attack
on the mainland of the U.S.A., and relied on subversion of the type expressed 8. Cusa’s De Pace Fidei is part of the same package as his launching of a
by Bertrand Russell’s, H.G. Wells’, and Professor Elliott’s doctrines, instead. European campaign for transoceanic outreach across the Atlantic, and into

the Indian Ocean. It was the work of Cusa and his immediate collaborators,5. It is also represented by the British Liberal Imperialist connections of that
echo of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Mrs. Lynne Cheney, who, in turn, personally, which inspired and guided Christopher Columbus’s design of his

rediscovery of the Americas. For related reasons, the Venetian oligarchy hasvirtually created her gum-chewing Frankenstein monster, her rabidly imperi-
alist neo-conservative Golem and Vice-President Dick Cheney, out of the hated Cusa from then to the present day, as the writings of Francesco Zorzi,

the Venetian marriage-counsellor to England’s Henry VIII, attest.mud scavenged, so to speak, from a football field.
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As the writings of Count Joseph de Maistre, the
designer of the tyrant and Romantic Napoleon
Bonaparte, make clear, the model represented by
Grand Inquisitor Torquemada is the origin of the
emergence of the modern fascism associated
with creatures such as the late Benito Mussolini
and Adolf Hitler. Brzezinski and Huntington
march, together with the spirit of their Professor
Elliott, in that same tradition.

Tomás Torquemada

Benito Mussolini

Samuel HuntingtonZbigniew Brzezinski

Napoleon Bonaparte
Adolf Hitler

is typified by the 1492 expulsion of the Jews from Spain. consideration in view, how must we judge, and, therefore,
amend, any currently proposed concert of opinion?That latter act of 1492 led into the subsequent unleashing

of fratricidal religious warfare against the existence of the The task that question implies, would be, for example:
to visualize the physical outcome to be expected during anFifteenth-Century Renaissance’s modern sovereign nation-

state: a warfare which dominated the interval 1511-1648, un- estimated test-period of not less than two generations ahead:
from today’s birth of the child to the birth of that child’stil the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. It is, now, once again, the

basis for the intention to uproot and eradicate the legacy of grandchild. In today’s circumstances, it were probable that
any attempted ecumenical agreement among nations whichthe Westphalian system, an intention which is the mark of

what is, in fact, the lust for a fascist world empire-system existing institutions would probably choose at first hand,
would tend to include elements which would lead toward aexpressed by the doctrines of Brzezinski and Huntington to-

day. It is the current campaign for so-called “globalization,” result which today’s descendants would have good reason to
curse, two or more generations later.against the Westphalian system, which is the cultural expres-

sion of the present lurch of the planet toward its threatened That kind of ironical outcome has been, for example, the
record of the attempt to form a League of Nations, which wasnew dark age.
thoroughly self-discredited in less than one generation, and
which even helped greatly to bring on World War II. A similarThe Present Situation

There is only one way in which the members of any chosen outcome is to be seen in the work of the United Nations Orga-
nization (UNO), which has been much more useful than theconcert of national cultures could each competently assess its

own judgment about the kind of future which that concert’s League of Nations, even indispensable at some moments, but
which, at the present moment, about two generations after itscurrently proposed choice of impulses would bring into being.

That duty would be, to track, and to judge the series of those creation, has now, as the case of Iraq today shows, failed
awfully its presumed, primary, categorical objectives ofqualitative changes in the world as a whole, by which that

concert’s own array of impulses would actually tend to foster nearly sixty years ago.
As an example of the disappointing performance of thethe new forms of the deadly conflicts which it is our presumed

wish to prevent. The question so posed is: With that included UNO, take the example of the mid- to late-1960s decision by
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times called “democracy,”9 the crucial
functional issues, the issue of the func-
tional quality of lack of competence of
some among the customary cultural im-
pulses of the individual nation, and so
forth, was not actually challenged in any
efficiently scientific way. If matters are
continued in that way, this would tend
to become the crafting of a pact struck
by the kind of competing lawyers who
proceed from no common functional
principle of what I shall define, below,
in my own choice of argument, as natu-
ral law. Under a dialogue of cultures so
ordered, the more the conflict is appar-
ently resolved by agreement, the more
it reappears in new forms in practice.
Today, the common mistake is, to at-
tempt to judge science from the van-
tage-point of tradition per se, rather than
the urgent work of judging tradition, and

The League of Nations, shown here at its first meeting in Geneva, was thoroughly self- sorting its good from its evils, sorting
discredited in less than one generation, and even helped greatly to bring on World War II.

these out from the standpoint of a com-A similar outcome is to be seen in the work of the United Nations Organization, which has
now, as the case of Iraq today shows, failed awfully in its presumed objectives. petent science.

The most deadly of the fallacies per-
petrated in a misguided approach to a

dialogue of cultures, is the notion that religion must be count-the Anglo-American establishment, and others, to plunge into
a “post-industrial” utopian future. That decision, for what was erposed categorically to science. That deadly error of as-

sumption, respecting alleged, and, worse, widely believedproposed as “ecological ecumenicism,” which unfolded over
the 1964-1981 interval, is what has been the chief cause, the conflicts between religion and science, is addressed and cor-

rected as a special feature of emphasis in the appropriatekey cultural paradigm used in bringing about, now most im-
mediately, the presently threatened, self-inflicted doom of places within this report.

However, sources of mere confusion aside, the elementboth the American and European economies. At this moment,
the chain-reaction effects of that latter decision now threaten, of pure evil harbored, however inadvertently, in these refer-

enced, inherently erring kinds of advocacy of so-called “de-in and of themselves, to carry the entire planet into a new
dark age. mocracy,” is typified by the depravity characteristic of the

existentialist irrationalism of the pro-Nazi Allen Dulles’sIt should be obvious, that that countercultural impulse is
also a deadly threat to any effort to define a “dialogue of Congress for Cultural Freedom.10 Merely typical of the pro-

fascist quality of that Congress for Cultural Freedom, is thecultures,” by drowning it in what presently threaten to become
its own self-inflicted contradictions. However, that is only an so-called “Frankfurt School” existentialism of the Nazi phi-

losopher Martin Heidegger and his Jewish Frankfurt Schoolexemplary aspect of the larger obstacles to the success which
are already internal to presently attempted dialogues of cul- friends Hannah Arendt, Theodor Adorno, et al.,11 who, to-

gether with their fellow existentialists, and their allies amongtures. The general obstacles are chiefly of two types.
First, in general, the mistake contributed to the discus- the American Family Foundation and its associates, com-

sions by, at a minimum, nearly all among the relevant varieties
of utopians participating in such attempts, has been, from

9. The Classical example of the equation of “democracy” with “sophistry,”the outset, that their characteristic assumption was, that the
is the case of that self-styled Democratic party of Athens which perpetratedchoice of the best agreement would be a kind of minestrone,
the judicial murder of Socrates, a murder done in the name of defense of the

the fruit of combining an eclectically formed array of “demo- “fundamentalist” religious beliefs of that time and place.
cratic” forms of proposal from each. It would be an agreement

10. Cf. The Children of Satan, op. cit.
which sought to raise the relatively minimal objections from

11. The sheer Satanism of the Frankfurt School, Brechtian tradition of exis-
the pre-existing cultural and related presumptions of the tentialist irrationalism, is carried into Allen Dulles’s Congress for Cultural
others. Freedom by the policy set forth in T.W. Adorno et al., The Authoritarian

Personality (New York: Harper, 1950).Under that inclination toward sophistry which is some-
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bined their efforts to justify the fascism of the notorious “rat- lessly unprincipled agreement to disagree on principle, is the
result of avoiding the crucial fact, that if something is reallyline” and other Nazi cronies of Dulles et al., in the guise of

professing to combat the cultural evils of Communism!12 a principle, it must be a principle in the same sense we associ-
ate the term “principle” with the physical laws of our universe.Thus, the effort became an attempt at compromises

among cultural groups, which each assumed that a core-set In other words, we must understand “principle” in the
way the Classical tradition of Plato and of the modern scienceof their current culturally-informed desires was considered

self-evidently right. Those so duped into adapting to the Con- of Cusa, Kepler, Leibniz, Gauss, and Riemann define scien-
tific method: the way in which V.I. Vernadsky’s experimentalgress’s characteristic irrationalism, assumed their respective,

conflicting notions of “right” because, in each case, it was principle of the Noösphere defines a science appropriate for
what must become a new, Eurasian culture. To evade a truepresented by them as existing a priori. The worst of the fascist

existentialist philosophers, like Nazi Crown Jurist Carl principle, or to impose a false one such as the mass-murder-
ous, Olympian “ecology cults”14 of the recent four decades,Schmitt’s one-time protégé Professor Leo Strauss, and

Strauss’s followers in today’s George W. Bush Administra- incurs efficient penalties for all mankind, as this has been
shown in the Apocalyptic results of forty years to date of thetion, adopted the philosophical bestiality of the combined

real-life and literary character of Thrasymachus, that the influence and practice of such deluded beliefs. World Wars I
and II are useful illustrations of the lawful consequences ofpower to rule arbitrarily, is the quality of lawful rightness to be

claimed by a usurpatious, tyrannical regime such as Hitler’s or overlooking that connection.15

The result of such resort to the kinds of flawed, sentimen-President George W. Bush’s.13

Secondly, we must ask whether the question of whether tal, a priori assumptions against which I have just warned
here, has been, as in the case of the League of Nations andthe proposed result would actually work or not, might have

been axiomatically excluded from serious consideration. The UNO, a misguided impulse for seeking to prevent past world
wars and kindred prior oppressions, by choosing, in fact,exclusion of consideration of this error was made, more or

less, on grounds of mutual respect for the other’s axiomatic, whether by witting intent or not, to set the pre-agreed rules of
play which might be, at their relative best, contrary to theinherently mutually incoherent sensibilities. It was thus ex-

cluded on the ground that such consideration would mean assessed intentions underlying certain prior conflicts, but,
which, actually would do little other than provide a new setpassing judgment “from the outside” upon the relevant value-

system of each, or at least some, among the participating of rules of the game under which, wittingly or not, nations
would agree to tread a new pathway toward the next, newparties. The worst aspect of such attempts, was the proposal

that the intrinsic incoherence of the principles attributed to form of brutal world conflict. That result occurred, and that
promptly, at the close of both those so-called “World Wars”the respective cultural-value systems, such as the arbitrary

conflict attributed to inhere in the confrontation of European of the Twentieth Century. That would be the result now.
Thus, the 1922-1939 run-up to World War II, was theand Asian spiritual values, be treated as a positive principle!

The consequence of such searches for relatively, pain- fruit of a Synarchist International financier-oligarchy’s fascist
scheme,16 a scheme premised upon the new set of Anglo-
Dutch Liberal rules of the financial game, rules which were

12. It is readily demonstrable in an assessment of the aftermath of 1989 today,
set into the Versailles Treaty arrangements by a concert ofthat more severe and extensive, and enduring moral and material damage
the relevant powers. It was not some right-wing fanatics, suchwas done to the culture of today’s post-Soviet world civilization by the

attempted legitimization of existentialism through the networks associated as Mussolini and Hitler, who caused that war. It was those
with the Congress for Cultural Freedom (CCF) than could be conceivably who had created and used both of those fanatics, and others
alleged against Soviet Marxism. Indeed, the worst features of cultural influ- of their like, as crafted instruments by aid of which to create
ences under Communism were those ideologies, such as those of those for-
merly professed Marxists of CCF who played a leading part, as intellectual
ditch diggers, in crafting CCF’s propaganda campaigns. The worst of the

14. Cf. Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound. “Olympian” references the ban onphilosophical Marxists followed Britain’s Engels’ dogma of ape-like “objec-
man’s knowledge of universal physical principles by the brutal Zeus oftivity,” in denying the existence of cognition; the existentialists of CCF, such
Aeschylus’s Prometheus Trilogy.as the systemically truth-hating Adorno and Arendt, did not ignore cognition;

they gang-raped it, to death. 15. Although the monetary-economic policies associated with the continued
practice of the Trilateral Commission’s 1970s doctrine of “controlled disinte-13. Relatively few U.S. citizens, from among those who are not certifiably
gration of the economy,” have been the fundamental change in monetary-insane members of lunatic religious cults in the Jonathan Edwards, Nashville
financial policy which has created the presently onrushing world depression,Agrarian, or Torquemada traditions, actually like the person of President
it was the systemic destruction, by the influence of ecology cults, of the policyGeorge W. Bush, Jr.; but, since 9/11 and the Patriot Act, many terrified and
of capital formation based on the economy-driver principles of scientific andcowardly, cringing moral weaklings, are devoutly terrified of being seen as
technological progress, which gave the present world monetary-financialnot worshipping him, as had those Germans who had despised Hitler, but
crisis the attributes of an impending general breakdown-crisis of the presentwere won to his support after the most singularly terrifying events of 1933-
world system as a whole. Clearly, nature has demonstrated, loudly and bru-1934. This is the Thrasymachus principle as worshipped by Leo Strauss
tally, that it will not tolerate ecology cults kindly.and his neo-conservative followers: the principle of evil exposed by Plato’s

Republic, exactly. 16. On Synarchism, see The Children of Satan, passim.
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the war which all who actually knew the reality of the policy, ourselves into pretending to believe today’s conventional dip-
lomatic generalities.had known that the Synarchist International’s financier oli-

garchs, the architects of the Versailles agreements, had in- Those who do not understand history, excuse themselves
from their own complicity by blaming a handful of leadingtended should occur.

After Versailles, utopian fanatic H.G. Wells’ 1928 The individuals, chiefly those who have, in fact, adapted them-
selves all too well, opportunistically, to a currently popularOpen Conspiracy and his film “The Shape of Things to

Come” served as a utopian’s ideological dress-rehearsal culture; these excuses overlook the fact, that the source of all
such catastrophes was the culture, not just the culture of thescript for both the plunge into World War II, and also, beyond

that, a now immediately threatened global new dark age soon leaders, but, far more significantly, that of the people them-
selves. It had been the people themselves, who had usually,to follow the present Anglo-American Iraq war. This dark

age will be the early consequence, unless the quasi-Wellsian, in one way or another, selected that quality of leadership of
their leading institutions, a selection made either over objec-“neo-conservative” assumptions represented by the present

pair of U.K. and U.S. governments, are soon replaced.17 At tions in favor of any proffered relevant alternatives, or, worse,
in the absence of a leadership which would have been anthis moment, unless those replacements are made now, a new

world war and its culmination in a planetary new dark age, is actually available choice of qualified alternative.
Admittedly, it was the combined interventions of, espe-already virtually inevitable, as you could have said the words

“Adolf Hitler” back during the mid-1930s: however vividly cially, Tilak and Mahatma Gandhi, which showed the way
toward freedom of India from foreign tyranny. That experi-the fact of that very efficient connection might be denied

among today’s Romantic fools. ence demonstrates afresh, in an outstanding way, the power
of a culture to overthrow a regime inconsistent with the ruled;This pattern in paradoxes has not been new to modern

times. All great tragedies in the history of globally extended that experience, and the contrary wont of the underlings to
lend credence to tyranny, as in Germany after Göring’sEuropean civilization, such as the fall of Athens in the course

of its Peloponnesian war, or the modern suffering of continen- Reichstag fire and the U.S.A. after September 11, 2001, is a
principled feature of the crucial dualism of known history sotal Europe since the preparations under Britain’s Edward VII

for what became known as two “world wars” of the past cen- far. However, the uglier truth of the matter is, that the more
common experience is that evil regimes, such as the rule oftury, illustrate the same principle.18 The long sweep of the

record of the history of Asian cultures, is worse on this account the Roman Caesars, are an expression of the culture of the
people themselves, as Shakespeare dramatizes that point sothan that for the case of Europe. Europe seems worse to many

at first impression, only because modern European culture elegantly in such places as the opening scenes of his Julius
Caesar and Hamlet. In both latter cases, Shakespeare’s in-has been a far more powerful instrument, per capita, than

Asian culture, at least up to the present time. Now, with nu- sightful genius brings the evil of the culture on stage, as the
tyrant, or simply the bloodied fool, who is the product of thatclear arsenals irreversibly in the hands of Asian powers, and

spreading to others, and with global asymmetric warfare now evil within the people. As Shakespeare brings the character
of Julius Caesar and Hamlet on stage in that way, so the culturemore fully unleashed, we have the prospect, not of wars be-

tween civilizations, but, as we see U.S. Bush Administration of a people itself often brings forth the tyrants who come to
rule over them.19policy in action in Iraq today, a common war against the

continued existence of civilization itself, a global dance-part- So, men and women do not think clearly, men and women
who, like the Hamlet-like opportunists they are, prefer to fol-ners’ war, like that on which the already dancing U.S. Bush

Administration and Blair government are embarked today. low something chosen from within the boundaries of what is
currently acceptable popular opinion, rather than consideringIt is well past time to talk about that, rather than degrade
the actual consequences which the present imposes upon that
future “from which” it was thought that “no traveller returns.”17. See reference to Secretary of State Madeleine Albright for insight into

the Balkan wars which were launched following “Desert Storm.” Thus, it has been popular, intellectually, spiritually cowardly
belief engrained in the culture itself, which has been the18. Contrary to the popular fairy tales of diplomacy still today: In the after-

math of the defeat of Lord Palmerston’s interest by the U.S. victory over the source of the disasters that culture has suffered. In this way,
Confederacy, it was clear that the continental U.S.A. had developed a dy- societies often create the utopian schemes, as now, whose
namic which made reckless the British Empire’s resort to new direct, or

threatened consequences are assigned, by default, or other-surrogate attacks upon that republic. Therefore, new British imperial strate-
wise, as that which future generations are doomed to suffer.20

gies were developed in ways typified by the gradual emergence of that Fabian
Society’s form of Liberal Imperialism which is currently ensconced as the
Tony Blair government. The Palmerston-trained “Lord of the Isles” and later

19. “The fault, Dear Brutus, lies not in our stars, but in ourselves, that we areEdward VII returned to the origins of British imperial power, her orchestra-
underlings.” Who does not get that point, as Shakespeare intended it, has yettion of the Seven Years War which had led to Britain’s imperial triumph of
to understand anything essential about politics, history, or the spiritual natureFebruary 10, 1763. The result, which occurred as the gift of Edward VII to
of man.his heirs, became known as World War I, which was then redesigned to

become World War II, and, then the so-called “Cold War” of 1946-1989. 20. Cf. Hamlet, Act III, Hamlet Soliloquy.
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A Nuremberg Rally in Nazi Germany. The source of such catastrophes as the Nazi regime was “the culture, not just the culture of the
leaders, but, far more significantly, that of the people themselves.”

The Crucial Paradox onto the rocks by the sea below.
The talent of the qualified lifeguard is not to seduce theIt has been possible to discover scientific principles, by aid

of which the repeatedly foolish outcomes of utopian schemes lady, but to save her life, whether she likes his personality, or
not. Such is the nature of the leadership, upon which solutionsmight have been willfully avoided. I must emphasize again,

that the problem to be overcome, is the usual, sometimes for a cultural crisis, such as the present world crisis, depend.
Such is the actual challenge posed by a dialogue among cul-fatal conceit, that the principles of a desired utopia are those

principles presumed to lie already at hand, principles ex- tures. It is the lack of development of leaders qualified for
making such changes in the accepted array of assumed princi-pressed as if by a gush of heart-felt warmth, such as a tradition.

These forms of moral self-corruption of peoples, are what are ples which those cultures represent, which would be the chief
source of any tragic failures of such dialogues, now, as into be recognized as what are recklessly assumed to be more or

less self-evident opinions, which even otherwise reasonable the past.
This crucial point may be restated for clarity, as follows.people might, presumably, adopt on sight.

The great, often fatal error, is to ignore the reality, that I must not permit our discussion to escape from repeated
emphasis on this following point.the desired solutions exist only, as in physical science, in

discovering new principles which rightly, but also often In the last analysis, the great enemy of civilizations, its
source of its most deadly vulnerabilities, as of civilization inabrasively, overturn most of everything which generally ac-

cepted opinion might have presently tended to agree to be- general, is the worship of popular mediocrity in the name of
a quality of “respect for existing traditions,” a behavior whichlieve. Usually, unfortunately, the mistaken assumption has

been made, that the previous crisis was a product of the mimics that predatory beast, or his prey, neither of which can
escape the grip of its inborn bestial “instincts.” Man shouldviolation of some traditional set of values, when, in fact, it

was caused by a failure to carry out a needed violation of that rely upon his power to behave differently than that. The ten-
dency to suppress, even to crush the voices which threatenset of values, as the case of Benjamin Franklin’s Leibnizian

American Revolution, like Schiller’s treatment of the real- the deceptive, false and deadly peace of popular mediocrity,
is the most typical expression of that hostile disregard for alife case of Wallenstein, illustrates that principle. The false

assumption is, therefore, that the solution exists within the principle of truthfulness, which leads ostensibly once-great
cultures into their self-inflicted doom.bounds of that set of assumptions which had generated the

crisis. So, the legendary lemmings express their awful tradi- So, it was the prevalent “anti-voluntarist” culture of So-
viet society, which was the single most relevant contributingtion, by periodically marching over the edge of the cliff,
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factor of economy in what might be distinguished as the self- In contrast to that, all great leaders who have led a culture
to safety, away from the consequences of the culture’s owninflicted aspects of the fall of the Soviet Union. So, it was the

fact that the vividly “voluntarist” impulse of Soviet military folly, have been, inevitably, exceptions to what that culture
would have been likely to recommend, “on the average,” soscience, had lost its battle against the Soviet system’s Plekha-

nov tradition, which remains the most crucial strategic lesson to speak, as acceptable choices.
Such exceptions include the election of U.S. Presidentsfor the design of Russia’s program for recovery from Soviet

collapse today.21 Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, or Charles de
Gaulle as President of the French Fifth Republic. The princi-In the usual case of the failures of past attempts at some-

thing like a dialogue of cultures, the crucial issue to be consid- ple of eliminating such exceptions at crucial moments of his-
tory, is shown in the assassination of Prime Minister Indiraered is typified by such events as the act of the assassination,

imprisonment, or other rejection of such needed leaders when Gandhi, or the assassinations of the crucially important Jürgen
Ponto and Alfred Herrhausen at respectively critical momentsthey actually appear. Dissent is the ferment of genius and

foolishness alike, but remains, nonetheless, the breeding of Germany’s history. The happier cases of apparent historical
accidents, such as Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, were notplace where something could emerge, by aid of which a people

liberates itself from the deadly grip of misguided customs. really accidents; they were willful choices of role adopted by
persons who, because they had been developed, and also self-This systemic purging of that kind of dissenting voices, is the

usual characteristic of that failure to overcome a systemic developed to go against the current culture’s accepted habits,
were able, under the special conditions of opportunity whichcrisis, which leads a once powerful nation into self-inflicted

doom. a crisis often presents, to lead toward a result which proved
an exception to their culture’s otherwise fatefully unhappySo, in each case through known history, the common fault

of the leaders was, that appropriate other leaders either were predilections in a time of critical choices.
So, prospective leaders suspected of harboring such lurk-not chosen, or that such happy choices of actually suitable

leaders were unavailable, since they had not been bred and ing unwanted capabilities within them, are usually eliminated
from the scene, in one way or another, as was done to me, bydeveloped by those cultures, or, had been culled from the

flock as a matter of such precautions as “killing the unwanted collaborative efforts between, among others, both my U.S.
and Soviet adversaries, over the issue of my role in promptinglegitimate heir, preferably in his, or her cradle,” precautions

taken usually by order of, or tacit consent by those in power. the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) proposal, over the
course of the 1983-1989 interval.23Such a collective state of affairs has usually, thus, brought the

ultimate suffering upon the people themselves in that way. For example, it was the election of the exceptional Frank-
lin Roosevelt which, for that time, saved the U.S.A., andThe effect of the pro-Nazi Allen Dulles’s Congress for Cul-

tural Freedom, is a prime example of the way the people of which contributed a critical element to saving the world for
the time being. It was the death of that Roosevelt, which, bynations are deprived of access to development and choice of

those qualified leaders who might have led them out of the removing the obstacles to the succeeding reign of intellectual
and moral mediocrity typified by the morally, relatively leasttragic straits of self-inflicted doom.22

common denominator of Harry S Truman, led into the greatest
catastrophes of our planet’s past half-century. It was the pan-

21. This was the basis for the prophetic warning I delivered, in February
demic of monstrous intellectual and moral mediocrity un-1983, to the Soviet representative of the 1982-1983 back-channel discussion
leashed by the launching, by Nazi-friendly Allen Dulles andI conducted in the interest of U.S. President Reagan. The subject was my

outline to the Soviet government of the proposal which I had recommended other authors, of the U.S.-based international Congress for
President Reagan adopt, the exact proposal which the President himself was Cultural Freedom (CCF), which set the foundations for the
to deliver publicly a few weeks later, on March 23, 1983. I stated, in summa- past forty years’ plunge of global civilization into cultural
rizing the contrast between that policy and the alternate doctrine of the Soviet

decadence, and, thence, into today’s immediately threatenedgovernment, that “if the Soviet government were to reject the offer, if it were
“Twilight of the Gods,” the presently threatened great, world-made by my President, the Soviet economy would collapse in about five

years.” On March 23, 1983 President Reagan delivered that proffered option
publicly, but Soviet General Secretary Andropov rejected it out of hand, and

Britain who had been backers of Hitler earlier, came over, temporarily, tothe Soviet system began to disintegrate visibly about six years later. It was
my insight into the economically suicidal consequences of Soviet anti-volun- the opposing side. However, in the midst of the process of defeating Hitler,

elements such as Allen Dulles went into full swing in bringing essentialtarism in the non-military aspects of its economy, which enabled me to
develop that uniquely vindicated, prophetic insight into the history of Rus- elements of the Nazi apparatus into what became both the NATO system,

and the coup and murder potentials, such as those associated with the historysia today.
of Chile’s Pinochet regime, and the associated mass-murder operation “Con-22. “Pro-Nazi” here is no exaggeration. The Dulles brothers were an integral
dor,” deployed into Central and South America. The Congress for Culturalpart of the international financier-oligarchical apparatus which had created
Freedom was an integral part of that covert “re-Nazification.”the fascist developmentsof the post-Versaillesperiod, andhadbeen explicitly

part of the international faction which brought Hitler to power in 1933. For 23. This included massive armed deployment intended to bring about my
assassination during the overnight interval October 6-7, 1986, an intent de-sundry reasons, it was chiefly Hitler’s mid-1930s decision to lunge westward

first, which set into motion the decision by Britain and France to bring the signed to pre-empt the discussion of SDI at the imminent Reykjavik meeting
of U.S. President Ronald Reagan and Soviet General Secretary Gorbachov.U.S.A. into the game. Under those circumstances, many in the U.S.A. and
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wide new dark age. denies the existence of the human individual, the existence
of that soul which should outlive that mortal body which itThe greatest folly of known cultures has been the attempt

to build the policies and leaderships of nations on a supposed occupies for a bare moment of time. By denying the individual
the power, and duty, to contribute willfully to improving thepolitical-cultural consensus, a so-called venerable tradition,

as in the case of the continental powers which were leaders in universe which shall outlive his momentary mortal incarna-
tion, we would degrade the individual, in his own estimation,the onset of World War I, when an oncoming crisis would

have required reliance upon those kinds of hard truth, contrary to a beast, and he would then behave as a variety of beast, such
as Grand Inquisitor Torquemada—as, we might see again,to current trends, the kind of truth which exposes the deadly

folly represented by an existing culture’s currently prevalent today, is the frequently manifest result.25

The discussion in the form of a “dialogue of cultures” iscultural norms.
As an animal species is doomed by its genetic heritage, not only important; it is urgent. However, as history should

have taught us, the danger is that the participants might goso, like an extinct species, civilizations are doomed by their
stubborn clinging to the flaws embedded within relevant kinds too far, too quickly, too superficially, in their adoption of

attempted, and all too cheaply accepted commonplace as-of inherited cultural habits. Thus, ironically, often only a revo-
lution in cultural traditions, such as the Benjamin Franklin- sumptions. The danger is that the search for a new compro-

mise, would, like the League of Nations before it, produce aled American Revolution of 1776-1789, could have con-
served, and did, the most precious of the political and other quickly compromised result.

Therefore, I emphasize an outlook which I have expressedinstitutions which the English-speaking world had accumu-
lated up to that time. in various earlier publications. How should we attempt to

estimate, beforehand, why and how no less than those twoSo, it has been the failure of continental Europe to free
itself, in a revolutionary way, from the legacy of parliamen- generations ahead should judge the results of our agreement

to act in concert now? The implicit basis for competent fore-tary habits and so-called “independent” central banking sys-
tems, which has been, repeatedly, since July 1789, the source knowledge of the competence of our choices, lies not in the

experience of the past, but the competence of our experienceof the great tragedies, and spoiled opportunities, which conti-
nental Europe has continued to impose upon itself, repeatedly, of the future.26 That is the crucial paradox with which this

report challenges the sponsors of any dialogue of cultures;up to the present day.
In physical science, great Classical artistry, or political there lies the crucial paradox menacing any attempt to shape

a functional quality of common agreement from within a dia-statecraft, it is the application of the needed, principled excep-
tion, or otherwise known as “revolutionary” exception, such logue of cultures. The best rule-of-thumb statement of the

solution for the latter, crucial paradox, is V.I. Vernadsky’sas that of President Franklin Roosevelt’s return to the U.S.
Constitution, the exception to the error of the currently ac- systemic definition of the Noösphere.
cepted habit,24 which is the mark of a nation’s achievement
of greatness; and, it is the choice of exceptional leadership 25. The issue here is expressed, inclusively, by that Gnostic doctrine of evil,

as implicit in such Protestant cults as that of the grandfather of the traitorfrom among the most exceptional members of those profes-
Aaron Burr, North America’s Jonathan Edwards. Man is not evil by nature,sions, which makes possible the changes upon which not only
but, rather, becomes evil only by rejecting his own nature, which is to developgreatness, but even survival of a culture depends. The beasts
as a creature worthy of the Creator’s love, a creature of agapē as defined by

are vulnerable to nature’s timely condemnation of their con- Plato’s Socrates, as in The Republic, and as by the Apostle Paul, as in I
tinued existence, because those species have a fixed nature; Corinthians 13. Theologically, those who deny Philo’s and kindred notions

of a Creative God in the universe, are claiming the right to do to the Creatorman is not a beast, except when he attempts to imitate the
himself, what the Zeus of Aeschylus’s Prometheus Trilogy did to Prome-beasts, by adopting the beliefs, such as today’s “radical ecol-
theus. That Gnostic doctrine of a “tamed” post-Creation God in a universeogy” dogmas, suited to one of those lower species of a cultur-
under Satan’s realm, is implicitly a Deism of Satanism, like that of the cult

ally fixed set of genetic-like characteristics. of Bernard Mandeville in the Mont Pelerin Society of Friedrich von Hayek
It is so in religion, too. Those religious beliefs which set and Milton Friedman, like that of the Grand Inquisitor of Dostoevsky’s novel.

the existence of the Creator essentially outside the universe, 26. In the history of modern science, the notion of the experience of the
future is characteristic of the leading, uniquely original achievements ina universe defined by them as a fixed set of intended rules of
astrophysicsby bothKepler and Gauss, and thegeneralprinciples of relativitya playing-field, thus commit the blasphemous falsehood of
grounded in the work of Bernhard Riemann. This notion of universal physicaldenying the Creator Himself the power of creating changes
principle as an expression of a power efficiently extended into the future,

from within His universe. His real universe is that in which was already inherent in the concept of powers as presented by the Pythagore-
He Himself lives. The fool’s hubristic effort, to deny the Cre- ans and Plato. Gauss’s original discovery of asteroid orbits conforming to

Kepler’s premises for the prior existence of a self-exploded planet lying inator of the universe this power, thus also degrades the fool
an orbit between those of Mars and Jupiter, is a remarkable demonstrationwho accepts that denial, to adopt the likeness of a beast; he
of the actual experience of the future in the present, an experience which is
physically actual, in addition to being intellectual. This notion appears to be
paradoxical to the usual modern reader, because it is essentially contrary24. The 1901-1932 habit expressed most plainly by the Presidencies of Theo-

dore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Calvin Coolidge, and Herbert Hoover, to the pathological precepts of forms of philosophical reductionism such
as empiricism.for example.
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A Future Remedy From the Past has operated through control of the world’s dominant, oligar-
chical form of monetary-financial system since no later thanIn this prefatory portion of the report, I limit the focus of

the discussion to a broad view of the kind of solution to which the establishment of that as an imperial power, in that Febru-
ary 10, 1763 Treaty of Paris which concluded Britain’s suc-that paradox, so stated, must lead us. To this end, I, once

again, situate the Vernadsky outline of the Noösphere, as I cessful orchestration of that so-called Seven Years War which
had brought a common ruin upon the manipulated powers ofhave done in publications during the past several decades,

against Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s Orion and Arctic Home in continental Europe. That treaty thus established an empire of
the British East India Company, through, chiefly, that Com-the Vedas. Like the Classical Greek adoption of that science

of Sphaerics reflected in the Great Pyramids of Egypt, and as pany’s imperial absorption and looting of Eighteenth and
Nineteenth centuries’ India, among many other locations. Thethat Classical method of science was echoed by the principal

discoveries of Johannes Kepler, let us join Tilak in looking at present world crisis, is principally an outgrowth of the manip-
ulations of the systemic relations among the world’s nationslife on our planet today, and also tomorrow, from a vantage-

point thousands and more years ago. So, reading the charac- as a whole, chiefly through the control exerted by the mecha-
nisms of Liberalism currently axiomatically hegemonicteristic features of what that implies from the renewed Classi-

cal vantage-point of Vernadsky’s definition of the Noösphere, among the components of that predatory financier-oligarchi-
cal imperium which reigns still today.let us define those common values for the future which we

might use as a metrical standard for measuring the perfor- For example: It is only typical of the delusions of many
of those approaching the subject of a dialogue of cultures,mance of mankind on this planet a modest two generations

ahead. that, during the immediately past decades, it is the U.S.A.,
and virtually it alone, which has been popularly denouncedGiven those considerations, how then does some choice

of a set of cultural parameters define the way in which today’s as the willful agent of world domination by a body of opinion
as silly as it is widespread. For those who actually know thegravely, immediately imperilled planet, must emerge suc-

cessfully at a future time, such as two generations ahead? relevant facts about the decision-making processes, that myth
is the fruit of a deadly, implicitly suicidal folly by those whoObviously, allowing a continuation of the simple interaction

among today’s leading, conventional, existing cultural para- seek to explain matters as simply as that.
Contrary to that popular delusion, as it is met even insidedigms would be—under the extremes already represented by

today’s operating paradigms—not only a colossal failure, but as outside the U.S.A. itself, it has been the post-February
1763 hegemony of that Anglo-Dutch Liberal system whichan immediate catastrophe.

Today’s problem is not that some leading nations have presently controls the U.S.A. to a significant extent, as it has
done increasingly since the death of President Franklin Roo-made mistakes; the problem is that today’s global complex

of cultural interactions, have produced the sixty-year, post- sevelt, and especially since the aftermath of the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy which terrified the U.S. popula-Franklin Roosevelt, anti-Franklin Roosevelt interplay among

nations and cultures, especially that of the past forty-years tion into a state of relative numbness, as the events of Septem-
ber 11, 2001 did, later.history. That, in net effect, has landed us in the present state

of imminent grave peril for the planet as a whole. As of this This alien influence is chiefly the Liberal system presently
represented abroad by Prime Minister Tony Blair’s Liberal-moment, while some governments, and other associations,

are considering the elements of some useful ideas, individu- Imperialist Fabian crew, and, notably, by the Margaret
Thatcher gang of the same pedigree before it. This is theally, and in concert, none so far have taken efficiently into

account the actual form of the principal, decades-long cause Anglo-Dutch Liberal system against which the American
War of Independence was fought, but which has fastenedof the currently threatened onrush of a plunge of the entire

planet into a prolonged new dark age of humanity as a whole. itself like a parasite upon the foolish neck of the U.S.A. today,
as during the regimes of Harry Truman and Richard NixonFor example: The key to all understanding of the modern

world history of more than three centuries to date, is the recog- earlier. Long before Truman, that imperial mother of the sys-
tem of global oppression, the Liberal system, was served bynition of the essential, true fact, that the history of the world

as a whole, since no later than the February 1763 triumph such representatives of the Confederacy tradition as Theodore
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and, after that, by the epidemicof Lord Shelburne’s British East India Company, has been

shaped by the continued, actually globally imperial power of of typically Liberal theft under Wall Street creatures such as
Coolidge and Hoover.an Anglo-Dutch Liberal system. Yet most of the world today,

foolishly, pretends, as if politely, not to notice this plainly The failure to acknowledge that set of connections, would
be like the honeymooners’ denying the presence of the trum-visible fact—this veritable elephant standing and trumpeting,

unnoticed, in the middle of the honeymoon couple’s bed— peting elephant in their marital bed. That kind of denial, in
and of itself, could be the most likely cause for the assuredand its profound practical implications for every part of our

world as a whole, still today. tragic failure of any attempted global dialogue of cultures.
Under the present world monetary-financial system, whatThis global power, this Liberal system, is the power which
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controls a nation’s policies, or the policies of a concert of action implicitly overturns, or at least appears to overturn, the
relevant, previously reigning sets of axiomatic-like assump-nations, is not pin-point direction of individual choices of

decision by a nation, or nations. What controls the way in tions. In this case, the threat is to prompt some kind of change
in the system as a whole, axiomatically. For example: Mostwhich the aggregate effect expressed by pin-point decisions

is generated, is the equivalent of a set of ruling axiomatic of the actually or implicitly violent threats against my person
from “the establishment” during the recent thirty-odd-years,assumptions, such as today’s widespread, lunatic quality of

axiomatic faith in the dogmatic “free trade” mysticism of the have been very plainly prompted by the establishment’s per-
ception that my ongoing, or threatened action at that time,Anglo-Dutch Liberal system.27

This represents an extremely important, but rarely ade- constituted what the relevant section of the establishment had
considered as a potentially serious threat to the continuity ofquately appreciated problem of method in dealing with the

subject of behavior in and among social systems. Consider the perpetuation of its current system.
In all cases, it is not the individual action which is histori-the historical implications of four, relatively commonplace

types of cases of effects of pin-point decisions. cally determining, but the system, or the interacting systems,
or changes in the system itself. Thus, competent long-rangeFirst, there are cases in which an action expresses, in ef-

fect, a theorem of an axiomatic assumption of behavior, such economic forecasting, proceeds from viewing economic sys-
tems axiomatically, as the competent practice of physical sci-that no significant change from that presently operating prin-

ciple is challenged by that event. If this piece from the practice ence does, viewing them as systems, and basing the forecast
on study of the system as a system, rather than wading throughof intellectual stagnation contributes to making a situation

worse, then that worse was nothing more than evidence of the swamp, and quicksands, of the careless accountant’s ulti-
mately, infallibly mistaken, extrapolations by his convention-what had been already implicit in the previously operating

habits of thinking of current “axiomatic” policy-shaping ally brutish and often wild-eyed statistical methods.
That same thing can be said in a slightly different way, bybehavior.

Second, there are cases which, without changing the pre- pointing to a relevant case, the related, evil dogma, that central
banking systems, which are actually instruments of the collec-viously reigning axiomatic-like (e.g., systemic) assumptions,

touch an extreme point in the trajectory implicitly defined by tive “slime-mold”-like wills of sets of private financier-
oligarchical interests, function under the protection of thethat axiomatic-like assumption. Because that intersects the

vicinity of a boundary-condition of the system, this produces systemic assumption that these systems must be free of control
by elected governments. This is the peculiar system, the ideol-the singular significance of the novelty of effect associated

with a crisis-in-fact, but without yet changing the relevant ogy which presently controls most nations, and it is those who
control the system itself, which control the policy-shaping ofaxiomatic-like assumptions on which the society, for exam-

ple, has been recently operating up to that point. relevant nations. It is such false assumptions of an axiomatic
character, such as the belief in independence of central bank-Third, there are developments which are in axiomatic con-

flict with what the reigning axiomatic assumptions would ing systems, which, by becoming the characteristic of the
relevant public and popular institutions, become the way thehave allowed, but the effect of which will probably be ab-

sorbed, as a mere flea-bite, a mere perturbation of the sleeping nation functions; these, if only usually, predetermine the
kinds of choices which will be made. It is not the individualdreamer, with a relative minimum of temporary disturbance

upon the system represented by those assumptions. decision which produces this effect; it is the way in which the
evolution of an ideology predetermines the trajectory of theThen consider a fourth case, in which the effect of the
change in effects produced by relevant decision-making.28

In all cases, it is the system which determines the signifi-
27. Lord Shelburne Lackey Adam Smith’s doctrine of “free trade,” first cance of the event, rather than, as duped people today believe,
presented in his 1776 polemic against the American Revolution, The Wealth

the mere statistical aggregation of events, the system. So, asof Nations, was essentially plagiarized from the highly suspect authority of
the case of World War I demonstrates, in history so far, thethe leading French Physiocrats, Dr. François Quesnay and Turgot. Although

the principal source looted for this purpose was Quesnay’s mystical doctrine axiomatic aspect of ideology controls the will and fate of
of “laissez-faire,” the acceptance of Smith’s plagiarism in England was con- nations most of the time, and that more effectively, more
ditioned largely by the precedent of Bernard Mandeville’s The Fable of the ruthlessly than any abundance of military force.
Bees, inwhich thepublicbenefits enjoyedbysocietyasawholeare, according

The fools’ assumption, that it is the U.S.A. which is theto Mandeville’s curiously Gnostic intuitions, produced by the fostering of
principal source of the present world systemic crisis, wouldprivate vices. Smith himself defended such specifically Gnostic lines of infer-

tile deductions in his 1759 The Theory of the Moral Sentiments, with the be precisely the kind of mistaken belief which, in and of itself,
same enthusiasm for sheer irrationalism which formed the doctrinal basis for
that curious sexual behavior of the Cathars which led to the French usage of
the term condom. Professor Milton Friedman does not offer even such exotic 28. Some decisions are crucial, because they have the distinctive character,

even by themselves, of an implied change in the ruling culture. Otherwise, itsurrogates for reason in his version of the same nonsense. Friedman argues
in the fashion of a classroom’s dolt copying a lecture into his schoolbook, as is the pattern of decisions, rather than one or several of them, which deter-

mines the forecastable trajectory a nation’s decision-making will follow.Cambridge’s Mrs. Joan Robinson pointed out, post hoc ergo propter hoc.
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would ensure an inherently tragic catastrophe, that for a world ruary 1763, has been the increasing domination of the world,
not by any nation, but, rather, a modern guise for the Europeanwhich accepted such a belief. Only when the U.S.A. is recog-

nized as itself, presently, systemically, a subject (e.g., a vic- medieval, ultramontane system of partnership of the Venetian
financier-oligarchy and the Norman chivalry: the Anglo-tim) of the “free trade” system and ideology of the British

East India Company’s legacy of global rule by the financier- Dutch Liberal system of international finance, especially the
post-1971-1972 form of that system. This Liberal system wasoligarchical interests of today, can anything but foolish as-

sumptions about essential features of the world of today be the international power known during by its adopted names
as both the Eighteenth-Century “Venetian Party” and thepresented. Unless that point were understood, any attempt at

dialogue of cultures would be doomed to catastrophic out- “French and British Enlightenment” of Voltaire et al. It is this
system which rules the world today, and, by present aid of thecome from the start.

The mere size of an effect, such as the effect of the activity International Monetary Fund and World Bank, holds nations’
governments as its herded cattle and lawful prey, unless theof the U.S.A. today, is not in itself actual proof that the size

of the effect is a cause. It is that controlling influence which nations had freed themselves from that control.
has steered that effect, and will steer the next, which is deter-
mining. Big footprints are not big feet. It is the system which The Strategic Situation Today

Let us now prepare the way for entering the main body ofcontrols the relevant behavior of the United States, which is
the cause. To control that effect, we must control that system this report, by the following set of summations of the points

developed here thus far.which controls the people, as long as the people do not control
the system. It is the international, primarily, and national, secondarily,

institutions of monetary and financial affairs, which controlIt was the perceived urgency that the U.S.A. itself invoke
its Constitution, as President Franklin Roosevelt did in 1933, the principal decisions, in all matters, of those nations and

peoples which accept the “authority” of the 1971-2004 Inter-to free the U.S.A. from the yoke of that Anglo-Dutch Liberal
system which had controlled the policies of the Theodore national Monetary Fund and World Bank. The European Cen-

tral Bank is currently among the most vicious of these supra-Roosevelt, Wilson, Coolidge, and Hoover administrations,
which changed the system then. The consequence of that was national institutions. Foolish governments and people, alike,

generally see nothing significant in this arrangement; it isthe intervention into history, led by Franklin Roosevelt, which
made possible the U.S.A.’s own escape from the fascism widely assumed among leading opinion-shaping circles, that

no foreseeable alternative to the system associated with thosewhich overran a western and central continental Europe im-
prisoned within the control of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal institutions presently exists, at least implicitly so: until the

point of outbreak of a relevant systemic crisis. For that reason,system.
It was that change in perception which occurred under the ignorant opinion which predominates in the highest ranks

of governments generally today, refuses to recognize that theFranklin Roosevelt, as in the case of President Abraham Lin-
coln earlier, which defined and generated the U.S.A.’s ability will of governments generally, is presently controlled, not

by the power of nations, but by a system of supranationalnot only to accomplish a great leap forward in economy, but
to contribute a decisive margin to bring about the defeat of financier-oligarchical interest which is more powerful than

any nation which continues to submit to the rules of playthe fascist monster, and promote the recovery of a war-
depleted Europe. associated with that Liberal system: that is the elephant defe-

cating where the honeymooners are helplessly sleeping.The widespread, contrary, and often fatally erroneous as-
sumption is, that by avoiding conflict with certain existing The Liberal system of today, is only a typical expression

of a class of influence over the will of nations and peoplestraditions at the top of society, we might improve society by
installing improved rules of the game of cultural interaction which may be called an “ideology.” A person who has blindly

accepted any belief of axiomatic-like implications for deci-within the bounds of the bottom layer of the current world
system. These suggested improvements are proposed as ap- sion-making, is, to that degree, no longer in any relatively

greater degree of willful control of his or her own mind, orplicable to society from the bottom up, without touching the
actually, top-down determining considerations such as the behavior, than an animal controlled by the conditioning of the

instinctive characteristics of its behavior as the member of atoleration for so-called “independent central banking sys-
tems” and “free trade” dogmas. Defense of that wrong- species or variety. The essential power of institutions, such

as governments, or concerts of governments, today, is rarelyheaded, sometimes fatally wrong-headed practice might be
expressed as the tragic popular delusion: “People are not actually free will informed by reason, but more often the

oxen’s yoke of specific forms of ideology.ready for the big change; you must introduce them to that in
small steps,” without actually using your legs in any notice- See the statesman wiggling within that virtual “iron

maiden.” He threatens to act rationally, but feeling the pres-able way. Such ugly displays of self-inflicted psychosexual
impotence, make virtual political eunuchs of them all. sures of his situation, prefers to avoid the pain, and therefore

limits his movements accordingly. He is technically capableOur attention must, therefore, be focussed upon that fact,
that the dominant feature of international relations since Feb- of reason; but, the like tragic hero, can not yet free himself of
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leads from a present or past catastrophe,
to yet one more set of the types of con-
flicts leading into new varieties of the
processes of mutual self-destruction,
such as general warfare without effi-
cient exit strategies, as in the U.S. war
in Iraq today.

Therefore, one relevant fact is al-
ready quite clear. The attempts to effect
reforms such as cultural agreements,
among nations today, will fail, as-
suredly and absolutely, however noble
and impassioned the sentiment support-
ing such proposed reforms, until the
pathological factor of the subsuming
system, the system of financier-oligar-
chical imperial Anglo-Dutch Liberal-
ism—the currently reigning “fishbowl
mentality”—is excised from the institu-
tions of world power.

The 2004 Republican National Convention. A large portion of the U.S. electorate, “while These reigning mechanisms of to-
experiencing the deepest collapse, a sharp collapse, of the physical economy of their

day are, “genetically,” the descendantsregion in half a century, voted for the re-election of George W. Bush, out of confidence in
the success of a continuing economic recovery which did not exist!” of the mechanisms which orchestrated

what was known as that World War I,
which then, in turn, created the conti-

nental European fascist rule between 1922 and 1945, andthe relevant conventions. He is controlled by the system.
In earlier publications and public addresses, I have identi- which are the ruling forces at play in the world of U.S. veteran

oligarch George Shultz’s Condoleezza Rice, Dick Cheney,fied the functional nature of this problem by the term “fish-
bowl” ideologies. A population accepts certain selected habit- Arnold Schwarzenegger, and veteran predator Pinochet to-

day. No cultural agreement among the mice of sundry colorsuated assumptions, some approximately true and others
baldly false, as its ideology. Thus, the collective action of any will prevail, as long as the Anglo-Dutch financier-oligarchical

cat is loose. We must not merely bell the man-eating big cat;society known so far, is a response to an implicitly imagined
physical geometry which differs more or less radically from we must first cage her.

Ridding the planet of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal traditionthe real universe. Thus, when, in the course of developments,
the pre-established cultural matrices no longer correspond to which also created the Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, and

Francisco Franco regimes earlier, is an absolute preconditionreality, even within reasonable margins for error, the victims
of the ideology tend to react not to the real world, but rather for preserving civilization today; but, there is much more to

be settled. Getting rid of Mussolini and Hitler was necessary;to their belief in a fancied universe which is implied by their
habituated ideology. That problem is what I have identified but, putting out the noxious rubbish is not, by itself, the pro-

duction of a good meal. We must build a new edifice, toas a “fishbowl mentality”: continuing to swim within the ac-
customed fishbowl, even after the bowl has broken and the supersede a sick world of today. Ask, therefore: What, there-

fore, should be the principles of design for an ecumenicalwater, and the doomed, flopping fish, are pouring onto the fur-
niture. system of cooperation among respectively sovereign nations,

which shall deal appropriately with all of the phases of designSuch has been recently, until now, the pathetic state of
mind of a large portion of the U.S. electorate which, while and construction to be accomplished on this planet during two

generations immediately ahead?experiencing the deepest collapse, a sharp collapse, of the
physical economy of their region in half a century, voted for The good is never merely the negation of the bad; the

good is the Sublime, which, by its own positive nature, work-the re-election of George W. Bush, out of confidence in the
success of a continuing economic recovery which did not ing from outside the bounds of existing conventions of behav-

ior, builds, where the conventional destroys by its inheringexist! The Liberal system is a leading ideology—a “fishbowl”
mentality—usually ruling over the mere nations of today. corruption. A good dramatic treatment of a subject such as

Adolf Hitler, does not portray the people as good, when itIt is the attempt of parties to define a system of cultural
accommodation, as through a dialogue of cultures, producing merely shows how bad Hitler was. Rolling in the mucky de-

tails of hideous crime, as the intention of Allen Dulles’s pro-thus an attempted fusion of inherently, axiomatically con-
flicting sets of a-prioristic axiomatic assumptions, which existentialist CCF typifies great criminality, does not ennoble
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of doctrine, contains a large ration of wrongness. Therefore,
the first principle of science should be, to consider the problem
of the systemic falseness within what may be presently even
a proudly defended opinion, scientific or other. This means
concentrating special attention upon those special kinds of
paradoxes which lie at the boundaries of any existing body of
generally accepted belief, such as the boundaries separating
the abiotic, living, and human cognitive systems of
Vernadsky’s Noösphere, in their essential character, and re-
spective distinctions as the universal physical systems of
which the known universe as a whole is comprised: that as a
Riemannian quality of an integrated system.

The permission to employ this method, must not depend
upon definite prior indications of any specific wrongness in
currently accepted belief. Good health is not only a matter of
lack of evident sicknesses, but also of detecting and prevent-

A Russian slave laborer in Germany, after being liberated by the ing the existence of a kind of disease which has not yet beenU.S. Army in 1945, identifies a Nazi guard who brutally beat
recognized by us as the menace it does in fact represent, asprisoners. “The evil of Hitler must be treated by love of that good
had been the case of human retrovirus disorders. This is thewhich Hitler destroyed, not only the good in Hitler’s victims, but

the spoiling of the good in those Germans and others, for example, method by means of which we are enabled to uncover the
whom Hitler and the system of his Synarchist masters used for existence of wrongness even within what has been unchal-
their enterprises.” lenged as generally accepted belief. It is not a mere repair-kit

to be called out only when failed opinions have been detected;
it is a way of thinking which must supersede all others, on

the viewer of a drama, but, more likely, like a Bertolt Brecht all occasions.
drama, will have a degrading effect on the audience and play- The method of learning from our experience of the future,
ers alike. The evil of Hitler must be treated by love of that which I have identified in the introduction to this report, is
good which Hitler destroyed, not only the good in Hitler’s not new. It is ancient. Notably, it is implicit, for physical
victims, but the spoiling of the good in those Germans and science as such, in the method of Sphaerics which the Pytha-
others, for example, whom Hitler and the system of his Syn- goreans and Plato, among other ancient Classical29 Greeks,
archist masters used for their enterprises. adduced from the development of astronomy by Egypt. In

The world does need urgently an image which serves the fact, all competently Classical currents of European scientific
mission which the proponents of a dialogue of cultures seek thought since that time, have expressed a return to that
to promote; but, we must do it right, such that the desire for method, as a choice of means for avoiding the relevant deca-
something better does not lure us into those kinds of wishful, dent, contrary method of such as the Eleatics, Sophists, and
Romantic fantasies which have so often led toward effects other philosophical reductionists. This is, for example, the
precisely opposite to that which we should have hoped to method of Kepler, as reflected in his tasking future mathemat-
produce. ics to develop the kind of infinitesimal differential calculus

Vernadsky’s concept of the Noösphere defines a point actually developed, with unique originality, by Leibniz.30

of sublime empirical-conceptual reference, a framework of
reference within which all of the valid issues to be considered

29. The term “Classical,” as used throughout this report, has nothing to doare included, including differences among cultures, as if axio-
with the popularized notion of the merely traditional, as in the illiterates’matically. What will the Noösphere be, two generations
use of the term “Classics” in the U.S.A. today. The combined standard of

ahead? How should that happen? How does that approach Pythagoras, Thales, Solon of Athens, Plato, and Classical Greek sculpture,
provide the optimal way of both meeting the requirements as distinct from theArchaic, are exemplary, as in the caseof Italy’s Cicero and
of national and personal sovereignties, and also producing the Fifteenth-Century pro-Classical Greek Renaissance, against the vulgarity

otherwise characteristic of Latin culture, especially Roman imperial cultureimprovements of an urgent character and quality in the Noö-
and its tradition.sphere during the coming two generations or more?
30. The claims of the followers of Venice’s Abbé Antonio Conti, that their
adopted foil, Isaac Newton, had discovered a calculus, are not only baldly
false, but also inherently absurd. A typical case of a Classical proof of the

1. The Vernadsky Remedy Leibnizcalculus, asopposed to theclaimsby thedubiousadmirersofNewton,
was supplied by Gauss’s discovery of the orbit of the asteroid Ceres, a discov-
ery which was a forerunner of Gauss’s general principles of curvature, and

Competent science, or an actually efficient pursuit of a is a rigorous demonstration of the need for the actually infinitesimal calculus
dialogue of cultures, proceeds always by presuming that the which all of the perverted Eighteenth-Century and later apologists for the

Newton’s claim, such as D’Alembert, Euler, and Lagrange, rejected, as nottotality of present belief of any national culture, of any body
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That discovery, successively, by Kepler, Leibniz-Ber-
nouilli, Gauss, and Riemann, et al., is the demonstration of
the method by which mankind achieves its discovered fore-
warnings, and, in this way, a certain type of experienced
knowledge of the yet to be experienced future. This depends
upon that Classical Greek notion of powers employed by the
Pythagoreans, Plato, his Academy, et al.,31 the notion of what
we may rightly regard as a universal physical principle.
Vernadsky’s development of the notions of the Biosphere and
Noösphere, is an example of application of the same Classical
method of powers.32

As I shall show in this report, that viewpoint offers the
only trustworthy approach to the subject of a dialogue of
cultures. The case of Vernadsky’s referenced work provides
such a needed point of reference for addressing the challenges
of modern political-economy, by attacking those subjects
from within the higher standpoint, the domain of the Sublime.

It has been usually demonstrated by all those fundamental
discoveries of such powers in science, that the greatest con-
centration of wrongness is usually disguised as assumptions
which the misled representatives of a faulty culture have been
inclined to adopt as unshakeable qualities of traditional be-
liefs, including such as a priori assumptions. The empiricists’
Cartesian set of a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates, or
the Aristotelean scheme in astronomy of the Roman Empire’s
hoaxster Claudius Ptolemy, is typical of what is often not Ukrainian-Russian scientist Vladimir I. Vernadsky. “In dealing

with matters bearing upon the nature of the human individual, andonly an intellectually fatal error, but an outright fraud.33 Thus,
mankind in general, Vernadsky’s concept of the Noösphere is anscience must always seek a vantage-point of practical exis-
extraordinarily useful, and currently most relevant point oftence in the universe which is located outside the frame of
departure for understanding the problems to be recognized and
mastered in the times now immediately before us.”

corresponding to anything existing in the real universe. The claim, by the
admirers of Newton, to have discovered the existence of something, the reference within which the suspected error of assumption may
infinitesimal, which they and their credulous followers still claim not to have

lurk, a frame of reference outside the range of the investiga-existed, is a remarkable piece of sophistry, one truly worthy of charlatans
tor’s presently customary belief. For this purpose, in dealingsuch as François Quesnay, or that plagiarist of Quesnay, Adam Smith.
with matters bearing upon the nature of the human individual,31. Such as Aristarchus of Samos and Eratosthenes, and Nicholas of Cusa

(e.g., De Docta Ignorantia) later. and mankind in general, Vernadsky’s concept of the Noö-
sphere is an extraordinarily useful, and currently most rele-32. Cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. The Economics of the Noösphere (Wash.,

D.C.: EIR, 2001). It is therefore most deliciously ironical that perhaps the vant point of departure for understanding the problems to
most significant of all Soviet scientists, Vernadsky, the most notable succes- be recognized and mastered in the times now immediately
sor of Mendeleyev, and the founder of applied Soviet nuclear physics, should before us.
have been one of the greatest of the Twentieth Century’s scientists, a scientist

For example: in order that we might more readily over-who is therefore, by Soviet “diamat” and “histomat” nomenclatures, an ideal-
come the prejudices which have created a corrupt, ideologicalist of the Platonic tradition, where Soviet philosophical “objectivity” in the

Engels tradition failed so utterly miserably, with their systemically vicious wall of separation of art from science, let us interrupt this
errors in the domain of economic practice as applied to its civilian sector of introduction to the subject of applied physical science at this
production.Thisdemonstrates, amongrelatedpoints, that crisisofTwentieth- point, to compare the case for Classical irony in English, or
Century culture which Britain’s notable C.P. Snow identified as a “two cul-

other poetry and drama. After all, the subject of a dialogue oftures” paradox, the dichotomy which separated social thinking hermetically
cultures, is culture in the broadest scope of the term. What isfrom that of physical science. In a culture dominated by the co-existence

of reductionist physical science with inherently irrationalist modes of anti- true in any part of culture as a whole, must also be demonstra-
Classical thought, breakdowns in the process of civilization are to be ex- bly true in any of its divisions.
pected, not only in the U.S.A., but as occurred within the Soviet system, too.

33. The “solar hypothesis” referenced by Nicholas of Cusa, was already Bringing Words to Life
famously demonstrated, and this documentedby Aristarchus ofSamos before

Delicious academics’ jokes about “grammarians’ funer-the time of Eratosthenes. Claudius Ptolemy knew of these records, and wit-
als,” or, the same thing, a literate thinker’s hostility towardtingly faked the evidence used in support of his plea for that Ptolemaic fantasy

which was finally destroyed again scientifically by Kepler. contemporary publisher’s style manuals, are clinically sig-
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nificant in calling attention to the axiomatic roots of the cur- within those transcendental expressions called Classical
irony.rently prevalent inability of popular cultures to define a con-

gruence of notions of truth which might be common to literary The clarification of the point is the crux of the point to be
made immediately, here.and to physical-scientific thought in a systemically coherent

way.34 This defect, the grammarian’s folly, in the develop- Ask yourself: Why does the competent practice of physi-
cal science require that we identify the discovery of an experi-ment of the individual, presents us with a probably crippling

impediment in the pathway of conducting a dialogue of cul- mentally validated universal physical principle by the per-
sonal name of the relevant discoverer? Not the personal nametures, and, therefore, of physical science, too.

Specifically, to conduct a dialogue of cultures, we would associated with some mathematical formulation used to de-
scribe an effect of the application of the principle, but thebe fools to rely upon agreements reached on the dictionary

meaning of a grammarian’s dead words. We require a living personal name of the discoverer. This question should bestir
attention to some crucial examples of the meaning of Classicalsubject, not the dead word upon which anyone might freely

impose an arbitrary meaning of their own design. The doctrine irony from within us, the challenge of showing the necessity
of describing the grammarian’s practice as playing withof “text,” as stated by the notorious U.S. Associate Supreme

Court Justice Antonin Scalia, is a conveniently lurid example dead words.36

By associating an original discovery of a principle withof such pathological behavior by morally dead minds. To
achieve what might be called “intelligent communication,” the name of the discoverer, such as Archimedes, for example,

we are implicitly obliged to provoke, and thus to re-createwe must bring words to life, that in a mode of reanimation
which might rekindle in any mere grammarian that special the relevant cognitive experience, within our own mind, an

experience which had occurred within the mind of an Archi-quality of Holy Terror which also struck Rembrandt’s
Belshazzar. medes, or the mind of Archytas in solving the task of con-

structing the doubling of a cube. We thus oblige ourselves toThat we might better weave the actual connection be-
tween a literary or artistic form of culture into the same system relive the inner, cognitive experience of that act of discovery.

We seek thus to call into play within our own sovereign mentalas a scientific culture typified by the work of Vernadsky on
the Noösphere, consider those principled features of a literary processes as a living person, a replication of the relevant

process which occurred in the mind of that living person whileculture which provide a relevant bridge between the idea of
culture in general and the referenced work of Vernadsky. he lived. That action by us defines the named discovery as a

living idea, and the words used ironically to point in thatAs Shakespeare knew, and as every competent play-
wright, poet, and philosopher has always understood: As I direction become living words—words with a living meaning

for us, to replace the dead ones. This is the meaning of theshall show here, truth exists, contrary to Scalia, only as if
between what the poorly educated mind must see as the appar- generation and transmission of actual ideas, the meaning of

the animation of Platonic forms of ideas.ent cracks, called irony or metaphor, of the merely literal
meanings previously attributed to the words by those morti- For example: some would commit the blunder of suggest-

ing that discoveries of principle can be demonstrated on thecians of dead minds we know as grammarians. Truth itself
thus lies only between the apparent cracks of what William academic blackboard, or by a digital computer, as the addled

advocates of “information theory” dogmas propose. GaussEmpson treated as the principle of irony, as in his notable
Seven Types of Ambiguity.35 Ambiguous as the Classical proved the relevant point, in his 1799 exposure of the relevant

hoax perpetrated by empiricists such as D’Alembert, Euler,irony of the great poet, for example, may sometimes appear
to be, irony so grasped is the only efficient method by which and Lagrange. Gauss thus demonstrated anew, that the dis-

covery of a principle is not effected through arithmetic orutterance in a common language can break the shackles of
literal meaning, to free man from slavery to dead words, and Cartesian modes of formal mathematical constructions. The

actual discovery is merely prompted by the formal paradoxes,to convey precise conceptions of actual ideas and of the living
words which irony animates. Thus, to the man or woman who such as algebraic paradoxes, which might be represented on

an academic blackboard; but, the act of discovery of a princi-can actually think, the grammarian is the perfect type of the
functional imbecile one encounters as obstacles over which ple occurs, neither on the blackboard, nor within the bowels

of a digital computer; it can be only within the sovereignto stumble in the search for the domain of actual ideas. That
is to say, that actually living knowledge can be found only cognitive processes, the processes of hypothesizing which

are the unique power, and distinction from the beasts, of a
human mind.

34. Compare C.P. Snow’s Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution The naming of the original discoverer, is a challenge: to
(London and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993 reprint).

35. William Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity (Middlesex: Penguin
Books, 1961). This is not a blanket endorsement of Empson’s argument, but 36. In a November 9, 2004 webcast address, I referred to an hypothetical

mathematician who married a plastic dummy out of admiration for her mea-to emphasize that his work, whatever errors it includes, must be taken seri-
ously. surements.
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experience in one’s own mind the process of discovery as it those which should not be adopted, in the work of developing
a dialogue of cultures.occurred in that named discoverer’s mind. This we can do

only by generating his relevant hypothesis within the pro-
cesses of our own individual mind. The otherwise seemingly, Why Study Classical Tragedy?

For example: Why must we have Classical actors? Do thebut deliciously paradoxical ontological implications of the
immediately foregoing statement by me, will be made clear typewritten words not speak for themselves? Should not any

set of raw amateurs, reciting the text of a drama, be well suitedby appropriate concentration on what I have to report,
throughout much of the following sections of this report, re- to convey the intent of a playwright such as Shakespeare or

Schiller? Perhaps they lack elegance, but does that detractspecting Vernadsky’s conception of the Noösphere.
Already, even at this point in the report, Vernadsky’s from the capacity to convey the playwright’s intended mean-

ing? Similarly, the sophistical pedant would ask: Is not theconcept of the Noösphere helps to make clear some aspects
of the physical meaning of what I have just said. Our living recitation of Classical poetry a matter of “taste”?

Contrary to such mere opinions, the accomplished com-brain and its accessories bring the act of discovery by, for
example, Archimedes, back to life, as it lived within the pany of actors, as in the case of the opening portions of Ham-

let or Julius Caesar, must bring the actuality of the mind-setmind of Archimedes, born again within the functions of our
living tissue.37 That action is of the characteristic form of of Shakespeare’s Rome of Julius Caesar’s and Cicero’s time,

or Hamlet’s legendary Denmark, on stage even before thethe activity of hypothesizing which subsumes Plato’s collec-
tion of Socratic dialogues. The physical character of this principal characters of that drama are brought on directly. For

reasons which I shall address below, it is almost a rule ofact of our present reanimation of the living idea behind the
name of Archimedes, today—the living cognitive action, by principle in the composition of Classical tragedy, that the

principal figure must not be brought upon stage until the para-the then living Archimedes, for example—is an implication
which commentators on Vernadsky’s work have, so far doxical character of the setting in which that character will

appear has been established as a species of experience, in itswrongly, apparently failed to grasp. Both Soviet “material-
ist” dogma and Liberal empiricist dogma have been among own right, in the mind of the audience, and, therefore, also,

through rehearsals and experience of repeated public perfor-the relevant impediments to consider in treating the evidence
of those failures. mances, in the minds of the players on Classical stage.38

As I shall work here to make this essential feature ofTo make what is perhaps an indispensable recapitulation
of the argument just supplied: the irony of equating the person a dialogue of cultures clear, the essence of the drama lies

“between the cracks”; it lies beyond the literal. A true suchof the discoverer to a principled discovery, thus obliges our
mind to re-create the living experience of that original act of dialogue occurs within the only domain, that of Platonic hy-

pothesizing, where truth lies, in the universal principle ofdiscovery by that mind as a living experience within our own
mind. That is a model, so to speak, of the function of Classical specifically human communication, Classical irony.

For example, in the opening of the two Shakespeare trage-irony as the only truthful way of using forms of communica-
tion which are literally dead when treated only as in and of dies selected for purposes of illustration here, as the curtain

has lifted, the seated audience must quickly sense an eeriethemselves (as by mere grammarians), to convey a living ex-
perience of truthfulness from one mind to another, even feeling to the effect that the universe on stage is a different

cultural universe than that in motion in the audience’s off-across thousands of intervening years.
Consider Classical tragedy, such as that of Aeschylus, stage world. The behavior among the characters depicted

on stage, must not be an expression of the same words asShakespeare, and Schiller, as a model, in art, for the same
meaning of Classical irony as I have indicated the ironical use enunciated by persons representing the contemporary culture

of the members of the audience, nor must the members ofof the name of Archimedes, or Kepler, or Gauss, to prompt
the mind of the hearer to re-experience the relevant original the audience hear that exchange as an event within its own

contemporary experience. Otherwise, the attempted perfor-act of discovery of what is efficiently a universal physical
principle. This, in turn, serves to show how we must define mance would be an artistic failure from the outset.

This means that the adducible rules of interpersonal be-those principles which should be adopted, and to warn against

38. Please, therefore, bring back the Classical repertory theatrical companies.37. Note here, already, a point whose significance for economy I shall address
later in this report. The cognitive processes of the human mind, which Do not worry about so-called business efficiency; the necessary cost were

well spent. Film actual performances by that theater? Excellent: so that theVernadsky defines as noëtic, are of an order higher than the principle of life
itself, just as living processes interact with, but are not non-living processes. director and actors may be aided in assessing the progress in perfecting actual

performances before live audiences. Let the best product be reproduced,However, the noëtic process requires a living process, the human mind’s,
to reanimate the idea of principle formerly generated by an Archytas or thereafter, for mass audiences, using the same repertory teams: all as part

of refining a produced product of increasing appropriateness, including theArchimedes. This is the nature of the communication of such actual ideas in
both contemporary society or across the spans of centuries, or even millennia development of actors more capable of achieving the higher goals for soci-

ety’s benefit, as implicit in the author’s and players’ combined intention.of history.
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The valid confrontation with
such potentialities is the mark of the
great playwright. His intention is to
transport the audience’s attention
from the kind of universe in which
the audience lives, as if to a different
universe, in which the characteristic
features of social interaction are
qualitatively different than those of
the audience. The actors, for exam-
ple, must each put themselves, and
their interactions with other actors,
into that other universe, not the uni-
verse which they should have left
parked in the street outside.

It is therefore urgent, from the
beginning of the play, that the actor
not recite lines. The actors there, as
in the opening of Julius Caesar,
must be Romans of that time. The
words spoken in the drama do not
have the same meaning as the sameActor Robert Beltran conducts a drama workshop with members of the LaRouche Youth

Movement in Pennsylvania, coaching them in a performance of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar. words as they might be spoken by a
representative of contemporary soci-
ety. By reacting as a live Roman of

the designated station would have reacted, with all the “bodyhavior in one culture, are not the same as for another culture.
Since the subject-matter of Classical tragedy is the way in language” and shadings of emotional color which that Roman

would have shown in that assigned circumstance, we createwhich the systemic characteristics of a culture, considered as
a whole, brings ruin upon itself, it is what might appear to an eerie sense of the difference between the way those Ro-

mans are behaving, and the way we, in our time and place,present observers as those sometimes seemingly very subtle
differences of what might, wrongly, seem the same conversa- would deliver the same lines today. The effect on the mind of

the audience must be that felt sense of an eerie somethingtion repeated within the audience’s own culture. The conver-
sation must be located clearly in that different cultural set- “different” lurking there, felt, and knowable, but just out of

reach of the corner of the spectator’s eye.ting—a different locality in physical space-time, which is the
typical expression of the culture which is the subject of the For an example of crucial, but seemingly minor points for

criticism: how does Casca mouth the name of Cicero, fortragedy itself.
We must emphasize, that, essentially, therefore, the char- example? What is his “body language”? How would you have

said the same words under today’s circumstances? Here, in-acters of a tragedy on stage, taken as a whole, while on stage,
act differently, think differently, usually belong to a qualita- deed, between the Classical view represented by Cicero, and

the circles of the fascist-like Caesar, we have an alreadytively different culture, than those in the audience, or the
actors themselves on the street outside. Even if they speak the highly embittered, pervasive, and tragically determining

clash of cultures in that ancient city of Rome itself, as, clearly,same words, the meaning is different in some crucial way;
after all, they have moved out of one society, their work-a- Shakespeare understood this connection by the way he wove

the richly ironical reality of Cicero’s sensed physical presenceday world off-stage, into a different world, that of a past period
of history, of a different culture, and different general circum- into the scene. That role of the unseen Cicero is crucial for

the performance of the tragedy as a whole. The members ofstances. It is the requisite genius of an accomplished play-
wright, or director, to have developed a deep insight into these the audience might not know the significance of that reference

to Cicero beforehand, but the director and actors must makesystemic distinctions, and to adduce those subtleties of the
actual cultural matrix which frame the playwright’s in-

crucially determining features of the period of the medieval, ultramontanetended subject.39

alliance of Venetian financier oligarchy and Norman chivalry. Once one’s
attention is focussed on that historical process as the subject of the drama,
rather that some cute tourist-guide sort of commentary on dates, persons, and39. Among the most striking effects in experiencing the work of Shakespeare

and Schiller, is the fidelity of their representation of the actual historical places, the power of Shakespeare’s creative genius stands out. On the Schiller
I have considered, he is even more passionately exacting in this respect,period and place represented on stage, their finely honed sense of historical

specificity. Shakespeare’s English histories, for example, touch the most historical specificity, than the best of Shakespeare.
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Raphael Sanzio’s
The School of
Athens brings
together people
across generations,
in the simultaneity of
eternity.

the audience feel that significance.40 Schiller conveys, as the effect of that moment of actual history
inspired the process leading to such outcomes as the establish-The intent of the great playwright, is not to imply that

the audience should simply adopt a supposed solution to the ment of the first true sovereign nation-states in all known
history, that of Louis XI’s France and Henry VII’s England.paradox of the tragedy on stage. Absolutely not; such folly

we leave to the Romantics, who purport to explain all that The power of the centuries-old ultramontane system of medi-
eval Europe, the alliance between the Venetian financier oli-history whose specificity they defile with their degradation of

the issue of the fate of entire peoples and civilizations to the garchy and the Norman chivalry, was broken by the essen-
tially included effect of the real-life Jeanne as she appearsalmost soap-opera quality of bedroom view of the attributed

failures and triumphs of individual figures of heroes and faithfully represented to the intent on what would be a faithful
replication of a performance on Schiller’s stage. So, we in thevillains!

Take the case of Schiller’s Jeanne d’Arc: Schiller’s care- U.S.A. today, are being judged, in practice, still today, by
what we did not do in response to Martin’s death. Martin wasfully researched re-creation of the principled features of the

actual time and place in history, and the actuality of the role not Jeanne; Analysis situs, again! The cultures are different,
but the principle of man’s existence as an instrument to createof Jeanne. I have recently compared the effect of Jeanne’s

conduct in the actual situation of that time and place, as that the future, is the higher standpoint from which the contrasting
specificities of the different contexts is to be understood.was the actual effect of her conduct in the situation, through

the moment of her death by being burned alive by the Inquisi- Pause to stress that point just made. It is crucial for the
success of a dialogue of cultures.tion, to the martyrdom of the Reverend Martin Luther King,

as he expressed his personal understanding of that situation, In real history, the history of living words locates the
meaning of the individual human existence in past, future,in his own voice and words, up to the morning of his assassi-

nation. and present, all at once. It is the transmission of ideas as
living words, among past, present, and future, which, likeAnalysis situs! As Leibniz and Riemann understood that

distinction. It was her action in that specific situation which the resonance of an ancient Vedic hymn on the subject of
astronomy seen in Central Asia thousands of years earlier,
expresses the intrinsic immortality of the individual person. It

40. Only an illiterate in history could argue that I am mistaken about this is only a decadent culture, such as an empiricist’s or Sophist’s
matter of Casca’s reference. Shakespeare’s character as a playwright reveals culture, in which the individual is denied this connection,
a personality defined at root by the same Fifteenth-Century Italian Platonic

through living words (i.e., actual ideas in the sense of Plato’sRenaissanceexpressedby thatSirThomasMorewhowas theprincipalmortal
principle of hypothesis). The “educational” function of Clas-target of the Venetian financier-oligarchy represented by Francesco Zorzi,

Cardinal Pole, Thomas Cromwell, et al. sical drama, music, poetry, painting, sculpture, and architec-
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ture, is to evoke a sense of immortality in the individual mem- among respectively specifically distinct cultures.
In that light, take, for example, the role of the ghost inber of the audience, through the devices of the living word.

“Yesterday, my mind spoke with the mind of Archimedes. Our Hamlet. Now, look at the sensed, but unseen appearance of
that silent, unseen ghost in the shadows of the Third Actminds were linked by a communication system connecting us

across thousands of years.” The figure on the Classical stage soliloquy. See the approach to that soliloquy in that of the
preceding Second Act. Feel the force of tragic doom permeat-must not be your neighbor reciting lines, but a long-deceased

figure, such as Jeanne, or, our recently departed hero Martin, ing the entire culture of that legendary Denmark, as we enter
the concluding scene where the motion of Hamlet’s corpsewho is made to come alive on stage through the medium of

the living words which bring the actuality of that past into off-stage, intersects the display of Fortinbras’s folly of that
moment, as he prances lewdly before both the horrified audi-immediate juncture with our present, thus bringing people

from various generations together, as Raphael Sanzio por- ence, and as, at the same time, the bemused friend of the
deceased Hamlet, is looking off-stage toward, and speaking,trays himself in the simultaneity of eternity in his The School

of Athens. like the character Chorus as if called in for this service, di-
rectly to the assembled audience of that theater.In this way, the fellow watching from the balcony of the

theater experiences a sense of actual immortality through the Then, recall the image of the ghost, and the interplay in
that early scene. Shakespeare needs the ghost, which must belink to the living words radiated from the stage—on the condi-

tion that the director and actors make these words felt by the silent, unseen, but a felt presence in the closing scene, without
which Shakespeare could not so simply convey to the audi-audience as living words. Here is the true secret of Classical

tragedy. If one does not grasp that sense of the living word, ence that uncanny feeling about the characteristic mind, the
special kind of superstition, and characteristic modes of inter-he or she has yet to understand anything significant about the

tragedies of Shakespeare and Schiller. actions, of all ranks of that culture shown on stage. “These
guys are all insane!” “This Denmark is a living nightmare!”So, therefore, in all valid Classical tragedy, as in Schiller’s

treatments, the historian’s strict principle of historical speci- Yes, I understand your feeling, but you must be more
careful; presenting these characters as simply insane will notficity applies. Analysis situs! Meanings can not be freely trans-

ported from one specific area of universal space-time to an- do. You must present them adorned with their actual insanity,
the lunacy specific to their cultural fishbowl, not in your im-other. Each part of history has its unique—historically

specific—characteristics. Hamlet is not Julius Caesar. Ham- pulsive, grotesque violation of the root-principle of historical
specificity. Without that sense of (thinking in terms of Britishlet’s legendary Denmark is not congruent with the culture of

Cicero’s Rome, the Cicero whose mere whiff of presence in history) the historically specific, or, to the same effect, spe-
cifically legendary quality uncanny in the irrationality of allthe play is a critical factor of the play itself, as of the actual

history of turning-points which developed in Rome during of the characters of that culture, there, as in Shakespeare’s
treatments of Macbeth and Lear, the actual intention of thethat region of history.

What is common to all, is the way in which we must playwright is not competently delivered. It is not sufficient to
perform the drama; you must witness it, and its characteristicdevelop the ability to understand the laws of the way in which

history is changed, which are the proper foundation of the culture, in its actually historically specific place.
The final scene and drama of Hamlet close with an appealmaking and interpretation of the laws of government. We do

not connect different places in history by specific acts as such; to the audience to recognize that force of tragedy in the culture
of that Denmark as the true subject of the drama, not the figurewe connect them by means of the universal physical principles

which are the only available, real connection with the con- of Hamlet himself. Hamlet’s personal wretchedness is that
he is all too much a loony Dane of that legendary sort ofstantly changing territory of real history. For this, for strat-

egy, we require the specific method which subsumes all speci- historically specific place and time. The sense of the force
of doom must be established as a sense of dramatic irony,ficities. We must read history as a domain of those living

words which bind the immortality of all human experience comparable to the opening lunge of Brahms’ First Symphony,
in the audience, before the leading character is presented onand development into the portrait of a true Classical histori-

an’s seamless unfolding of a simultaneity of eternity. Such stage. Thus, by aid of that precaution, he, or she becomes a
figure wrestling with the forces of doom which are character-Classical poets and dramatists are the true historians who

should perform that mission. istic of his culture, not yours. Could he have broken the spell
of that doom, or will he or she prove to be merely anotherBy comprehending many historic specificities, we must

avoid tendencies to “take an average,” as Shakespeare’s silly pitiable member of that self-doomed culture, who could not
muster the will to change that culture in ways needed to savePolonius would have done; we need a concept which is inde-

pendent, and above all attempts for hermetic compartmental- the people from the culture of which they are a part?
Yet, in Classical tragedy, as in real history, each case hasizations of historical specificities. This must become an en-

deavor in which the work of Vernadsky contributes its own historically specific characteristic. Each moment of
history is culturally unique, but, ironically, within a seam-something essential for our work on the subject of concert
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lessly continuous, but multiply-connected Riemannian uni- To recapitulate the immediately preceding argument, for
the sake of clarity, consider the following:versality of a simultaneity of eternity. Different such mo-

ments can not be reduced to a reductionist’s formula. Any It is the posing of the need for that act of creative reason
and will, which is the only proper subject of Classical drama.important subject of Classical drama, requires the playwright

and the players to define the subject of each drama as a whole This element, which Schiller identifies as the Sublime,
whether it occurs within the tragedy, or is the implied creativeas some unique event which could not have been produced

by a formula. They must give a unique quality of life—an act which should have, but did not occur, is the subject which
the drama must evoke as an experience within the mind of theironical sense of the presence of a living word—to the drama

in this way. No drama is truly Classical, either in composition audience, just as the name of the original discoverer of a valid
universal physical principle obliges us to react to his act ofor execution, unless the central subject of the drama as a

whole is a unique creative act of hypothesizing a solution for hypothesizing as an experience re-enacted within the living
a problem which never occurred in history before, and will
never be produced in the same way again.

Lately, I have frequently found it convenient to reference No drama is truly Classical, either in
the victory of Frederick the Great over the Austrians at Leu- composition or execution, unless the
then as an illustration of the principle of the commander in

central subject of the drama as achief in the principal office of leadership of a nation, or a
commander assuming personal responsibility for the histori- whole is a unique creative act of
cal outcome of a war. Those examples express the essence of hypothesizing a solution for a
subject-matter of Classical tragedy. Frederick’s innovation,

problem which never occurred infaced with a situation where his forces were greatly outnum-
bered by a well-trained, and professionally deployed larger history before, and will never be
Austrian force, was a victorious solution unique to that situa- produced in the same way again.
tion. Shall we attempt to adduce some recipe for an average
solution of some sort from that case? To attempt to do so
would be a fraud; beyond noting that the eccentric Frederick
was also a creative genius, the form of the action there was processes of our mind. It is that act of hypothesizing, Schil-

ler’s Sublime, which is the essence of the successful perfor-original and unique to that historical situation. Analysis si-
tus, again. mance of a Classical tragedy, as this was already true with the

work of Shakespeare, whose living word, mediated throughThe lesson to be learned on this account, is that it is the
pathetic tendency of the pedants of our culture, and their like, the historically specific interventions of Abraham Kästner

and Gotthold Lessing on this account, revived the livingto argue, as the Roman Empire’s hoaxster Claudius Ptolemy
did, that once God had made Creation, that Creation must be Shakespeare to participate in the Germany-centered Classical

humanist renaissance of the late Eighteenth Century. So, as aperfect, by a priori assertion. Therefore, the Sophist insists,
that if we permitted the idea that God himself might introduce result of the work of Kästner, Lessing, et al., Shakespeare

lives again today.a change to that universe, that would be as if to insist that God
Himself had been flawed, and was therefore obliged to repair This view of Classical tragedy typifies the state of mind

which must exist prior to any deliberation on the matters of ahis earlier mistake. That Sophist has just insulted God! God
is right; it is the Sophist’s Aristotle, and his follower Ptolemy dialogue of cultures. The tragedy, if that is the outcome, lies

not in the leaders of society, but in what they are not. Thewho were wrong, if they were not being simply stupid.
In dealing with man and society, we are dealing with a essential force of tragedy lies primarily within the culture of

which the tragic leader is all too typical for his own good.creative being who often makes mistakes, but has been de-
signed in the image of a Creator for whom continuing Cre- So, Plato abhorred the relevant aspects of the Classical

Greek tragedies of his time; for Plato, as he himself demon-ation is a way of life. As Heraclitus would have insisted, and
the Plato of the Parmenides agree, there is nothing but change strates the principle in his dialogues, those tragedies he at-

tacked lack the contrast of what Schiller would define as thein the universe, and such is the ontological nature of the Cre-
ator Himself. Sublime.

For contrast, consider some attempts to deal with contem-That view of creation is the standpoint from which the
choice of subject is made by the effective composer of Classi- porary historical themes, by some notables. Among the better

famous examples among modern American tragedy includecal tragedy. It is the creative faculty (of Platonic hypothesiz-
ing) of the human individual, which is the essential subject of Arthur Miller’s The Death of a Salesman and Eugene

O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh. A Classically trained actorClassical tragedy; it is the presence, and lack of the interven-
tion by such hypothesizing, on which every Classical tragedy like Lee J. Cobb could have put the ironical aspect of the

leading character of Salesman across effectively, as typifyingsince Plato’s dramas, his Socratic dialogues, were composed.
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but it must adequately reflect the fateful
decision-making processes of the nation,
and the corruption of the American people
which permits the relevant travesty. The
subject of Classical tragedy, as Plato and
Schiller demanded, is the history of man-
kind; to adduce the living words of the Sub-
lime experience we require an actual his-
torical subject, either from known places in
history, or forms of legend which had a
kindred significance.

Therefore, the attempted use of little
people, rather than major figures, as the
pivot of tragedy, as by Miller and O’Neill,
was, in that sense, a mistake, although a
mistake which they committed by faddish
popular demand of the theatrical “indus-
try,” and its paying audiences, of their time.
They did their best, and I greatly admired
the result as being Classical tragedy; but, I
also recognized that the deeper merit ofAnti-aircraft artillery defends Moscow, during World War II. The factory which

employed workers who produced under the fire of that war-time siege, has now been those works would tend to be overlooked
closed, under the free-market system. “Where is the pivotal center of that tragedy? The by the pestilence of Romantics and existen-
individual? Or the system? The society?” tialists hovering like predators among the

critics and theater audiences.
The subject of Classical tragedy is

needed changes in the culture as a whole. Therefore, the at-the tragic character of not the figure on stage, but then contem-
porary U.S. popular culture itself. The Iceman Cometh is tempt to substitute a local setting within a culture for the

appropriate action of change of an entire culture, can obvi-beautifully composed in service of its obvious intent, but the
tendency of the audience is to focus on the audience’s pro- ously be effective if the author and director recognize the

problem which I have just posed in some efficient way. Thejected imputable tragedy of Hickey, rather than the tragedy
of the popular culture of which he is a victim. The character portrayal of Salem witch-trials, in Miller’s The Crucible,

failed as tragedy, because it falsified the Massachusetts ofHickey “took the life out of the booze”; but, it was the booze
of that culture’s specific ideology, not Hickey himself, which the Winthrops and the Mathers, for the sake of a knee-jerk

reaction to the Truman-McCarthy witch-hunt of the Trumanis the force of tragedy, as must be argued, similarly, for the
case of Death of a Salesman. The danger is, in both examples, years, and thus created a spectacle from which no truthfully

living words could be adduced.41that the corruption of our times would prompt the audience
to view the drama with the disordered mind of the typical For example:

Nearly a decade ago, I was given a tour of a famousRomantic, locating the essence of the tragedy in the central
figure, rather than in the society which dangles that figure Moscow engineering works, which I knew well by name for

its role in Moscow during the perilous period of the siege bybefore us, like a marionette on the cultural strings of his time
and place. The danger is, a lack of the sense of the Sublime the Wehrmacht forces. At that past time, I, like many of my

generation, had lived through that siege from afar. Now, inwhich links us, the audience in the present, to ourselves as we
experience, within our experience of that drama, the relevant
fruitful outcome of the tragedy on stage.

41. The Salem witch-trials were, on the historical record, an operation usedThus, since the principle of Classical tragedy depends
by the avowed political adversaries of the Winthrops and Mathers to promote

upon that standard subject of reference, which is changes in whatbecame,over the long term, thepoliticalbase for the treasonousHartford
the culture of an entire nation, it had been better of those Convention, e.g., the Lowell-Perkins “syndicate” constituency of the early

Nineteenth Century. Thus, there is a parallel to that Harriman-Russell-modern tragedians to have built the tragedy around a leading
Truman-Allen Dulles complex which created the witch-hunt ferment of thefigure of that society, that culture, so that we might more
period preceding the Eisenhower Presidency. The attack by these forces, wasreadily avoid the treatment of tragedy as an individual’s affair,
against the deceased President Franklin Roosevelt, an attack which continues

rather than the failure of the leader as an exemplary victim of to the present day. Without the heroes of Massachusetts, who represented
his submission to the characteristics of his society’s culture. the later founding of our republic, those who were the principal target of the

operations based in Salem, the dramatic treatment by Miller makes no sense.The key character need not be a recent President, for example,
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one of the rooms of a part of the plant which I visited, I tional discontinuity in the usage which warrants the mind’s
sense of the presence of such an object of thought.43watched individual men working, men whose obvious age

associated them, with a strong impression I felt at that mo- However, the corollary is, that a language used in this way
thus generates new discontinuities which correspond to newlyment, with the workers producing under fire of the war-time

siege. Not long after my visit, that plant ceased to exist; I wept discovered existing states in the universe represented by that
language’s use. Functionally, this is the way in which wesilently at that news, thinking of particular faces of the aging

men working at those machines which had now been taken name distinct astronomical objects, discovered universal
physical principles, and other real objects of the mind whichaway from them, thinking of the period of the siege by the

Wehrmacht. Tell me then: Where is the pivotal center of that are made known through their rigorous definition as defined
by their existence as discontinuities. Such was the method, intragedy? The individual? Or the system? The society? Is not

the suffering of the individual, in such cases, the guilt of fact, of Kepler, for example, who originally defined a univer-
sal principle of gravitation, or Archytas, earlier, who definedthe society?

Could the one particular worker who most attracted my a uniquely specific solution for generating the doubling of the
cube by continuing geometric action. This is also the indis-attention, have been a pivot for a relevant drama respecting

post-Soviet Russia’s society today? Of course; but, it must be pensable active principle of Classical modes of artistic
composition.done with that sense of the nature of Classical tragedy, treating

the top-down features of that process in the society as a whole That is the elemental expression of the artistic creativity
referenced by Percy Shelley’s In Defence of Poetry: thewhich affects that worker’s fate, as Clifford Odets’s Waiting

for Lefty did. transformation of a language effected by means of periods in
the life of a people which are marked by an increase in theThink then, of the methods by which great Classical po-

etry or tragedies are composed. I have identified the intent power for receiving and imparting profound and impassioned
conceptions respecting man and nature.44 That power is ex-which should govern such works. What, then, is the method

by which that intent is served? pressed as the communication of a living word.45

The Living Words 43. Just as the use of representation of a physical function by a term of
the mathematical complex domain, as by Gauss or Riemann, for example,Focus on the case, that the same image, word, or phrase,
references the efficient existence of a physical principle not directly repre-appears, with a different real-life meaning, in each of several
sented competently, as an object, by sense-perception. See, for example,locations in which it appears, as within the same poem. Yet,
Gauss’s attack, inhis1799 dissertation,on theempiricists D’Alembert,Euler,

the contradiction, the adducible formal discontinuity (ambi- Lagrange, et al. who had, in fact, attempted to deny the existence of the
guity) among clearly distinct sets of imputable meanings of Leibniz infinitesimal calculus (i.e., the principle of universal physical least

action), which was, in fact, the location of the complex domain as developedthe same term in various locations within the same composi-
by Gauss, Riemann, et al. Compare the Ampère-Weber principle of electro-tion, defines that ambiguity as a distinct, uniquely single, real-
dynamics, as developed by aid from Gauss and Riemann’s role as an experi-life object of the quality of a potential living word, as I have
mentalist.

developed that usage of “living word” above. This method of
44. Shelley’s most relevant reference in that particular location was not onlygenerating such a discontinuity, is the basis for Classical
the American Revolution of 1776-1789, but the entire sweep of the Classical

irony, as that notion is illustrated by the argument of Shelley’s humanist upsurge which erupted in Germany, and spread more widely in
essay In Defence of Poetry.42 By assigning the value of a European culture, around the figures of Abraham Kästner, his pupil Lessing,

and Moses Mendelssohn. This was the Classical humanist upsurge whichname to the difference represented as such a discontinuity,
was attenuated by the horror evoked by the Jacobin Terror and Napoleonwe, as poet or sentient audience, have used the existing lan-
Bonaparte’s rampages, with a resulting spread of cultural pessimism ex-guage to add a new concept, a new such term, to our intellec-
pressed as the Romantic reaction to Napoleon’s tyranny, the ensuing Con-

tual vocabulary. Dead words thus take on a living meaning. gress of Vienna under the tyranny of Metternich, the proto-fascism of Hegel’s
Such is the character of irony which defines the corres- theory of history and the state, all the way to Adolf Hitler and beyond. Shelley

and the Heinrich Heine who denounced “The Romantic School in Germany,”ponding used language as a living language, not by its mere
were caught in the season’s ebb tide of the Classical humanist ferment in art,form, but by the ironical way in which it is used, by the way
despite the later achievements of Schumann and Brahms, for example. It wasin which real living-word meanings, note here especially
not yet a cessation, but a very significant degree of attenuation. The deaths

meanings of universal physical principles, are developed even of Gauss, Dirichlet, and Riemann, during the 1850s and 1860s, coincided,
within the current repertoire of use of a fixed nominal vocabu- similarly, with the close of the period of greatest rate of widespread scientific

fertility in Europe during that century, leaving the reductionists in the ascen-lary. If the meaning of a term, its referent, can be defined by
dancy until the present day.its place in a deductive system, it is not a living word when
45. The location of the idea within a statement, marks the existence of aemployed in that sense. There must be a meaningful func-
discontinuity. The mark corresponds to the place of occurrence of an act of
generating an idea conforming to Plato’s notion of action according to the
principle of hypothesis. The experimental demonstration of the unique effi-42. My own and Shelley’s sense of this notion should be compared with the

arguments of William Empson’s Seven Types of Ambiguity, as referenced ciency (i.e., a Riemann unique experiment) of such an hypothetical idea
establishes a universal physical principle.earlier here.
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The communication of the meaning of any statement is to boundary-area of the most essential working-concept in an
attempted dialogue of cultures.be adduced by the test of the presence of such living words.

Only living words qualify as ideas in the strict, technical sense As I have emphasized repeatedly in relevant published
locations, the human individual’s physiological experienceof the meaning of ideas. One actually knows an idea contained

within a statement, by the presence or absence of that idea as of the world around him, is not direct knowledge of the real
world he senses, but, rather, his interpretation of the reactionan adducible living word, whose adduced meaning is the fruit

of the same kind of mental process associated with the regen- of his sensory apparatus to its encounter with the world which
exists beyond that person’s senses. Thus, the blind do see.erating of an idea from indications of the specified problem it

solves, as by a modern student’s reliving Archytas’s construc- The human experience of that real world beyond, produces
potential knowledge of reality on two successively highertion of the doubling of the cube.

For example, the idea of knowing the circumference of levels than sense-perception as such. Such an experience is
called Platonic realism. It is the same Platonic realism whichthe Earth becomes a living word in the mental processes of

the user, when the user has relived the experiment through underlies the work of Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler,
Leibniz, Gauss, Riemann, et al. It is the Platonic realismwhich Eratosthenes measured the great circle of the Earth,

circa 200 B.C., by deep well observations from two locations which erupts as expressed by Vernadsky’s conception of the
Noösphere.in a North-South alignment within Egypt, and then measured

the great-circle distance from Alexandria, Egypt to Rome by On the first level, we are dealing now with mental pro-
cesses which Köhler proposes to be shared by apes and man.the same method. The proof of the so-called “Solar Hypothe-

sis” by Aristarchus of Samos, is a similar case, as to be com- The stream of sensations impinging upon the infant’s senso-
rium, is “decodified” as a world of nameable sensory objects.pared with the known aspects of the work in the same direction

by Thales earlier. The accumulation of such re-enactments of These objects are not presented to the child directly, but are
the product of the digestion of sense-experience by the im-discoveries of proof of principle, is the required ordinary basis

for the development of what we should aim to evoke as a plicit totality of the child’s human quality of mental-physical
powers of conception. An unmanageable stream of sensationsresulting sense of scientific literacy in the adolescent mind.

For example, the idea at issue in Carl Gauss’s 1799 attack is organized, thus, by the infant’s healthy mind, into a compre-
hensible array of playful objects and object-relationships.on the treatment of algebra by D’Alembert, Euler, and La-

grange, begins to become a living word for the modern stu- On the second level, a similar development occurs on a
qualitatively higher order of reaction, a reaction which occursdent, when the origins of Euler’s fallacy are traced by the

student, through the work on cubic roots, by Cardano, et al., only in man, not the higher apes: the discovery of a higher
order of mental object, corresponding, for example, to thefrom the doubling of the cube by Archytas’s friend Plato. This

leads to an enriched insight into the origins of what Euler’s discovery of an experimentally defined universal physical
principle.hoax is really attacking: the Leibniz-Bernouilli discovery of

what became known as the catenary-based, improved form This higher level is found in Classical art, as Herbart’s
use of Geistesmasse as a technical term of educational prac-of the principle of the infinitesimal calculus, Leibniz’s princi-

ple of universal physical least action. This Leibniz-Gauss con- tice, and in science, as Riemann associates this with what
he terms “Dirichlet’s Principle,” named for his teacher andnection leads to the generalization of the mathematical-physi-

cal principle of the complex domain by Gauss, Riemann, predecessor in his post, Lejeune Dirichlet. This juncture of
the two uses of this meaning of Geistesmasse, is the key to aand others.

I choose the former illustration to situate the way of think- rational approach to a dialogue of cultures. The concept so
associated with that usage of the term Geistesmasse, shoulding which is needed to address the matter in a way most

directly relevant to the conception immediately at hand. be recognized as pointing toward the central conception of a
science of culture, the science appropriate for approaches toThese ideas which exist only “between such cracks,” are

“living words,” in the specific sense which the German anti- a dialogue of cultures.
This brings us to the physical, rather than merely formallyKantian philosopher Herbart assigns a special meaning to his

adoption of the term Geistesmasse. This is the meaning, by mathematical notion of the complex domain. The argument,
as I have made it many times before this present occasion,Herbart, which Bernhard Riemann acknowledges as being

the prescience of a concept of physical science, as much as of may be summarized as follows.
Riemann’s special reference to his use of the term Geist-literature. In fact, in both usages, it is not merely an appro-

priate technical term of the specialist; that term, although only esmasse appears in his published collection of mathematical
works only as a single topic in a series of related, partiallyrarely used with the same meaning today, corresponds to the

most essential notion in all Classical philosophy, a term which only sketchy elements, in his posthumously published works.
Nonetheless, the concept he associated with his use of thatpoints toward something which is, at least superficially, akin

to psychologist Wolfgang Köhler’s cruder notion of a mental term in that posthumously published location, is implicitly
essential, pedagogically, for better comprehension, as by thefunction associated with his use of Gestalt. This takes us to a
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student today, from study of such among his principal pub- sphere. In the higher realm, the individual acts upon the Bio-
sphere through the mediation of the individual’s action uponlished works as his habilitation dissertation and on the subject

of the implicit physical geometry of Abelian functions. That society as a social process. The problems posed by this con-
ception of the matter taken as a whole, are implicitly remediedconnotation of his, and implicitly also Herbart’s use of the

term Geistesmasse, moves our attention immediately into to a very large degree merely by introducing certain of the
most crucial epistemological implications of Vernadsky’s de-conjunction with our preceding discussion of the subject of

the living word. This Riemannian sense of the notion of the velopment of his conception of a Noösphere.
We shall turn to that pivotal issue now, and later return,living word is essential for a clear insight into the very special

relevance of Vernadsky’s use of the concept of the Noösphere in the next chapter, to the discussion of the functions of the
human individual’s cognitive powers, after bringing in ex-for defining the immediate, global issues of physical economy

and culture. plicit treatment of the difficulty which has been building up
tension in the mind of the reader as we have progressed thisIt is that living word which is denoted by Riemann’s use

of Geistesmasse. It is a concept, and object of thought, whose far: What is the human mind, stated in physical terms?
Vernadsky’s Riemannian definition of the Noösphereactuality is expressed in mathematical-physics terms only by

a notion of the physical, rather than merely mathematical presents us with a universe composed as a multiply-connected
physical geometry of three experimentally distinguishablecomplex domain.

We do not directly experience the objects of our environ- qualities of universal physical principle. Each of these three
is distinguished by what Riemann points out as the uniquement. Rather, we experience the impact of the world around

us in terms of what our minds assess as the impact of that quality of experimental method of proof associated with the
discovery of any universal physical principle.world upon our biological sense-apparatus. We accomplish

this to an effect which is not unrelated to the way in which On the lowest of the three levels, the so-called inorganic,
or pre-biotic, we include those processes whose known exper-the infant translates a stream of experienced sensations into a

comprehensible realm of objects. Yet, there is a qualitative imental proof of elementary existence neither requires, nor
permits the assumption of the causative intervention by adifference between the beast and the mind of the human indi-

vidual on this account. principle of life. (We thereby consign the radical positivist
opponents of such a conception of life, such as the late JohnGravitation, for example, is experienced by the senses in

sundry ways, but gravitation as such is not explicitly an object von Neumann of “artificial intelligence” notoriety, to the
purely inorganic ash-cans into which they have already pre-of the senses, nor can it be made an object in the way in which

a sane child’s mind reduces a stream of sensations into sets of located their own existence.) The second, relatively higher
level, is that of processes which occur as living processes, asdistinct objects. That notwithstanding, gravitation, as Kepler

defines it, is an existing, and efficient object of the human the tradition of Louis Pasteur has defined the experimental
approach to achieving this result. The third, is the domainmind. It becomes such a known object, when we know it by

means of the faculty associated with the notion of living defined by those cognitive processes of the creative (noëtic)
individual human mind, through which discoveries of univer-words. It is then an object of those cognitive, higher functions

of the human mind, the domain of actual ideas, which we sal physical principles, such as Kepler’s, occur, and without
which such discoveries would never occur.meet, otherwise, in the role of irony in Classical poetry or

dramatic tragedy. It is, thus, the place in the human mental The domain of combined inorganic and living processes,
is the Biosphere. The domain of a Biosphere under the cre-processes where strictly Classical forms of artistic composi-

tion and physical science, properly defined, become one and ative reigning power of human cognition, is the Noösphere.
All three domains of action (powers) are multiply-con-the same subject.

All true universal principles of physical science have this nected in the Riemannian sense of that term. In Vernadsky’s
biogeochemistry, we apply this view to the evolving state ofsame character.

Here we have the remedy for C.P. Snow’s “Two Cultures” the planet Earth in terms of the planet’s composition in terms
of changing relative portion of fossils, an arrangement inparadox. Here lies the indispensable key to a successful form

of a dialogue of cultures. which one process’s waste-product is another process’s capi-
tal opportunities, and the key to understanding, and masteringWithin that unity, there is, nonetheless, a subsumed quali-

tative difference between the two. In physical science, the the so-called “raw materials” challenge of today. Such is the
manifest intention governing the existence of our planet, wereemphasis of our attention is upon the discovery of those higher

order objects of the physical domain, non-living and living its self-development limited to these two terms of reference.
However, then, we intrude upon that scheme, as we, mankind,objects alike, as the processes specific to those domains. In

Classical artistic composition, the relationship of the Noö- enter as an increasingly significant player, as from outside
and above, in the development of the planet according to thatsphere to Biosphere has shifted; it is the social processes

themselves which serve as the mediation between the individ- functional arrangement.
There is no raw materials crisis of this planet, on thisual mind and society’s functional relationship to the Bio-
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planet today; there is only a crisis caused by the ignorance of ers, at their usual best, if not otherwise cowardly or corrupt,
whose fears of immortality make them Hamlets, or worse.those modern physiocrats who create a raw materials crisis

among scientifically illiterate men and women with all too Briefly then, the key to translating the point I have just
headlined, respecting Hamlets, into the form of a living word,much financial power for their own, or the planet’s good.

Against this view, there is no competent objection; the is the following.
fossils, when examined from Vernadasky’s standpoint, prove
it so. If no tongue could speak, the fossils will have spoken I Recount a Page From My Existence

During the interval 1983-1989, my life was placed in dan-this to be the truth of the existence of our planet, from its
origins to the present time. This is the Creator’s expressed ger because of the implications of my role in proposing what

President Ronald Reagan later named, on March 23, 1983, asintention, so displayed.
The most upsetting feature of Vernadsky’s view of such “A Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI).” Soviet General Secre-

tary Yuri Andropov summarily rejected even Presidenteffects, is that it refutes all attempts to account for the human
creative powers’ role in ways which locate creativity within Reagan’s proposed discussion of his proffer, and, for related

reasons, my life was then in danger, both from forces insidethe kind of brain which belongs only to the Biosphere. On
that account, a kind of creeping anxiety grips the individual leading circles inside the U.S.A., and, by no later than early

1986, from the Soviet government of that General Secretarywho begins to grasp the implications of what I have written
to this effect, here thus far. For those readers who are most Gorbachov whose frequent threats had become as copious,

and widely distributed, as they were ominous.sensitive, a certain uncanny prescience now lurks at this stage
of my account. Thus, in the October 6-7, 1986 run-up to the Reagan-

Gorbachov “summit” at Reykjavik, a force of over four hun-We, of modern society, tend to think of ourselves as em-
bodying all our essential qualities of life and personality, too, dred armed personnel, including a special force, equipped

with armored combat vehicles, targeting me for a major publicwithin the bounds of a biological process as such. Yet, as the
relationship of the increased accumulation of Vernadsky’s assassination, moved into Leesburg, Virginia and its vicinity,

assigned to a planned operation which could have had nohigher-ranking class of fossils to human increased power in
the universe attests, there is a power, not confined to the do- outcome but the assassination of me and killing of numerous

others at the place where I was located at that moment. Highermain of the Biosphere, which accounts for all this about our
human existence. Something higher impinges upon the bio- authorities intervened by the morning of October 7th, such

that the intended assassination-operation was aborted by thelogical processes of the living human individual, to produce
the effects we must associate with nothing other than the Noö- intervention of higher circles in my government. However,

the ongoing effort in Justice Department and other legalsphere. This is precisely what we experience, as in action, in
the transmission of an idea, as a living word, through the frame-ups, over the 1983-1989 interval and beyond, was of

one piece with the near-execution which had been intendedindicated processes of reanimation of a mark, as bequeathed
to us from an ancient Archimedes long since deceased, to be by that abruptly aborted plan for the assassination. The mes-

sage was later delivered, that if I resisted the continuing,reborn in the mind of a student today.
On reflection on this, it must begin to appear to us, that all planned legal frame-up successfully, I would certainly be

killed next time.of humanity, past, present, and future, is of the character of a
pulsating mass of self-development as if in a simultaneity of I bring that matter up again here, because of its effectively

dramatic form of exemplary bearing on the subject of thateternity, a simultaneity expressed as a continuity through the
principled processes of reanimation expressed by living commonplace failure of political nerve among the leading

circles of Europe and the U.S.A. today, an experience of thosewords. We are properly consoled at that point in our reflec-
tions, because the notion of spiritual actuality so implied is circles which contrasts with my foreknowledge of the per-

sonal risk I was taking by my role of leadership in such casesnow scientifically clear. As in the case of the real-life, histori-
cal Jeanne d’Arc as portrayed by Schiller, the sense of a real as the SDI affair.

On that point, it was a fortunate trait built into the experi-basis for the notion of human personal immortality, rather
than a childishly fantastic one, shifts the sense of self upward, ence of my family upbringing and larger experience of our

society over the past eighty-odd years, that fear never pre-away from Hamlet’s fear of a bourne from which no traveller
returns, and thus multiplies greatly the spiritual power of the vented me, as an adult, from seriously considering even a

mortal risk which I thought I was morally obliged to take.individual to make his or her contribution to the permanent
advancement of both mankind and to whatever still higher There were many other incidents in my life which illustrate

that point, including at least one or two additional plannedpurpose a beloved—of the Creator—mankind’s existence is
intended to serve. assassinations, each of which was presented in a far less dra-

matic way than the events of October 6-7, 1986, but express-Such, in and of itself, were a great boon to a humanity so
perilously burdened today with leaders rendered timid by ing the same principled feature of public life in Europe, the

U.S.A., and elsewhere today, that in a significant manner andfears of a mortality more frightening than simple death, lead-
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The Oct. 6, 1986 raid against
LaRouche and associates in
Leesburg, Virginia. The
operation was intended to
culminate in the assassination
of LaRouche—an outcome
aborted by the intervention of
higher circles in government.
“The message was later
delivered, that if I resisted the
continuing, planned legal
frame-up successfully, I would
certainly be killed next time.”

degree. I understood such exemplary cases as those of Walter
Rathenau, Kurt von Schleicher, Martin Luther King, Aldo
Moro, Jürgen Ponto, Indira Gandhi, and Alfred Herrhausen
very clearly, from the experience of my own several brushes
with a similar fate.

Over this span of experience, I have experienced another
facet of this pattern: that, largely as a result of the influence
of the propaganda and related activities introduced by the
Congress for Cultural Freedom, we have been since that time
producing a vastly reduced ration of potential leadership for
moments of crisis, far less than I could observe during my
youth and early manhood. The essential crime of the existen-
tialists, including the moral depravity of the notable Frankfurt
School cases of Theodor Adorno and Hannah Arendt, is that

The behavior of President Bush “is an essentially typical, but
they set out to uproot the very idea of being truthful from our extreme example of how far a bad-tempered, spoiled, half-witted
culture. With that effect, the capacity for true leadership is brat may go toward expressions of extreme, apparently

kaleidoscopic instability in his public expressions of moral andgreatly impaired, if not obliterated.
general intellectual depravity.”Chiefly as a result of that existentialist campaign, few

among the so-called “Baby-Boomer” generation, few among
those typified by college entrants of the late 1960s, believe
any longer in truth sufficiently to put their lives on the line for U.S.A. is an essentially typical, but extreme example of how

far a bad-tempered, spoiled, half-witted brat may go towardany cause for the sake of truth, as distinct from some wild
Romantic impulse: their tendency, in the alternative, was ei- expressions of extreme, apparently kaleidoscopic instability

in his public expressions of moral and general intellectualther to huddle, shivering with fear, in foxholes, or to bare their
chests for suicidal flight forward. Thanks to corrupt creatures depravity.

The crucial point I am emphasizing here and now, is thesuch as Adorno and Arendt, they no longer really believed in
the efficient existence of truth. essential interdependency between a sense of truthfulness and

of immortality, especially in the matter of society’s leadershipThus, this common syndrome of the typical Baby-Boomer
and Tweener of the Americas and Europe, is to be recognized for times of crisis such as now.

The intelligent member of our culture knows that we allas a special kind of expression of a “Hamlet” problem, of
which the visible behavior of the incumbent President of the die eventually. It is that certainty, in an emerging and develop-
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LaRouche with members of
his youth movement. “The
experience of serving one’s
personal mission
strengthens the passion for
life—the so-called zest for
life, a passion for shrugging
off the accumulation of
aches and pains which
aging brings on, so that one
may enjoy more of doing
what one has truthfully
elected to do as one’s
implicitly assigned life’s
work.”

ing adult personality, which as a New Testament parable on clear on selection of the apparent choices available to me.
Of some things I have been certain since childhood, andthe subject of the talent reminds us, leads to a certain kind

of morally and mentally healthy kind of existential view of more and more of that as decades passed. However, for all of
us occupied with the concern for discovering and executingpersonal life, in which mortal life is treated as a talent which

will be expended at the end, in any case. Thus, rather than truthful choices, the search for truth, and the willingness to
stake one’s life, as if by mere reflex action in a situation, isclinging hysterically to the mere sensual experience of living

now, the truly mature human being thinks of the importance the most important part of a sense of personal identity as a
mortal being.of what he or she does with that mortal life while he or she

has it, and thinks of this in terms of reference to the kind of All that much said on the topic in general, the point to be
emphasized, as this bears in what should be an obvious wayworld his or her ultimately inevitable demise will leave

behind. on the matter of policy for a dialogue of cultures, is that the
issue of truth is crucial, especially for a civilization as imper-For the person who has that sense of human individual

mortality, the greatest remaining existential fear is that one illed as this present one is. The spread of Hamlet-like and
worse cowardice among leading circles in the world today, ismight have spent one’s life wastefully, having done nothing

really useful for generations to come, or for the honor of therefore the greatest single source of danger to humanity as a
whole. Therefore, were the dialogue of cultures to lean towardgenerations past. Thus, the issue of certainty in the matter of

knowing truth, as truthfulness can only be associated with easy accommodation of axiomatic immiscibles, as is an evi-
dent tendency among relevant circles so far, a global disasterwhat I have described in terms of living words, becomes the

overriding motive in conduct of one’s personal life, as it has would be assured for lack of the wanted quality of courage to
face the truth in high and other places.been for me.

That person has no great urge to hasten his or her own This danger, in turn, has been increased by the spread of
existentialism, and by truth-hating fanaticism expressed indeath. On the contrary, the experience of serving one’s per-

sonal mission strengthens the passion for life—the so-called such forms as varieties of “religious fundamentalism,” nota-
bly that of the right-wing religious fundamentalism which iszest for life, a passion for shrugging off the accumulation of

aches and pains which aging brings on, so that one may enjoy the hard-core political constituency of the George W. Bush
Presidency.more of doing what one has truthfully elected to do as one’s

implicitly assigned life’s work. He has shown himself to be a President who lies, as he
has done on most of the leading issues of his time, includingThis is not to be taken as implying that I was always
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his lying about the Iraq war, about his responsible role in the ancestor Isaac Roosevelt.46

The time has now come, when the existing world mone-torture of prisoners of war, and his intention to steal the U.S.
Social Security system’s assets away from the people, that tary-financial system is not only bankrupt, but hopelessly so.

In and of itself, that is not the cause for gravest worry amongfor the sake of enriching certain financier interests among his
political supporters who would share the loot. His choices of those who really understand how the modern world works,

or, at the least, how it could work even under these conditionspolicies are a matter of substituting personal, usually irratio-
nal emotional feelings within himself, for truth. He acts so, of general bankruptcy. The serious worry should be that of

the leader who knows essentially what needs to be done, butrepeatedly, to the effect that whatever seems to make him feel
good in the immediate moment, is what he will do, whatever thinks, “If what I propose to be this action, is not taken, the

results of not taking that action would be catastrophic for thethe consequences for himself, for the nation, or for humanity
at large. On the fact that this most fundamentalist President planet as a whole,” but then denies that thought almost as

soon as it is thought, as Hamlet did in the Third Act soliloquy.of recent times has also shown himself the nation’s biggest,
perhaps most immoral liar on many crucial matters of policy, A concert of responsible governments, if they act while

my proposed action still exists as an available option for thishangs an aura of self-inflicted hovering doom upon not only
our U.S.A. today, but on every part of the world within our purpose, will simply put the entire world monetary-financial

system, otherwise known as the IMF system, into receivershipnation’s reach.
That problem could be controlled, if the people generally, by governments, and provide a new world monetary-financial

system, modelled, chiefly, for the time being, upon the prece-especially within the U.S.A., were willing to put themselves
on the line for the truth, without consideration of fear or favor, dents of the original 1944 Bretton Woods system. Those gov-

ernments, if they are prudent, would maneuver the bankruptespecially leading political and related influentials. However,
the fact would still remain, as I have emphasized here, that central banking and related institutions in a timely fashion,

maneuvering them into roles as wards of the relevant govern-truth can prevail only when it has efficient advocates, espe-
cially leaders who embrace that responsibility with the same ments. The adopted policy would be to create a state-run

credit-and-money system which is efficiently designed to pre-relative kind of commitment and care which might be ex-
pected of our nation’s best choices in principal military vent any monetary-financial crisis from triggering a general

breakdown of the physical economy of the nations, or causingcommanders.
I can speak to you of such things, because I have earned a breakdown in the essential mechanisms of hard-commodity

forms of world trade.the right, and obligation to do so. For your sakes, I wish there
were more like me. Life of nations today, including our own, There are numerous special reasons—in other words,

proximate influences—why the present global monetary-fi-hangs on so few threads, so precious few who accept the duty
of true leadership, its required qualifications, and its risks. It
is so important that we do what is needed to uplift and thus 46. The dating of this description of that aspect of the relationship between
inspire as many as possible from among the rest. the President and Hamilton, is December 1791, the period coinciding with

the date of Hamilton’s Report to the U.S. Congress On the Subject of Manu-
factures. As I have emphasized in reports published earlier, the combination
of the death of Benjamin Franklin, and the London-orchestrated French Rev-

2. Vernadsky and Physical olution, had eliminated many of our friends in Europe, such as the Marquis
de Lafayette, from their earlier positions of influence, and put the control ofEconomy
Europe chiefly in the hands of our republic’s mortal enemies, chiefly the
combination of the enemies of Lafayette among the Habsburgs, London, and
France of the Terror and Napoleon Bonaparte. With some notable exceptions,I have not proposed that we terminate the existence of
that was the general state of U.S. relations with Europe until the victory ofmoney, nor do I intend to so; but, as I have said repeatedly,
the U.S. Lincoln government over both London’s Confederacy pawn and its

money is an idiot, which has no sense of what to do with itself, Maximilian puppet-government in Mexico. During the 1790s, what had been
and, left to its own devices, has shown an uncanny impulse the solid coalition of U.S. leaders hewn under Franklin’s leadership, largely

slid into confusion under the emerging influence of factions which leanedfor finding the wrong place to go and the wrong thing to do.
either toward France or London in respect to seeking U.S. points of usefulWhat I do propose, as the U.S. Federal Constitution originally
influence in Europe. So, the confused administration of President Johnprescribed, is to take away from all sources but government
Adams, manipulated by enemy agents such as the British Foreign Office’s

itself, the power to “create” (to utter) money, and, instead, to Sir John Robison, led in the disintegration of the Federalist Party, while
hold government accountable for the way in which the issu- Jefferson and Madison followed Adams’ failure by leading in the ruining of

their own Democratic-Republican Party. In this emerging circumstance ofance and circulation of money in society is regulated. This
that time, Hamilton’s close collaboration with President Washington wasmeans, to return to what was known as The American System
crucial for the survival of the young United States at that time. Contraryof political-economy, as indicated by the first U.S. Treasury
views on that portion of U.S. history, such as the reckless wish to believe

Secretary, and closest collaborator of President George that New York banker-owned President Andrew Jackson was a defender of
Washington at that time, the Alexander Hamilton who was thepeople, arepretty much fairy-tales madeup for the ideological consolation

of one or another of later political parties and factions.also an ally and co-thinker of President Franklin Roosevelt’s
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nancial crisis has come upon us in the way, and during the during the recent period of nearly four decades. That sudden
reversal of the relevant kind of thinking about that policyinterval of time this has occurred. However, causes and cures

are often asymmetrical, as now. The deeper reason for the which has dominated post-1971 legislation and related agree-
ments, would be a change now motivated by presenting thosecrisis, is the choice of the system of values under which the

world’s monetary-financial system has been operating for legislators and relevant others who still needed to be con-
vinced, with a clear view of the horror the nation would bringabout four decades. This has been a system of values which

has prompted governments and other relevant institutions to upon itself—thanks to their stubbornness—should they suc-
ceed in resisting these urgently needed reforms.use the wrong measuring-rods, the wrong formulas of man-

agement, for determining the way in which the economy has, Those are the minimal required measures. That change to
a pro-Franklin Roosevelt orientation, would be good, for ain fact, been managed. Governments have tended to respond

to statistical reports, often even wishfully contrived ones, beginning; but it would not be adequate by itself. The physical
condition of the world has not remained constant during thewhich give indications which are either not relevant to, or

even directly contrary to needed actual physical develop- recent four decades. Our world has undergone crucial changes
during the recent half-century, largely changes for the worse.ments and conditions.

For example, there is the case, as in the U.S. now, of Although the design of more than forty years ago was a good
one, it would not be adequate to meet the challenge nowreporting an “improvement” in the U.S. economy, at a time

that a new increment of physical general collapse in the physi- immediately before the changed world today. For this reason,
we must move in directions which require rethinking our no-cal economy has actually occurred, as by a foolishly optimis-

tic reading of monetary-financial data which actually reflect tions of world and national economy in a more advanced way
than needed in earlier times; we must now think in ways whichan increase in unpayable indebtedness as an improvement

in spendable funds. Or, by shrinking the national economy correspond to the implications of Vernadsky’s conception of
a Noösphere.through shutting down the margin of production on which

a stable national balance of accounts depends in a national It might be argued by some, that we should introduce what
might be the right system at the start, rather than revivingeconomy already operating below break-even levels, The lat-

ter might be done as what is celebrated as an alleged “econ- precedents from a successful past period. The point to be
made on that issue, is that we should use a return to a relevant,omy measure” to improve future national accounts, but not

the real economy. tested, successful, alternative approach from past experience,
such as the original Bretton Woods system, an approachTherefore, it would be foolish to attempt to fix the econ-

omy by methods allegedly intended to cause a return to which we should never have abandoned, but then, relatively
at leisure, and with great care for the future over the long term,healthy function, when these methods are the same design

under which that economy had failed to function successfully develop a thoroughly designed future system of regulation
for later installation.under such policies during some time as long as recent de-

cades. It is often that putatively “traditional” system, that set The policy should be, for practical political and other
reasons, to act initially on the basis of the best choice of setsof policies, which foolish governments and others declare that

they intend to improve, which is the economic-policy system of precedent for regulation from a relevant earlier period of
successful organizing of an economic recovery, but, then,whose continuation now, in any form, would ensure an early

general collapse. In this situation, the only workable solution with leisurely care work through a comprehensive system
comprehension of the coherent set of principles which shouldwould require us to scrap that design, and to adopt a new

choice of system of values by which to guide the economy’s shape the long-term evolution of regulation for two or more
generations yet to come.functioning. Today, the needed new system, would not be

something modelled on the precedents of recent decades, but, As the implications of the current importance of using
Vernadsky’s concept of the Noösphere for effects on globalrather, in a large degree, a return to the still earlier set of

what had been the relatively successful policies which were management of raw materials requirements illustrate a point,
in designing the relatively permanent system of economicoperative in western continental Europe, Japan, and the

U.S.A., under the original Bretton Woods system at a point regulation for the time henceforth, we must recognize that
we are entering into the future, into a rather poorly exploredtaken from about forty years ago, or earlier.

Since the U.S. and world economies did perform rather territory of long-term economic practice. Decisions which
must be made, and some of them involve massive amounts ofwell under the Bretton Woods system instituted under Presi-

dent Franklin Roosevelt’s direction in 1944, and have worked value committed over decades, will affect the entire systems
of real capital formation over generations to come. For thebadly since that system was undermined, and then discarded

during an interval between 1964 and 1982, a sane incumbent moment at hand, the mission should be to “get started,” with
the view that the longer-term capital commitments should begovernment of the U.S.A., for example, would promptly re-

institute virtually all of those protectionist and related regula- developed with that certain thoroughness which regard for the
implications of an important error require. Thus, the prospecttory measures which had become terminated U.S. practice
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should be that we undertake preliminary
steps toward reconstruction, by adopt-
ing an immediate set of previously
tested transitional reforms to this effect,
with the intent to integrate those present
transitional reforms into a more perma-
nent, more long-term system at some
point in the foreseeable future.

Provided we adopt that view toward
which I have just pointed, certain short-
term measures consistent with President
Franklin Roosevelt’s notions of the
Hamiltonian American System of polit-
ical-economy, can be considered an ad-
equate set of short- to medium-term
measures for managing a transition
from the Hellish mess of the world sys-
tem at this moment, to reaching the plat-

George Washington convenes the U.S. Constitutional Convention. “We need governmentform from which the more fundamental,
which wins popular support for even extensive and sudden reforms through those methodslong-term reforms must be launched.
of constructive Socratic dialogue which were used to win popular support for the adoption

This should be the relevant economic of the original U.S. Federal Constitution.”
perspective of a dialogue of cultures.

We must not continue to allow these
required short- to medium-term mea-
sures of return to a Bretton Woods policy-shaping matrix, to know, that under similar conditions of crisis, nothing breeds

the proliferation of a medley of tyrannical government alter-be misrepresented by the customary malice of hostile propa-
gandists as “police state” or otherwise dictatorial measures, nately with anarchy and terror more quickly, than a terrified

or stupid people infused with populist forms of ignoranceas right-wing fanatics of the past and present have lied against
the government of President Franklin Roosevelt, or against and narrow-minded, parochial ideologies, people such as our

current crop of lunatic religious fanatics in the U.S.A. today.Abraham Lincoln earlier. A government which acts to pro-
mote the general welfare, and therefore adopts a commitment When governments are prevented from taking necessary

reforms under conditions of existential crisis of nations, oneto protect the majority of its population during a time of true
crisis, is a form of popular government, as the 1932 election or another form of tyranny, including the tyranny of chaos, as

in a recent case in Albania, were likely. A government, suchof President Franklin Roosevelt, or the miserably failed Presi-
dent Herbert Hoover attests.47 Roosevelt saved political de- as that of President George W. Bush, Jr., which simply com-

petes for the vote by means of lies, gross corruption, andmocracy in the U.S.A., whereas every government of conti-
nental Europe which opposed its own adoption of Roosevelt’s swindles such as a rape and looting of the U.S. Social Security

system, or any leader who acts in a dramatic way, even for aexample, lost it sooner or later.
This has important cultural implications for the short good cause, without attempting a relevant and extended form

of rational dialogue with its population, as I have attemptedterm, implications which we must now take into account.
These include some shocking implications for a relevant body repeatedly over decades, is not behaving intelligently. A good

leadership is one which rules, or seeks to rule, through anof largely misinformed Asian opinion today.
Those of us who have given sufficient attention to the efficient dialogue with the people, even in face of their stub-

bornly wrong-headed resistance, rather than a simple, intel-relevant points of comparison of current and past history
lectually superficial sort of so-called “democratic” popular-
ity-polling which is playing the part of the tyrant with its

47. Admittedly, President Herbert Hoover did not cause the 1929 stock-
cheap demaoguery, as did the notorious Democratic party (themarket crash which he had inherited from the policies of Andrew Mellon and
Sophists) which perpetrated the judicial murder of Socrates.Calvin Coolidge, but he did succeed in halving the U.S. national income

between October 1929 and March 1933. For the latter accomplishment Hoo- We need government which wins popular support for
ver was very kindly rewarded with his popular removal from office. Admit- even extensive and sudden reforms through those methods of
tedly, some governments have adopted legal commitments to submit to the constructive Socratic dialogue which were used to win popu-
rule of so-called independent central banking systems. However, if the U.S.

lar support for the adoption of the original U.S. Federal Con-takes the lead in breaking the system in ways congruent with its own Constitu-
stitution. Such an approach to government, especially undertion, other nations would have no option under those circumstances, but to

save their own necks by prompt cooperation with the United States. times of perceived crisis, will become the basis for a popular
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government.48 Otherwise, without Socratic dialogue as a reports they might be holding, falls from suddenly trembling
hands, to the floor, as if never to rise again. Jaws drop. Eyesbroad-based political method of governing, government un-

der conditions of crisis becomes a perilous clash of wills, seem to glaze over. This is, indeed, a revolution! Ah, but it is
a very good one, and long overdue.rather than a rational mode of deliberative process, and the

worst result may usually be expected from this. Therefore, let us begin this phase of the discussion with
the basics which represent the vantage-point from which toThus, when the brutal policies associated with the Brü-

ning government of Germany were maintained, the Hitler see both the merits of the Franklin Roosevelt approach, and
the needed additional transition to what may be fairly identi-regime was almost inevitable. Not only must there be a dia-

logue with the population in a merely formal sense; but, the fied as a Vernadsky reform of the way in which we must
define a long-term view of the future economy of this planet.government must employ the dialogue to develop and adopt

the right policies through participation of the population in a This use of the work of Vernadsky will prove to be of unique
importance in bringing forth the now urgently needed transi-true dialogue, a dialogue on those subjects which are in the

long-term interest of the general welfare of the entire nation, tion from a division between European and Asian cultures, to
the emergence of the presently needed true Eurasian culture.not just policies which enjoy a Sophist variety of momentary

“democratic” support from existing parties and factions. The dialogue of cultures, grounded in an agenda of such
considerations, must function as a forum of general referenceIf such reforms as I have just indicated were not made in

a timely fashion, any effort to preserve the present IMF system for developing acceptance for that process of progress toward
such an emerging Eurasian culture, progress shared as aand also defend the institution of independent central banking

would bring about an implosion of the world’s physical econ- mode of policy-shaping dialogue and agreements among sov-
ereign nations.omy, and, probably, a rapid slide of the world at large into a

prolonged new dark age. This would include the collapse of That said, we now proceed, with the help of reference to
the work of Vernadsky, to the most basic, underlying issue ofnations such as China and India, that for reasons the govern-

ments of those nations are perhaps not yet prepared politically them all: the relevance of the special, rarely understood nature
of our human species, its relevance for defining any compe-to attempt to understand at the present time. Hence, a relevant

preparatory dialogue on this matter is required, without which tent view of the world and national economies today.
a dialogue of cultures as such could not succeed.

Therefore, if the world is going to survive this presently On the Road Toward Globalization
If we compare the so-called ecological potential of vari-onrushing general monetary-financial breakdown-crisis, it

will be because the kinds of reforms I have indicated above ous species of higher apes, and compare that evidence with a
study of the conditions of life for an ape-like species on thisare in fact made, and that in a timely fashion. If that does not

happen, then we shall have to put the matter of a politically planet during the span of the known “ice ages,” the planetary
potential for a species of higher ape most closely resemblingsuccessful dialogue of cultures off the agenda for perhaps two

or more generations yet to come. If we do not open up the mankind would be in the millions of individuals. Today we
have a reported population in excess of six billions, approxi-dialogue to put everything relevant to the outcome, including

the hallowed prejudices of this or that constituency, on the mately three decimal orders of magnitude greater than a form
of man which would apparently approximate the require-table, so to speak, the present civilization will not emerge

from the present crisis alive. ments of a higher ape. Whence the difference?
We also have studies of the Earth’s human populationIf the happier choice occurs as indicated, then, beyond

that, there are some extremely interesting reforms in the way going back into pre-historic times, with a marked up-shift in
the potential population since that Fifteenth-Century Renais-in which the world thinks about economy, which will have to

occur, and that rather rapidly. In that case, a rational world sance which rose from the ashes of Europe’s Fourteenth-Cen-
tury New Dark Age. (See Figure 1.)would adopt Vladimir I. Vernadsky’s defining of the Noö-

sphere as the keystone for defining the physical-economic Since that Renaissance, especially since the 1648 Treaty
of Westphalia, until developments of the recent four decades,doctrines of management and development of all modern

economies. In order to effect the necessary connections com- there has been an acceleration among otherwise asymmetric
demographic patterns of long-term population-increase, andbining Vernadsky’s contributions, and the structural features

of modern political-economy, my own contributions to the a tendency, coming out of Europe and the Americas, into Asia,
for example, for an accompanying improvement in the physi-founding of a contemporary science of physical economy

would be indispensable. cal standard of living, and the longevity of the populations.
This data is asymmetric in several respects which are ofThat result would be a shock to many, a shock expressed

by the way in which the sheaf of budgetary and other financial significance for our present subject of physical economy.
However, the raw data’s impact is itself sufficient evidence
of a great increase in the potential relative population-density
of the human species since the changes in policy associated48. The Federalist Papers, for example.
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Alone among all other species, man’s numerical increase is a function of increasing mastery over nature—increase of
potential population-density—as reflected historically in the increase of actual population-density. In transforming his
conditions of existence, man transforms himself. The transformation of the species itself is reflected in the increase of
estimated life-expectancy over mankind’s historical span. Such changes are primarily located in, and have
accelerated over, the last six-hundred years of man’s multi-thousand-year existence. Institutionalization of the
conception of man as the living image of God the Creator during the Golden Renaissance, through the
Renaissance creation of the sovereign nation-state, is the conceptual origin of the latter expansion of the
potential which uniquely makes man what he is.

FIGURE 1

Growth of European Population, Population-Density, and Life-Expectancy at Birth, Estimated for 
100,000 B.C.–A.D. 1975

All charts are based on standard estimates compiled by existing schools of demography. None claim any more precision than the indicative; however, the
scaling flattens out what might otherwise be locally, or even temporally, significant variation, reducing all thereby to the set of changes which is significant,
independant of the quality of estimates and scaling of the graphs. Sources: For population and population-density, Colin McEvedy and Richard Jones,
Atlas of World Population History; for life-expectancy, various studies in historical demography. 

Note breaks and changes in scales.

with the Fifteenth-Century birth of the modern sovereign na- Whence that long wave of earlier net gain?
When we review the good estimates and other statisticaltion-state, and the rapid, science-driven changes in productive

powers of labor unleashed under the impact of France’s so- views of the composition of the world’s population from as
far back as we can trace this with reasonable accuracy, onecalled dirigist (Colbertiste) policies during the middle of the

Seventeenth Century. set of facts respecting the characteristic historic differences
between the demography of European and Asian culturesOnly during the recent forty years, has the long-term trend

turned downward, a poorly understood trend which is about stands out. (See Figure 2.) Throughout this time, European
civilization has been less populous, by a relatively great mar-to overtake the poorly supported, threatened growth of some

parts of the world population rather brutally, that very soon. gin, than Asian. Yet, the power expressed by European civili-
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FIGURE 2 

Population of the World’s Regions, 400 B.C.-2000 A.D. 
(Millions of People)

Asia
Europe
Africa

Sources: McEvedy and Jones, Atlas of World Population History, 1980; United Nations Population Division, World Population 1990
Revision and World Population 2000 Revision.
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zation has been greater, especially since the rise of Classical of each among the local cultures of the planet show an equal
potential for achievement, an achievement in which immi-Greek culture since no later than approximately the Seventh

Century B.C. The second set of facts, is the revolutionary grants into European culture are often conspicuously better
motivated to achieve creative and other excellence than theincrease in the per-capita power of European civilization un-

leashed by the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, as these ef- relatively more complacent members of the society which
the immigrant has entered. All human beings have the samefects began to be reflected more conspicuously since the 1648

Treaty of Westphalia’s close of the 1492-1648 interval of potential in this respect; the significant differences in potential
quality of performance are cultural. The same study showsreligious warfare which the Venetian Party of Europe had

unleashed, over the 1492-1648 interval, in the ultramontane also that the dragging down of one part of a population drags
down the moral level and capacity for net achievement of theVenetian Party’s effort to destroy the reforms introduced by

the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance.49 relevant culture as a whole.
The root of the relative, long-term historical advantageDuring the recent forty years, the long-term up-trend in

European culture generally, and in modern European culture enjoyed by European culture lies in the radiation of Greek
Classical culture, in what historian Friedrich Schiller identi-most emphatically, has been reversed to the relative disadvan-

tage of European culture, and to the relative, but therefore fies as the moral and other superiority of the standpoint of
the exemplary Classical figure of Solon of Athens, over theactually deceptive advantage of emerging powers of Asia.50

Whence the thus indicated periods of superiority of per- morally regrettable, decadent culture of Lycurgus’s Sparta.
The core of the issue is to be seen reflected in the attitudescapita performance by European civilization, and whence,

from the same vantage-point, came the recent forty-year de- toward those relatively poorer parts of society which are
treated more or less categorically as human cattle. Even acline of European civilization?

We know that individual human beings drawn from any culture which practices the herding of the greater mass of the
population as human cattle, but whose idea of the nature of
man is contrary to the notion of a permanent class of human

49. My choice of turning-points and trends is premised on the methods of cattle, as in the post-Lincoln U.S.A. until recently, has a moral
the Leibniz calculus, e.g., those of Gauss’s discovery of the asteroid orbits,

advantage which translates, through radiated cultural influ-rather than what are, unfortunately, the inherently misleading usual, essen-
ences, into a rather large, potential physical advantage, as wastially linear, contemporary statistical methods. The former rely on demon-

strating what will be observed, whereas the latter emphasize what has been demonstrated by the Italy-centered Fifteenth-Century Re-
observed: the latter, as Joan Robinson put it, Friedman’s method of post hoc naissance, by that explosion of scientific and cultural progress
ergo propter hoc. The former method measures the future; the inferences which was centered in Colbert’s France, and by various cru-
from the second are usually characteristically unreliable when any crisis in

cial aspects within the history of the U.S.A.progress is to be considered.
Take the case for the former advantage of the U.S.A.,50. The shift toward Venetian-style ultramontanism, since George Shultz’s

relative to Europe generally, especially during the exemplary1971-1972 role in wrecking the Bretton Woods monetary system, prepared
the way for the destruction of the science-driven agro-industrial systems of interval from the Presidency of Abraham Lincoln through
Europe, the Americas, and also Japan, by means of a process now usually that of Franklin Roosevelt. The poor of Europe who fled to the
termed “globalization.” The effect of this has been the looting and bankrupt- U.S. for economic and social opportunity, were transformed
ing of domestic economies of Europe and the Americas, that done by the

over the course of a generation or two, into a more fertilelyVenetian methods known from the process leading into the Fourteenth-
creative, more productive population than had those familiesCentury collapse of Europe into a new dark age. This has been combined

with a shift of employment, from Europe and North America, into the cheap- remained in Europe.
est-labor areas of Asia and Central and South America. The European histori- This has to do, essentially, with the special nature of
cal precedent for this implicitly genocidal world model, is centered in the man, especially the related form of induced self-image of
Venice-directed Holy League and associated Crusades of the Thirteenth Cen-

the typical individual member of the society. This portendstury, which led, as typified by the cases of the House of Bardi’s picaresque
a potential catastrophe in Asia, even in those nations whichBiche and Mouche, into the genocidal, great new dark age of the middle

of the Fourteenth Century. The included result of applying that European are emerging as relatively great new world powers, unless
medieval model of ultramontanism to the world of today, includes the tempo- the image of man as reflected in the condition of the great
rary, deceptive effect of a significant improvement of some parts of the Asia mass of poor, is upgraded from the status of cheap labor,
population, by looting and otherwise destroying the great mass of the poor of

to an intellectually enlightened, creatively innovative massAsia and the Americas. This is called “globalization,” which some misguided
of the population. This task becomes, obviously, a crucialsouls in Eurasia think to be to Asia’s advantage, simply because they have

so far refused to understand their own actual long-term situation. problem in the context of any global discussion of the matters

While always smaller than Asia in total population, European civilization displayed stronger increases in potential population density
during the Renaissance and Industrial Revolution epochs, shown in the first two sections of the graph. “Throughout this time, European
civilization has been less populous, by a relatively great margin, than Asian. Yet, the power expressed by European civilization has been
greater, especially since the rise of Classical Greek culture since no later than approximately the Seventh Century B.C.” LaRouche writes.
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Asian immigrants in Seattle,
Washington. “We know that
individual human beings drawn from
any of each among the local cultures
of the planet show an equal potential
for achievement, an achievement in
which immigrants into European
culture are often conspicuously better
motivated to achieve creative and
other excellence than the relatively
more complacent members of the
society which the immigrant has
entered.”

of a dialogue of cultures. Implicitly, Vernadsky answers those questions in essen-
tial, if but broad terms. My own discoveries in the science ofIt is important, therefore, to stress that the disgusting spec-

tacle which European civilization has been making of itself, physical economy, referencing Leibniz’s work, of the late
1950s and early 1960s, are an included key to solving theespecially during the recent forty years, is not to the credit of

Asia culture, but rather proof of the way in which European remainder of the questions implicitly posed by Vernadsky’s
contributions on this matter. I begin with certain essentialcivilization has willfully disgraced and degraded itself by

tolerating the resurgent global tyranny of the modern form reflections of my own work. I limit my report on that subject
here to a summary description of some bare essentials, fo-of the Venetian Party. Frankly, the strongest single piece of

evidence which could be presented, of the cultural and moral cused on the least technologically burdensome considerations
which must be taken into account to support insight into thedecadence of the U.S. population today, is the fact that that

nation could be so collectively shameless as to, apparently, gist of Vernadsky’s crucial contributions to the way in which
the world economy must be organized and managed at thiselect, and, worse, accept the election of a George W. Bush,

Jr. as President. It has often been said, that those (persons, or stage in the evolution of our planet.
The root value which provides the functional basis in mynations) whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad.

Globalization is madness. President Bush is, indeed, mad. method of physical-economic accounting, does not involve
the notion of money as a value taken into consideration forTwo great issues to be set before any competent dialogue

of cultures are expressed by the considerations which I have defining the economy as a physical process. Only essential
physical values are taken into account as the primary factorsjust summarized. What is the nature of man? How do we

enable societies to purge themselves of that cultural baggage in the physical-economic aspects of the cycle as such. Money,
which should be created, issued, and controlled by sovereignwhich accepts the degradation of great masses of the popula-

tion to the relative status of expendable human cattle? These government, I define, and treat chiefly in its normal role in a
healthy form of modern society, as an end-result of physical-queries, as the Religious Society of Friends might wish to put

the point, are also the key for defining the root of that moral economic decisions and related actions of production and
distribution within that more or less state-regulated form ofdepravity of the U.S.A. which is expressed by the presence

of George W. Bush, Jr. and his crew in the U.S. Presidency. organization of a national and world economy known to lead-
ing economists such as Hamilton, Friedrich List, and Henry
C. Carey, as the American System of political-economy ofPotential Relative Population-Density

How shall we define this factor of culture in a universal U.S. Presidents Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin
Roosevelt, and some others.way, in a way relevant to all parts of our planet?
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while raising the level of life-expectancy
within that population. This notion un-
derlies the preliminary phase of the pro-
cess of conception of a potential rela-
tive population-density per capita and
per square kilometer. The central no-
tion is that, that quality of existence of
the household, which improves the ratio
of production to that required increase
of consumption, should not fall, but will
be improved anti-entropically.51

In pedagogical first approxima-
tions, the primary cycle measured is a
span from the consumption of product
by the household until the final product
of production is swallowed up by the act
of final consumption, which latter is the
point at which the produced material is
taken out of the economic cycle of pro-European immigrants arrive in New York harbor, in the Twentieth Century. “The poor of
duction.52Europe who fled to the U.S. for economic and social opportunity, were transformed over

the course of a generation or two, into a more fertilely creative, more productive Other production, such as that asso-
population than had those families remained in Europe.” ciated with intermediate output, is

treated as production and consumption
internal to the cycle of production of net

“final” output. In other words, to add intermediate product toWhy waste effort by indulging proposals to design the
perpetuation of the presently terminal form of the Anglo- final product in computing national output is often, at least in

part, double-counting, especially since the rise of the influ-Dutch Liberal form of world system, an essentially outmoded,
pro-feudalist money-system, at a time when an entirely differ- ence of the so-called Baby-Boomer generation.53 The cost of

intermediate product is absorbed in aggregate cost incurred,ent money-system must be created, one premised on the alter-
nate foundation of a physical-economic basis? Why try to within the cycle, that of final output. The use of the “value

added” concept helps correct the potential discrepancy statis-convince an ocean liner to fly into geostationary Earth orbit?
I begin this bare outline of essential elements of the physi- tically, but does not actually cure it, since the cost attributed

to intermediate production, especially in a financial-pricingcal-economic conception of the American System, with the
density of population, as defined in terms of members of fam- system, may be either significantly in excess, or significantly

less, correlated with what should be supplied to maintain theily households, and count these as measured per square kilo-
meter of both the total territory available, and as the territory
occupied by the relevant residences and of relevant physical

51. In accord with a note supplied earlier here, the currently conventionalactivities by members of those households. I compare the
useof the termsentropyand negativeentropy,ascommonlyused today, refers

consumption required to sustain those households, with the to effects, not physical principles. Anti-entropy, in contrast, like Kepler’s
physically efficient output of the labor performed by members definition of gravitation, refers to a self-subsisting universal principle which

causes the relevant kind of effect. Life and creative cognition, are inherentlyof those households. The primary measurements to be made,
expressions of the effect of a constant principle of change, of anti-entropy.are a comparison of the output of the work of those households
52. This stipulation must be emphasized as a precaution against being takento the level of consumption, by society as a whole, of the same
in by pseudo-scientific economic dogmas such as the notion of an economicclasses of products needed to sustain those households, and
process as being “the production of commodities by commodities.”also the society in which they live, that in the quality of exis-
53. Baby-Boomer economics and management practices tend to think onlytence of those modes of production and the expression in
in the short-term framework of the so-called “Now Generation,” whose val-

produced output, which latter is measured per capita and ues tend to confuse economic values with the impromptu sexual and related
per square kilometer of relevant territory occupied by these gratifications of a pleasure society: a modern form of Roman imperial “bread

and circuses” culture. In contrast, not only is capital formation long-term,households and the activities associated with their functions
but even the production-cycle itself for large categories of products dependsin society, and, most emphatically, in the determination of the
upon a medium-term cycle, from conception of a product-line, until the resultcharacteristics of the economic cycle.
begins to be sold. Therefore, they think of intermediate products as rivals of

The mission (the expressed intention) of the productive final products, and will tend toward such lunatic notions as pushing the sale
cycle must be to increase the net, physically defined produc- of the intermediate product at the expense of the expanded delivery of that

finalproduct onwhich the combined income of the“whole shebang”depends.tive powers of labor per capita and per square kilometer,
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required equilibrium in technology-driven net growth of final which increases the productive potential of an area, as poten-
tial may be measured in (human) per-capita and per-square-output per capita. The case of the production of inherently

obsolete components, such as buggy-whips for automobiles, kilometer terms, rather than other measures.
The second, is the qualitative and quantitative develop-is only one example of the various ways in which the relevant

error of assumption might be expressed. ment of that portion of the Noösphere as such, which, in first
approximation, is the product of cognitive, rather than biolog-It were better to think in physical, rather than monetary

terms, of a capital ratio of intermediate product to final prod- ical functions/components of cumulative fossil-formation on
the planet.uct, treating intermediate product, otherwise, as a capital fac-

tor of cost in the systemic cycle as a whole. The point is, that The general rule already implicit in Vernadsky’s own por-
trait of the subject, is that the rate of increase of useful fossilscost should be defined in respect to rates of technological

progress and related productivity-rate improvements, rather of the Noösphere should be greater than the rate for fossils of
the Biosphere, while the development of the Biosphere, perthan by methods of financial accounting which are more or

less indifferent to these implications. We must avoid account- square kilometer, should be advanced.
The driver of this latter ratio is the cognitive (noëtic) pow-ing methods which tend, unfortunately, to be used as a substi-

tute for the work of serious economic-policy shaping. ers specific to the human individual. Both rates combined can
be expressed as one, when we take into account the fact thatIn between those two end-points, the production of inter-

mediate values occurs. These include basic economic infra- the willful improvement of the Biosphere, in per-square-kilo-
meter terms, is a product of increases in productivity whichstructure, which is measured approximately in square-kilo-

meter and per-capita terms, and capital of the production have been generated by man’s creative powers.
The foregoing points on economy considered from acycle itself. These two classes of intermediate product are

classed as capital formation, and are measured in years of physical, rather than a monetary-financial standpoint, con-
verge on a concept which I developed more than a half-cen-useful physical life. In first approximation, the proper mea-

surements for capital formation are essentially the following. tury ago, which I named potential relative population-den-
sity. The term seemed to me then to be one within the practicalWe begin with the span from birth to adult or equivalent

functional maturity of the newborn member of society. This reach of industrial engineers or comparable technicians of the
productive process, while nonetheless implying the higheris the most useful unit of measurement for defining capital

cycles, and is itself a capital cycle. We are concerned to com- standpoint of relevance, a specifically Riemannian view of
the process which a productive form of modern economypare the useful physical life of a capital improvement for

infrastructure or production with the standard period of in- expresses.
Essentially: given a relevant territory, the potential pro-vestment represented by the development of a child from

infancy to economically functional adult maturity. The func- ductivity of the whole population relevant to that territory, as
expressed in demographic terms, reflects, on the one hand,tional assumption is, that the rate of net increase of the produc-

tive powers of labor should correspond to both an improve- the development of the productive process, including the pop-
ulation and its labor-force, as such; but, the level of perfor-ment in the standard of living within households, and the

convergence of the equivalent of a school-leaving age on mance achieved depends upon the development of the terri-
tory, including the production facilities and availablesome optimum, such as, a proper future perspective for the

U.S. today, a twenty-five-year old school-leaving age of a services, in which this activity occurs.
In the final analysis, this includes mankind’s managementqualified professional.54

Overall, against the background just summarized, there of all of those physical processes associated with our planet
which are relevant to human existence and improvement ofare two aspects of the process, as roughly described in that

manner, which bear upon what I shall now emphasize about the potential relative population-density of mankind on this
planet. On this account, this view from a higher standpoint,Vernadsky’s developed conception of the Noösphere.

One is that kind of improvement of the Biosphere as such the condition of human life on this planet today, elevates the
work of Vernadsky on the concept of the Noösphere from the
more limited domain of selected applications of scientific

54. Lest some readers be shocked by the very idea that I suggest a ceiling research, into being, under presently emerging planetary con-
on the rise of the standard school-leaving age, I call their attention to that ditions, an indispensably determining feature of any econom-
difference between knowing and learning which is typified by my discussion

ics practice to be taken seriously by governments and theof the case of ideas of principle, such as those of Archimedes, Gauss, et
like today.al., above. Reliving the crucial-experimental experience of discoveries of

principle, rather than learning, increases the power of the student’s mind The measure of changes which foster the implied result is
directly, rather than hoping that such powers might appear, as if by osmosis, the anti-entropy of the relevant current policy of practice.
through drenching exposure to a litany of mere learning. The latter is both These indicated factors all orbit about a single central
awfully inefficient, and must, by its nature, produce more failures than suc-

question: the nature of man as a cognitive (i.e., noëtic) being,cesses in the end. I have referred, frequently, to the late Professor Lawrence
as set apart from, and above the beasts. The key is the powerKubie’s The Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process and related writ-

ings as an illustration of the principled nature of this distinction. of hypothesizing, as defined by Plato’s collection of Socratic
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vantage-point of Vernadsky’s concep-
tion of the Noösphere, after now finish-
ing up another matter about economy
which must now be put away. That mat-
ter is the functional difference between
a monetary system of the medieval type,
which is the presently dominant form of
the world’s monetary-financial system
today, and a modern monetary system
of the type whose design is unique to the
two original Eighteenth-Century con-
stitutions of the U.S.A.56

The Modern Money Economy
The gain in productivity which oc-

curs within the bounds of that simplified
portrait of a physical economy which I
have given above, illustrates the basis

A Chinese farmer works with the methods used by his forefathers. “The poor may not lose
for a real form of profit—a form of phys-their humanity under such depressed conditions, but they do lose much of their potential
ical, rather than monetary-financialdevelopment as human beings. The tolerance of such conditions, in the name of traditional

values, is the most deadly source of weakness in any culture.” profit, of which the former may be also
termed the margin of social profit which
is generated within the terms of what I

dialogues. It is to the extent that society is organized around have described above as a rough sketch of the rudiments of
the role of that creative function unique to the human individ- a physical economy. This social profit is distinct from the
ual, and to the degree that the individual member of society fictitious form of what is accounted as financial profit, the
in general is induced to cultivate, and assisted in cultivating latter attributed by standard financial-accounting practice to
and employing that specific creative potential within them- the implicitly feudalist fictions of a monetary-financial sys-
selves, that economies may prosper, and the cultural develop- tem on which contemporary financial-accounting practice
ment and improved physical well-being of the people in those presently relies.
societies may be promoted. There is nothing wrong with good financial accounting,

Thus, the suppression of the cognitive development especially if it is also honest. Accounting is clearly necessary
within a large ration of the population, as by customary in a modern economy, especially one in which high-binders
means, results in a reduced capacity for development in the such as the predatory Enron crew ran amok in the wake of
population as a whole, including the relatively more “privi- the Bush family’s dynastic scheming. Within the legitimate
leged” strata. The poor may not lose their humanity under practice of that mode of accounting, the trouble usually arises
such depressed conditions, but they do lose much of their in the guise of those adopted fictions whose existence and
potential development as human beings. The tolerance of effects the credulous or simply inattentive reader overlooks.
such conditions, in the name of traditional values, is the most The qualitatively more serious kind of error arises when some
deadly source of weakness in any culture. accountants, like Professor Milton Friedman of the late Fried-

Therefore, the objective of changes in the design of the rich von Hayek’s frankly pro-Satanic Mont Pelerin cult, pa-
productive process itself, must be, of course, the effect of the rade themselves as economists, when they are only, at their
consumption of the product. That granted, the way in which least worst, financial accountants of a sort who rely heavily
that effect is accomplished, must also mean included empha- for their doctrines and proffered conclusions, on knowing
sis on the development of the human quality of the role of the
human being in the productive process. People who disdain

56. The first was the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Independence, in which thephysical labor, for example, tend to underestimate the impor-
functional constitutional principle is the anti-John Locke “pursuit of happi-

tance of emphasis of the work-process on fostering, or ten- ness” specification which Benjamin Franklin’s circle adopted from Gottfried
dency to dull the cognitive factor in the work and life of Leibniz’s New Essays on Human Understanding. This was in opposition
the operative.55 to that Locke dogma of “property” which U.S. Supreme Court Associate

Justice Antonin Scalia and other constitutional degenerates have introducedWe shall resume that latter line of discussion, on the role
under the trade-style of “shareholder value,” an anti-constitutional notion inof man’s creative powers in an economy studied from the
direct violation of the clear intent of the “general welfare” provision of the
Preamble of the Federal Constitution. Hence, in aid of such frauds as his
own notion of “property,” anti-equity fanatic Scalia introduced the lunatic,55. For example: “Don’t complain, you dumb banana; you should be thankful

that you have any work at all.” Venetian-style contract-law dogma of “text.”
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actually less than nothing about a real economy.57 society from its now inherently anachronistic origins in the
feudal practice of the Venetian financier oligarchy, a develop-Nonetheless, we must not permit the accountants, hon-

estly qualified or not, to design the system which they employ ment which apparently occurred late during the pre-Renais-
sance medieval, feudal centuries of ultramontane rule.58for their trade. Rather, the accounting profession must adapt

its standards of practice to the mission which the Constitution The need for a tolerable species of money economy opera-
ting as an adjunct to a modern physical economy, arises as aand the functions of government define as the goals and stan-

dards to be applied to the design and maintenance of account- by-product of the special nature of man as uniquely a creative
species, in which creativity, as Vernadsky defines the noëticing systems. Therefore, one of today’s problems, especially

under the lunatic reign of the current U.S. Bush Administra- principle, is located as a sovereign quality of human individu-
als.59 Thus, the transfer of wealth-making in progress throughtion, is that we have presently very few economists qualified

to provide the accountants with the mission-oriented stan- the social process, requires a means by which certain func-
tions within the process can be assisted in the special waydards of practice which the accounting profession should fol-

low. Even those who are qualified can not operate effectively associated with the institution of a state-created money-sys-
tem. The proper function of the general management ofunder the current reign of lunacy from the President’s Execu-

tive Mansion and kindred fonts of influential opinion. Even money in a modern society, is to regulate the flow of produc-
tive activity and consumption in such a way as to foster anwithout the added burden of that addle-headed administra-

tion, that problem of attempting to define sane standards for optimal rate of that kind of growth which can be generated
only through fostering the use and development of the sover-today’s accounting practice could not be solved without over-

turning the rule of the presently reigning monetary-financial eign individual creative powers of individuals. However, to
fulfill that function, the generation and flow of money mustsystem.

As to the origins of today’s popular monetary theory, the be regulated, primarily by government, so as to prevent that
idiot, money, from running off in lunatic directions on its ownfollowing point of clarification is most urgent at this time

of crisis. inherently inhuman impulse, otherwise to be recognized as a
usurer’s greed.After my original discoveries in a science of physical

economy, I engaged for a time in relevant continuing 1950s The axiomatic quality of evil intrinsic to currently popu-
larized versions of feudal and even more ancient dogmas re-studies. I tracked the subject of the history of money and

financial accounting from the interval of the rise of usury specting the idea of money, is the assumption that money has
some intrinsic physical, or, at least moral power, a naturalwithin the bow-tenure system of ancient southern Mesopota-

mia, through, and beyond the traffic between Mesopotamia right of usury, which should rightly act as a physical principle
of the real economy. This notion of money as “filthy lucre,”and the Hittites, the latter a traffic which providently (for

modern scholars) employed cuneiform-tablet systems (rather is something to be regarded even as inherently Satanic in
nature. Money’s bad reputation on this account is warrantedthan perishable parchment documents) as the medium for bills

of exchange which could be considered quite modern in intent by the fact that Mandeville, while a colorfully nasty fellow
of obviously bad personal morals, was not off the mark inand use. Against that background in samplings of ancient

society, I tracked the emergence of European money systems insisting that money, as defined by the Anglo-Dutch Liberal
outgrowth of the Venetian tradition, does depend upon some-through channels of development of those practices such as

Tyre and the great usury center at the cult of Delphi, into thing nasty from outside the real universe, a kind of “Max-
well’s demon,” suspect as probably from Hell, who, accord-those developments in the Roman system which have been the

continuing basis for the origins of most European monetary ing to Mandeville, von Hayek, Friedman, et al., rewards a
nation’s promotion of vice with public benefits.systems. My interest included the modern forms which ap-

peared since double-entry bookkeeping emerged in modern However the function of money, as it should occur in a

58. A relevant common attribution by scholars has been that the double-entry57. Von Hayek’s Mont Pelerin Society cult-figure was the notorious Bernard
system associated with the Medici, was derived from earlier development ofMandeville of a rabidly Gnostic “private vices, public benefits” religious
this by the House of Bardi.persuasion. Von Hayek accomplice Friedman expressed his devotion to that

same Netherland deity in an April 1980 interview with television’s Phil 59. This bears upon the crucial systemic weakness to which I have already
referred, earlier here, in the thinking of the Soviet system. The materialistDonahue, during which Friedman proposed legalization of the narcotics traf-

fic as an “economic good.” Friedman’s career as a dubious sort of economist dogma, as typified in the relatively strongest aromas by Engels’ version of
“materialism,” denies the existence of the cognitive processes which distin-began as a student of accounting, where Arthur Burns acted to transform

him, as by a kiss, into a so-called economist. Cambridge University’s Mrs. guish man from the apes, as it promotes distrust of the “intelligentsia.” Hence,
the military-technological expediencies of the Soviet system, where the cre-Joan Robinson summed up Friedman fairly as the economist of post hoc,

ergo propter hoc, As a certified advisor to economic ne’er-do-wells such as ative powers of the individual, as typified by Vernadsky, or my late friend
Pobisk Kuznetsov, could not be despised, were a social factor which becamePresident Richard Nixon and Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, Friedman’s

economic counsel might be translated by some astute commentators as “let’s the principal source of strategic strength of the Soviet system, and a crucial
heritage of Russia to the present day.go back to the stone age.”
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modern nation-state economy, and in relations among such The revival of Venetian power during and following the
closing decades of the Fifteenth Century, created a situationeconomies, must be as different from the function of money

in ancient and medieval society, or in expressions of the Vene- in which, on the one side, a form of society, the modern sover-
eign nation-state (the commonwealth), based on the principletian money-system in modern economies, as men differ from

monkeys. There is no intrinsically lawful law which pre- of the general welfare, had come into existence together with
a surge of scientific and technological progress through thescribes a certain rate of interest as an inherently usurious,

lawful property of money per se. continuing influence of the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance,
even beyond the set-backs of a period from the late FifteenthWhat we have today, as typified by the post-1971 IMF

system, is essentially a continuation of a medieval system of Century under the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. However, with
the revival of the power of the Venetian financier oligarchy,monetary-financier usury, the present international monetary

system, which has been copied out of, and is largely a direct medieval monetary-financial practices challenged and often
dominated the emerging new world political order of sover-continuation of the medieval ultramontane tradition, to be the

dominant, intrinsically feudalist form of monetary-financial eign nation-states.
The result has been a dual world system, of inherentlysystem of our planet today.60 As a consequence of the revival

of the power of the Venetian financier oligarchy at the close imperialist (e.g., ultramontane) monetary-financial systems,
which date from ancient and medieval political and culturalof the Fifteenth Century, and the shift of the principal opera-

tions of that oligarchical system into the form of Anglo-Dutch forms of society, and, opposing that, the institution of the
modern sovereign nation-state which is based upon commit-Liberalism’s Eighteenth-Century Venetian Party system, we

have the following deadly irony in today’s world economy as ment to scientific and cultural progress on behalf of the gen-
eral welfare.a whole.

So, as a combined result of the impact of the Fifteenth- Now, since 1776, the greatest threat to the financier-
oligarchical—i.e., Venetian Party—element of world power,Century Renaissance, the Treaty of Westphalia, and the birth

of the leading rival of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system, the had been the fact that the American System of political-econ-
omy, was the chief constitutional paradigm for the modernAmerican System of political-economy, we have the follow-

ing paradoxical form of currently hegemonic world system sovereign nation-state republic. The U.S. Constitution, as a
paradigm for the true modern sovereign nation-state, hadof today. This problem has a history which includes the fol-

lowing relevant highlights. threatened repeatedly, especially from the time of the Presi-
dencies of Abraham Lincoln through Franklin Roosevelt, toSince the counter-revolutionary changes in the U.S. econ-

omy and IMF under the delegated influence of such as Nixon lead a revolt of nations aggregating to a preponderance of
combined world power and influence over the instinctivelyAdministration figure George Shultz during 1971-1972, the

present, fatally disease-ridden, Anglo-Dutch Liberal system, ultramontane form of Venetian Party power which became
centered in the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system.not a U.S. system allowed under the original intent of U.S.

Federal Constitution, is the world’s presently reigning mone- Notable are those pro-American System reforms of the
economic policies of Germany, Russia, Japan, and otherstary-financial system. However, at any moment the United

States might invoke the principles of the American System of which occurred as reaction to the evidence presented by the
1876 U.S. Centennial exposition in Philadelphia, and the per-political-economy embedded in its Federal Constitution, as I

propose that we do this, we would have a state of conflict ceived threat, seen from both Europe and the financier-oligar-
chical faction inside the U.S.A., that Franklin Roosevelt’sbetween two world systems, one the reanimated U.S. system,

and the opposing Anglo-Dutch Liberal monetary-financial leadership during the 1939-1945 period of warfare, and Roo-
sevelt’s 1944 design of the Bretton Woods system, wouldsystem. The principal historical ironies of those sundry actual

and potential configurations, are the following. mean a spread and consolidation of the American System of
political-economy through U.S. policies of support for liber-The significance of the Fifteenth-Century, Italy-centered

Classical Renaissance, was the development of the modern ating the world’s colonies to become sovereign nation-states.
On this account, the death of President Franklin Roose-form of sovereign nation-state, through a sharp return to the

legacy of the Classical Greece of Plato, and a shedding of velt was used, by aid of a complicit President Harry Truman,
much of the trappings of both the Roman imperial heritage
and its Venetian-Norman medieval ultramontane successor.61

for its development was continued through the Emperor Frederick II
(Hohenstaufen). The explicit proposal of Dante Alighieri, as on the subject
of the Italian national language and its use, and his De Monarchia, was the

60. Indeed, the function of international loans within the post-1971 IMF most significant immediate proposal for the modern nation-state until that
system of Bechtel’s George Shultz et al., has the same type of beneficial was superseded by Nicholas of Cusa’s Concordantia Catholica and Cusa’s
effect for the borrower as a monkey might secure from a Malaysian farmer’s series of writings which founded modern experimental scientific practice,
monkey-trap. The banker eats the borrower-nation for dinner. such as his De Docta Ignorantia. The first modern nation-states were that

of France’s Louis XI and the follower of Louis XI’s revolution, Henry VII61. Implicitly, the development of the idea of the modern sovereign form of
European nation-state is traced to Charlemagne, as this process of struggle of England.
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to launch the demons of nuclear and pro-colonialist warfare
in such a way as to lay the basis for that future overthrow
of the legacy of Roosevelt’s economic polity, an overthrow
which was implemented in its most crucial essentials during
the 1971-1982 interval, which is to say, on the watch of
Henry A. Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski’s tenures as
U.S. National Security Advisors. As an integral part of this
effort to nullify the Franklin Roosevelt legacy, important
elements of the Nazi system were assimilated into what
became the post-war NATO system, and other relevant posi-
tions, through aid of U.S. circles associated with the notori-
ous Allen Dulles. The present regime of President George
W. Bush, is the present state of fruitiness of that disgusting,
decades-long endeavor.

Presently, that anti-U.S., post-1945 Venetian Party pol-
icy, has reached the point of crisis at which a so-called “post-
Westphalian” system of world government (e.g., “globaliza-
tion”) is intended to uproot the last residue of not only the
American System itself, but also accomplish the establish-
ment and consolidation of a system of de facto Venetian Party,
imperial world government which would, by actions such as
those of the present European Commission, reverse every
reform traced to the great Fifteenth-Century Renaissance. For
the U.S. patriot, therefore, the existence of such a system

A fisherman pleads before the Doge of Venice. The present worldwithin our national borders, is tantamount to treason. Such an
monetary-financial system is a vestige of “this wickedenterprise, were it to succeed in that respect, would ensure
anachronism, this virtual legendary, blood-sucking Dracula from
a dark and ugly ruin of history past.”the immediate plunge of the entire planet into a prolonged

dark age for all humanity, from which it were inevitable that
few presently existing nations and peoples would emerge in
a recognizable form. countants continue to explain how the U.S. and world econ-

omy work, or should work, according to the special interestIn this way, the present world monetary-financial system
is both a post-feudal anachronism in principle, and an intoler- of an alien relic of feudalism which has no tolerable function

within a successful form of modern economy.able threat to civilization as a whole, should it be continued.
However, in the meantime, this ugly incongruity, this wicked This means that we must abandon that foolish doctrine,

the so-called theory taught as economics in most of ouranachronism, this virtual legendary, blood-sucking Dracula
from a dark and ugly ruin of history past, this Venetian Party universities and other relevant locations today. We must

relieve our political leaders of that alien monetarist succubusstyle in monetary-financial system, is the incarnate form of the
prevalent ideology of most existing governments and relevant now eating at their brains. More important than that, we

must free ourselves so that a sane form of economy, orinternational institutions. It is the parasite, a disease, which
dominates our economies, and rules our national culture and economic policy-shaping, could be achieved through aid of

eradicating any controlling system of thought which soughtlife like a parasite, from within.
Yet, our economists and accountants pay regular homage to explain an economy in terms of the free circulation of

money by so-called “independent central banking systems”at the altar of that pagan monster who preys upon the nations
and peoples today. These acolytes of the Venetian Party tradi- or their like.
tion, propose to explain the economy, and design the policies
of our republic in worshipful service of that Moloch of con- The Way to Regulation, Credit and Capital

I now turn your attention directly to the matters of eco-temporary monetarism.
The other feature to be emphasized, again, is that the mere nomic policy-design of policies of general economic regula-

tion, credit, and capital, in and among nations. By no means,present-day existence of that monetary-financial system is not
only an historical, human-blood-sucking anachronism in and are these matters merely peripheral to the subject of a dialogue

of cultures. These are matters of life-and-death importanceof itself. It has become an integral part of our systems of
government and economy, to such a degree that the host could for most of the world’s population today.

Keeping the argument to be made as simple as possible:not continue to live without now ridding itself of that parasite.
Yet, our current majority of foolish economists and ac- the principle of economic regulation by governments, is, in
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effect the following: as simple as even most of the so-called experts were taught
to understand: not at all.Begin with the matter of the regulation of prices. In the

preliminary statement on this subject now, I refer to the rela- Sometimes, nations have been compelled to choose, in
what is virtually their own free choice of policy-shaping, totive money-prices; however, the argument as to principle is

based not on the actual money-price, but looks at these prob- lower the prices paid for their goods, and wages, below fair
price levels, as China has been doing, as a policy for the timelems from the standpoint of a physical price.

Ultimately, after we have made reasonable allowances for of approximately the present quarter-century.
This policy of China and some other developing nations,needed temporary adjustments during the short- to medium-

term, the price of the physical capital required for employ- is what a once-famous Soviet economist of the 1920s and
early 1930s, Preobrazhensky, called socialist primitive accu-ment in producing a certain quantity and quality of product,

must not fall below a level at which the price of goods corres- mulation. In his writings, that meant building up the Soviet
industrial development of the 1920s, and perhaps somewhatponds to what is needed, as defined in physical terms, to cover

both the continued production of goods, and the maintenance, beyond, through a transfer of part of the physical capital which
might be generated, as at then current world prices, within thereplacement, and progressive development of the physical

capital needed for maintaining and improving that quantity agricultural sector, as transfers to the industrial sector. This
could be done through such devices as relative agriculturaland quality of output over the long term of capital cycles.

This level includes the cost of maintaining households prices paid for domestic consumption set below what would
have been the calculable relatively fair price level for netof actual and prospective operatives at cultural standards of

physical income consistent with not only the work which they payments to the agricultural sector at that time. In China to-
day, it is using cheap labor in China, to produce goods forare to be expected to do, but the always rising general cultural

level required for the population as a whole. The price of sale on the world market, in order to accumulate advanced
technology as physical capital investments for the China of agoods themselves must also include the charges to that pro-

duction for the maintenance of the household of the enter- generation ahead.
The term primitive accumulation as used by Preo-prise’s operatives and essential staff, and appropriate support

of the government and basic economic infrastructure upon brazhensky, had been used to similar effect by the sanest
and most gifted socialist economist of the early Twentiethwhich that operation’s enterprises depend.

Those and related considerations determine the base-line Century, Rosa Luxemburg.62 Preobrazhensky used the notion
of socialist primitive accumulation to distinguish the motivefor estimation of what has been termed a fair price. Therefore,

it would appear to follow from that, that, on principle, if the for such a Soviet policy from the role of primitive accumula-
tion in the practice of imperial financier policy as reportedprice is not fair, it is wrong. Over the long term, that must

become the intended and realized effect. by Luxemburg. Otherwise, the problem he addressed in this
way, was neither specifically Soviet, nor peculiar to econo-However, getting to a quality and quantity of short- to

medium-term performance corresponding to the delivery of mies classified, prior to 1989, as nations with socialist consti-
tutions. It is a commonplace challenge, and often a menace,that intended longer-term result, is not a simple matter. In this

connection, there are considerations which the world and its faced by economies of developing nations, even prior to the
nations individually must now take into account, which may
have been touched upon by others, peripherally, before this 62. Rosa Luxemburg’s related views on the economic nature of imperialism
time, but which are presently of crucial importance, and which are still of current relevance for historical studies by policy-shapers today.

She was the only leading socialist figure who understood the folly of bothmust be addressed, as I do now, in a completely fresh way,
Lenin’s and the Social-Democracy’s bungling attempts to explain “imperial-that in light of the practical implications of Vernadsky’s con-
ism.” The latter proceeded from the utterly incompetent assumption that thiscept of the Noösphere for today’s policy-making.
was a phenomenon of industrial capital’s expansion, whereas she, like the

In the long run, any forced reduction of the prices of a U.S. State Department specialist Herbert Feis later, showed that the root of
nation’s product below the fair price level is as insane as it modern economic forms of imperialism lies in the domain of international

financial loans, as shown afresh in a savage manner by the performance ofis immoral. But—a rather large but—there are still some
the IMF and World Bank since 1971-1972. These issues of imperialism andqualified kinds of permissible short- to medium-term excep-
international financier oligarchy, as she treats the referenced crucial issuestions, even required exceptions to this rule, during the rela-
to which I have just referred here, are crucial points of historical discussion

tively shorter term. I explain that point by aid of beginning for defining the challenge of defining a principle of equity for a Eurasian
now with a bit of relevant, sometimes curious sidelights, as policy today. Rather than defining issues according to the shopworn ideologi-

cal categories of the Twentieth-Century strategic conflicts, the dialogue mustillustrations from the history of this problem in policy-shap-
bring together source material reflecting each and all of the leading experi-ing. After that brief bit of pedagogically useful teasing of the
ences, especially from the Twentieth Century, which are elements of a dia-reader’s possible prejudices on this subject, to loosen up the
logue on the internal cultural experience of Asia during that century. This

discussion in this special topical area, I shall turn our attention must be given special emphasis in treating those ostensibly ideological issues
to the meat of the matter which I have just described in broad which were embedded in the legacy of today’s passed-down experience from

over the past hundred years or more.terms. As I shall show summarily here, matters are not quite
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1971-1972 radical changes made in the world’s monetary
system.63

Preobrazhensky saw it to be necessary that the young
Soviet republic accept the use of a policy employing primitive
accumulation as representing a loss of what would have been
a fair price level, through the medium of its import and export
activities, and also domestic policies. This was considered by
him a temporary loss suffered in the interest of building up
the Soviet economy toward levels of relative parity in physical
productivity with other European nations. Soviet Left Oppo-
sition founder Preobrazhensky’s factional attacks on the poli-
cies of Soviet official Bukharin at that time,64 went to the core
of that definition of primitive accumulation in a way which
points to the strategic significance of both China’s currency
policies and foreign investor policies today, policies whose
significance the foolish George W. Bush Administration
seems simply incapable of understanding, or some worse mo-
tive, today.

As I have already noted here, Preobrazhensky’s proposals
and actions in this matter echoed insights provided by the
writings of the Rosa Luxemburg who was perhaps the only
competent economist among socialist figures of the earlier
decades of the last century. Notably, she, in opposition to all
of her leading socialist rivals in the world at that time, V.I.
Lenin notably included, rejected the (in fact) childishly popu-
lar proposition that the emergence of “imperialism” was a
lawful product of the development of industrial capital in a
manner which they insisted should have been foreseen as a
natural outgrowth of the “laws of capitalism” as attributed

Rosa Luxemburg was perhaps the only competent economistto Karl Marx, whereas Luxemburg, who suffered no such
among socialist figures of the early decades of the last century. She

ideological infirmities of mind in the matter of Marx’s doc- rejected the childishly popular proposition that the emergence of
trines on this account, studied the political history of the mat- “imperialism” was a lawful product of the development of

industrial capital; instead, she recognized the imperialism of that
period to be a reflection of the role of international financial loans.

ter, and recognized the imperialism of that period to be a
reflection of the (actually Venetian style) role of international
financial loans.

U.S. State Department specialist Herbert Feis’s work later
documented the same conclusion as Luxemburg presented. It

63. The Anglo-American interests (principally), such as those associated is a conclusion we could also draw from study of the current
with Manhattan’s 120 Broadway operations where George Shultz’s father foreign-policy role of the U.S.’s George Shultz since the
had been employed, had sought to use their influence over the world-market- launching of the 1971-1972 collapsing of the Bretton Woods
ing of the product of, among other things, certain of Russia’s farmers (the

system, as well as the traditional and continuing role of thekulaks) as a profitable way of bankrupting the young Soviet Republic. Preo-
United Kingdom, as typified by the connections of its Bankbrazhensky proposed to defeat that foreign operation and its domestic effects

byprogramswhich wouldchannel a significantportion ofagricultural income of Scotland, as a leading imperialist power still today.65

into industrial development. The late-1960s forced reduction of the value of
India’s rupee, is but one rather important illustration of the similar ways 65. The predominant expression of evil in the world’s society today, the most
in which developing nations have been forced to defend themselves, often essential expression of the principle of tragedy, is the outright denial, or
unsuccessfully, oftenunwillingly, butunavoidably, ina post-Franklin Roose- evasion of the fact of a principled difference between the human species and
velt, Anglo-American world. all other forms of living processes. The result of such an evasion, is typified by

the combined outright silliness and scientific absurdity of Frederick Engels’64. Contrary to myth, L.D. Trotsky was not the founder of the Soviet Left
Opposition; Preobrazhensky was, essentially. Trotsky joined it, as if by sur- assertion that the difference between man and higher ape is a function of the

opposable thumb. Engels’ anti-scientific babbling on that account was, atprise, through a then celebrated lecture outlining a “Scissors Crisis,” and thus
used his reputation as director of the Red Army’s civil war operations, to that time, an accommodation to the anti-humanistic dogmas of H.G. Wells’

master-to-be Thomas Huxley. The absurd, social-democratic doctrine ofcoopt the Left Opposition into his personal political train. Always tending
toward alliances with anarcho-syndicalist sentiment at heart, Trotsky was a “historical objectivity,” of Kautsky, Plekhanov, et al., is a natural outgrowth

of the specifically anti-scientific point of view of the British empiricistsbrilliantly insightful publicist and agitator, but never a competent economist;
Preobrazhensky was. generally, and Britain’s Engels in particular. It has been the British empiricist
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It is impossible to understand anything important about Athens, and the Pythagoreans, as that power is codified for
appreciation through, chiefly, the collection of Plato’sthe economic features of the relations between Europe and

the former (and also, in fact, present) colonial world, without dialogues.
The characteristic, corresponding physical feature of thestumbling into the midst of controversies, and also wars,

whose central feature is the same issue of primitive human species’ existence, is the increase of the productive
powers of labor, per capita and per square kilometer, an in-accumulation.

Look at this matter, the subject of primitive accumulation, crease which does occur, and could only occur through the
fruits of hypothesizing as summarily defined by Plato’s So-from the standpoint represented by my work, as my own long-

standing, developed views in the matter have been signifi- cratic dialogues.
In ordinary discussion of economy, a useful approxima-cantly expanded and otherwise improved by my recently in-

creased emphasis on Vernadsky’s definitions of the Noö- tion of the scientific explanation is met in the discussion of a
margin of gain attributable to improved technology. Argu-sphere.66 This leads us, rather directly, as my reference to

China implies, into the matter of shaping the policies of na- ments of that form are often approximately true as rule-of-
thumb explanations. It is only when we trace particular tech-tions on the subjects of finance and regulation, a key feature

of any competent conduct of a dialogue of cultures. Study of nological improvements back to the design of some unique
proof-of-principle experimental apparatus, as Riemann de-the topical areas brought into view by the arguments of such

as Luxemburg and Preobrazhensky on the subject of primitive fines unique experiments of that significance, that we can
locate the place of a technological improvement in a wayaccumulation, would compel our attention, quite usefully still

today, to a larger body of general principles of extraordinary adequate for representing the relevant theory.
This development occurs within the context of what isimportance for both past and present shaping of national poli-

cies as a whole, and for meeting the challenges to a cooperat- already a self-developing universe. From the standpoint of
Vernadsky’s writings on the subject of the Noösphere, thising community of sovereign nation-states posed by the newly

leading trends now already under way.67 development appears as self-development of, and interdepen-
dent development among the three categorical, but essentiallyLet us now proceed accordingly, taking the subject from,

so to speak, top to bottom. interacting forms of physical existence, known respectively
as what are, from the standpoint of crucial-experimentalThere can be no competent study of economy which does

not begin with focus of attention on the essential difference method, the abiotic, biotic, and noëtic domains. Each of these
three is a developing domain, as the famous aphorism of Hera-between man and beast. That is illustrated by the rise of the

human population of our planet from the level of millions clitus points out; but their development is also interactive.
Man is a willfully self-developing, rather than fixed speciespossible for the habitation of the planet by a species of higher

ape, to the billions of today. This difference is the result of a (as each and all of the lower species are as a definite species),
who exists by interaction with each and all of these threefactor which does not exist in any species inferior to man,

that power of hypothesizing which is the foundation for the domains. Modern knowledge shows that, as Heraclitus in-
sists, and as Leibniz defines “the best of all possible worlds”:development of European civilization since Thales, Solon of
nothing exists in the universe, but a quality of change which

influence on the version of “materialism” associated with Marx et al. which is of this anti-entropic quality.68

we see reflected in the contrast between Rosa Luxemburg and the near incom- For purposes of illustration of that concept of a general
petence of all of the other relevant Marxist economists and the like of that principle of development, take the following examples.
time.

To the best of reported knowledge to us thus far, the gen-
66. My interest in and sympathy for what I then knew of Vernadsky’s work, eral picture is, that our Sun began existence as a fast-spinning
especially in the domain of the defining of life (e.g., as in contrast to the

solitary object, which, in accord with Kepler’s argument, shedarguments of Oparin et al.), dates from the late 1940s. My current emphasis
some of its matter to a surrounding disk, a disk probablyon the physical-economic implications of that work as such, date from the

post-Soviet period when the implications of Vernadsky’s work for the recon- forming a polarized plasma, in which latter those higher frac-
struction of Russia’s economy as a keystone of Eurasian development, be-
came for me of obvious leading practical importance for the world today. This
was re-enforced by my association, beginning the late 1990s, with Pobisk 68. Entropy, as also negative entropy, is an effect, not a cause. Anti-entropy
Kuznetsov and his work. signifies a principle which generates its characteristic effects. Similarly, non-

Euclidean geometries are a modified form of Euclidean geometry, whereas67. In comparative economic studies dealing with the impact of Karl Marx
and related doctrine on the practice of what were referred to as “states with the anti-Euclidean geometry of Gauss’s teacher Kästner and of Riemann,

represented the revival of a universal physicalprinciple, deriveddirectly fromsocialist constitutions,” the key to comparing so-called capitalist economies
with so-called socialist economies lies in understanding the way in which a the Classical notion of powers, as associated with the underlying physical

principle of Pythagorean science of Plato, of Kepler’s original discoveries inprofit-function is treated, both philosophically and in practice. In neither of
the customary academic and related treatments of either, is their competent astrophysics, and the method of Leibniz’s discovery of a truly infinitesimal,

anti-reductionist calculus cohering with a universal physical principle of leastinsight into how profit might actually be generated, rather than merely taken
out of the total proceeds. From my standpoint in the science of physical action. Riemannian physical geometry is a more richly developed expression

of the implications of this concept.economy, no such difficulty occurs. See the discussion in the text below.
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tions of the Solar System’s basic stock from the Mendeleyev footprints of the progress of the Noösphere.
These three, so defined domains are multiply-connectedPeriodic Table were generated through impact of radiation on

this region from the Sun. This material from that region of the in Riemann’s sense of that, but in such a way that mankind
stands next to the living Creator of, and within this only uni-disk was then “fractionally distilled,” to occupy the predeter-

mined orbital pathways of the harmonic characteristics esti- verse which exists. There can be no reasonable doubt by any
clear-headed person existing within this, the only existingmated by Kepler. As Gauss argued, the characteristics of the

orbit determined the condensation of the orbital material into universe we know, of the wisdom of the concluding sentences,
on the nature of man and woman, alike, of the first chapter ofat least most among planets and associated moons. Beyond

that, the universe as a whole is also a self-developing domain. the Mosaic Genesis. This, which I have just stated on man
and woman, is the foundation of all true human knowledge.Thus, for that universe, science is not primarily a matter of

fixed objects, but of lawful processes of change governing the This conception of mankind, mankind so situated, is the only
sound notion of the meaning of the term experimentally vali-generation of, principally, higher qualities expressed even as

“revolutionary” new physical states within the universe as dated universal physical principles; this is the foundation of
that which is worthy of the name of science, and of Reason.a whole.

How old is that universe? At bottom, that becomes a silly With the recent developments on our planet, we have
reached the point at which we can no longer rely upon what,question. How does one measure the age of a characteristi-

cally Kepler-Riemann process outside of which there is noth- in the past, has been often called “the bounty of nature.” We
can no longer assume that the planet’s abiotic and biotic pro-ing, a process which Einstein described fairly as finite but

unbounded? Therefore, by what conceivable standard could cesses, as these might have been in existence without man’s
assistance, are sufficient to maintain a human populationwe measure an absolutely fundamental rate of reaction, or a

constant rate of time, by a yardstick, such as an a priori one, which is both expanding and developing. We have reached
the point already, that merely containing the expansion of theexternal to the self-contained developmental process within

that universe? Contrary to the Gnostics, the Creator lives human population’s numbers would be a worse response to
this approaching apparent limitation, than spending most ofwithin an eternal simultaneity of what I have defined here as a

system of relations expressed by the function of living words. the waking hours, day and night, of all of our individuals of
fertile ages in copulating to breed more individuals. OnlyThat latter is the only universe which could be known to us

experimentally, as the argument of Philo against Aristotle the development of the condition and quality of the human
individual can equip us to meet the challenge of apparentimplies, and also against, implicitly, Claudius Ptolemy. It is,

therefore, to confine dialogue to reality, the changes in state boundaries imposed by the presently approaching state of
relations with the domains of the abiotic and Biosphere. Wewithin a qualitatively self-developing universe, which should

be the chosen limits of science’s concern. The important point must now commit ourselves to develop the supply of abiotic
and Biosphere resources on which an expanded and improvedto be emphasized, is that even the ostensibly abiotic universe,

which the living Creator Himself inhabits actively, is already human life will depend.
This just-stated requirement is reflected in the domaina self-developing universe, undergoing implicitly ordered

qualitative changes in ontological state. of political-economy as an additional factor of physical cost
which must be met, implicitly, as a growing part of the prover-So, as the continuing picture emerges, we see that our

planet has undergone internal phase-shifts in state, all that bial “cost of goods sold” in every part of this planet, therefore
throughout this planet as a whole.within an evolving Solar System, a process which has left

behind what Vernadsky’s method regards as fossils of what Here is where the combination of the failure to accomplish
a balanced development of the entire populations of the vari-was generated in previous phases. These fossils include,

among other things, what are regarded as mankind’s available ous Asian nations, for example, and the destructive effects
of the past forty years’ rampage of that so-called “culturalmineral resources, on which modern economy largely

depends. paradigm-shift” known as the post-industrial “ecological
counterculture,” has brought the world into an acceleratingThe methods which Riemann associates with the notion

of unique experiments, as applied to such material as the work state of ruin of not only an economic crisis of the present
world system, but into the imminence of a threatened physicalof Louis Pasteur and his followers, including Vernadsky him-

self, define the existence of a physical-experimental domain breakdown-crisis of the human population of this planet as a
physical system. If that fact does not condition the conduct ofof living processes and the fossils which their active existence

produces: the Biosphere, without which this planet’s habita- a dialogue of cultures, then the attempted dialogue will be no
benefit, but, rather, an apocalyptic catastrophe for all mankindtion by human life had not become feasible.

The same method of unique experiments defines a class for generations yet to come.
That is the first rule of the game for dealing with theof fossils which are generated solely through the synthetic

powers of hypothesizing by the sovereign individual human challenge of urgent needs respecting the regulation of money,
credit, prices, income, and capital-formation.mind, accumulations which are, in first apprehension, the
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whether reluctantly, or not, in the intrinsically evil, 1971-
3. A Fixed-Exchange-Rate System 2004, present world monetary-financial system and its correl-

atives. The problem is not so much the sickness of any one
nation, as the prevalent current agreement of all to shareGiven, the presently onrushing general breakdown-crisis

of the world’s monetary financial system, it is not possible this disease.
Therefore, before turning to the concrete features of thethat civilization could continue on this planet for much longer,

without an immediate return to a system of relatively fixed needed design of such a fixed-exchange-rate system, we must
bring into perspective the unifying, therefore implicitly mon-exchange rates among perfectly sovereign nation-states, a re-

turn to a world whose economic affairs would have been otheistic element in the cultural basis for the possibility of a
founding and existence of a truly self-subsisting system oforganized in a mode akin to the original Bretton Woods sys-

tem under U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt. The only ratio- sovereign nation-state republics on which a successful design
of a dialogue of cultures would ultimately depend.69nal response to that crisis would be a general reorganization-

in-bankruptcy of the present system, a reorganization relying This means, at least implicitly, that the efficiently sover-
eign nation-state republic should not, and, under presentupon the principled approach taken by President Franklin

Roosevelt in March 1933. world conditions, can not rely upon its own autonomous will,
as the madmen of the U.S. Bush regime have continued toAny dialogue of cultures which does not recognize the

indispensable role of that responsive set of arrangements, attempt to do. True sovereignty depends upon the nation’s
conscious, willful commitment to the common good of allwould become the endorsement of an essentially immediate

global catastrophe, that for all humanity, given the onrushing nations and peoples.
As the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia illustrates this principleconditions of general breakdown-crisis of the world today. In

the absence of the principled type of emergency measures of natural law among nations: The sovereign must come to
the table of world affairs concerned with the consequences ofwhich I have just summarized in the preceding elements of

this report, a dialogue of cultures would rapidly degenerate decisions for all the nations of the planet first, and its own
special concerns second, as was understood in the adoptioninto a minestrone of eclecticism, and the dialogue itself

would, therefore, soon virtually go off the agenda of serious of the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. That was the difference
between the achievements of U.S. President Franklin Roose-efforts in progress.

The crucial conception, on which the design and effective- velt, who saw his nation’s destiny in the future of the whole
world, including the freeing of those subjected to colonialism,ness of a fixed-exchange-rate system, such as that on which

the original Bretton Woods arrangement’s successes de- and the miserable failures of his neo-colonialist, immediate
successor. Otherwise, with the principle reflected in the West-pended, is the concept of the perfectly sovereign nation-state

republic. Unfortunately, this is a conception which is, to say phalia treaty, any agreement will degenerate into a sea of
heteronomy more or less rapidly. I proceed immediatelythe least, a poorly understood idea outside the leading currents

of Classical thought in European and American history. These along that principled line of argument now.
First of all, we must bring to an end the delusion thatconceptions, which are significantly alien, axiomatically, to

Asian culture until recently, must be clearly understood, and issues of what is called “culture” could be competently sepa-
rated from the issues of economy, or that principles of econ-embraced by all partners to a dialogue of cultures, if that

dialogue is to succeed in reaching its goals. omy might be competently adduced from whatever were cho-
sen as a set of ecumenical cultural values. Admittedly, theFor example, the tendency toward thinking, that, because

the European culture’s role, notably that of the U.S.A., has current policies of Anglo-Dutch Liberalism do, unfortu-
nately, coexist with the residual best of European Classicalcurrently failed, that Asian thought must now take over, at

least to a very large degree. Views tending in that direction culture; but the two co-exist as deadly adversaries. This is an
arrangement in which a tortured Classical European cultureare to be viewed as, at best, a reflection of an unfortunately

widespread, Romantic misunderstanding of world history lives, Liberally shackled; it is a culture which dwells, and
sometimes sings beautifully, like figures of “The Prisoners’considered in the large, a view which has yet to grasp the

point that history is determined by processes, rather than the Chorus” in Beethoven’s opera Fidelio, but the song is the
anthem of the inhabitants of Liberalism’s dungeon. Nonethe-individual’s simple passions.

The present problem on this point, is the failure to grasp less, whatever might be said about world conditions of the
the historical fact that it is not any nation, but rather the 1971-
1972 version of the Venetian Party-created, present world 69. Those of us familiar with the interior of European civilization, recall that

it was the pantheism and proclivity for religious warfare, which imperialmonetary-financial system, which has created those condi-
Rome and its Pantheon imported chiefly from western Asia, which has beentions to which all parts of the world have adapted themselves,
the most deadly of the cultural infections suffered by European culture since

the failure to recognize what should be the obvious fact, that Europe’s birth in post-Homeric ancient Greece. Cf. Nicholas of Cusa, De
all parts of the present culture of the world are more or less Pace Fidei. Also see my earlier remarks here on the Gnosticism of Claudius

Ptolemy, which had related origins.equally guilty by reason of their decades-long participation,
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past, without a society organized in a way coherent with the immediate reforms of the world monetary-financial system,
the world is presently undergoing profound changes, whoseprinciples which I emphasize in this report, as in other relevant

locations, as expressed by the American System of political- implications go far beyond anything that presently leading
institutions have been previously willing to consider. Theeconomy, there is no possible way in which a happy product

of a dialogue of cultures could become an actuality of this reestablishment of a new fixed-exchange-rate system, should
be considered merely a more or less permanent cornerstoneplanet today.

What might be regarded as the mysterious, hidden con- on which successful further, sometimes radical adaptations
to oncoming changes must be built.nection between Classical culture and economy as defined by

that American System, is a matter which lies within the do- In opening thus, this present chapter of this report, the
reader should be forewarned, but not in the sense of beingmain of the “living word,” as I have presented that topic in an

earlier chapter of this report. That subject, “the living word,” alarmed by this, that as we turn now to the subject of the
internal dynamics of a new world system of separate, buttouches the universal essence of human nature, and defines,

therefore, what is, and is not the proper ordering of human cooperating, sovereign nation-state republics, we are dealing
with a subject, which in its perfected expression, has a certainrelations in all parts of human existence, that in various times

and places, past, present, and future. Economy as the Ameri- elegantly sublime unity of effect, but also an apparent simplic-
ity which could be achieved only by what might appear to becan System implicitly defines it, is essentially nothing more

exclusive to any culture, than being the principled difference a wonderfully complex counterpoint.
In the end, after sufficient reflection on this paradoxicalbetween man and beast. It is a system of relations whose

function depends upon that which is merely typified in expres- side of the matter, we should recognize that this counterpoint
also reflects the way in which the human mind functions at itssion as that scientific and technological progress which is

the indispensable outer boundary, within which the potential best, a state of mind which is reflected by Leibniz’s “the best
of all possible worlds (universes).” The mechanism by whichscale and quality of existence of each and all parts of the

human population are determined. this sense of individual participation in that universe is real-
ized, is reflected in Leibniz’s attack on the wicked falsehoodThis conception is, of course, quite distinct from, and

opposed to that Hobbes-Locke misconception of man adopted of John Locke’s Essay on Human Understanding. Leibniz’s
prescription is that the existence of society requires a funda-by the Liberals, and others, too. It is, in fact, the Promethean

conception of man, at least implicitly so. It is a conception on mentally principled commitment to the promotion of the hu-
man happiness of an essentially immortal being: as I havewhich the future well-being of mankind depends, absolutely,

under the perilously crisis-ridden conditions of the planet outlined that case for the constitutional principle of the gen-
eral welfare, above. Thus, the concept of the functional unitytoday.

The fixed-exchange-rate system, is, admittedly, not a of a community of respectively sovereign nation-state repub-
lics, expresses the natural unity of effect which the design ofprinciple of nature; it is only the adaptation of the application

of the principle to a concrete situation which existed in the human nature, as the expression of the species of an immortal
being, were implicitly intended to achieve.time of the original Bretton Woods system, and exists today,

until now, as the only practicable expression of that same It is therefore of crucial relevance to note, that the Ameri-
can System of political-economy was the result of the rejec-principle under the immediate conditions of the world at this

moment. It is nonetheless, a practical current reflection of a tion of that opposing Liberal system, the which is typified, still
today, by the same Lockean argument of the Confederacy’strue, underlying principle of nature, to which the ultimate

victory therefore belongs, a point which must be understood slaveholders then, the pro-slavery doctrine of so-called
“shareholder value,” the same Lockean principle of usuryin exactly that way.

However, since the relations among nations and peoples under the post-1972 IMF today. It was the anti-Locke (e.g.,
anti-Liberal) culture represented by the leading role of Benja-will be determined by the adoption or avoidance of establish-

ing a system like that projected by President Franklin Roose- min Franklin, a culture strongly influenced by, most emphati-
cally, the personality of Gottfried Leibniz, which gave birthvelt’s Administration, there can be no efficient dialogue of

cultures, without conditioning the understanding of that defi- to that design of the American System described by Treasury
Secretary Hamilton.nition of culture in general in a way which is consistent with

the urgent requirement for establishing a fixed-exchange-rate That is to say, there is a natural, principled reciprocity
between the humanistic notions of culture and economy, asystem. No efficient clock was ever designed to operate inter-

nally on the basis of the appearance of the exterior it presented connection rooted in that distinction of man from beast which
is expressed by what I have defined, above, the function ofto admiring spectators. That understanding is now an un-

avoidable point of reference for steering the way to a success- “the living word.”
Thus, to understand what must happen now, it is essentialful outcome for the dialogue itself.

That return to such a fixed-exchange-rate system, would to recognize that although the institution of the modern sover-
eign nation-state was established in Europe only a few centu-be only a beginning. In addition to such absolutely imperative
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ries ago, the requirement of that institution for the modern which is to be placed, functionally, absolutely outside and
above the category of animal life. It is the immortal aspect ofworld, was already embedded as a universal physical princi-

ple, in the notion of the original, specific nature of the human the life of the human individual, the creative powers of the
individual, the soul whose existence is to be comprehended inbeing as that of an immortal personality. The fact, that the

institution of the sovereign nation-state is to be seen as a very this light, which sets man apart from all other living species.72

Therefore, the form of organization of society which islate arrival in the development of our species, reflects nothing
as much as that humanity’s prolonged earlier sojourn in pa- suited to the requirements of the human individual, and there-

fore his (or, her) species, is a form organized around the con-thetically childish states of cultural development. Conse-
quently, the underlying challenge of a dialogue of cultures cept of what I have defined, earlier in this report, as the liv-

ing word.today, is the urgency of bringing the leading layers of influ-
ence of humanity as a whole out of the grip of cultural habits That is the principled basis for a successful dialogue of

cultures.which have been regarded as the virtual “childhood diseases”
of human culture to date.70 This means that society should be organized around the

way ideas (living words) are rendered communicable amongThe scientific premises for that view, which some will
mistakenly regard as a debatable assertion, have already been the users of a specific language, a specific language of increas-

ing literacy, situated in respect to other cultural specifics, suchdeveloped to a significant degree of approximation in earlier
portions of this report, especially in treating the notion of “the as that scientific and technological progress in the economy

which is associated with the use of that language.living word.” However, we have now reached the stage in this
report, at which the most crucial of the practical implications The native ground of irony for the members of a particular

culture, is the commonly accessible allusions shared amongof this principle are to be made more perfectly clear, even as
presented now to an audience including persons who might the users of that language, the heritage of the accumulation of

actualized and also potential ironies in the use of a language,wish to disagree, even passionately.
The principled key to this requirement of the sovereign whose use is concentrated, as a type, within a certain area

with certain customs. These are the ironies, including thosenation-state republic, lies, as I have just emphasized this once
again, in the intersection of the universal physical principle of a people’s history, which express the experience more or

less commonly accessible to the speakers of a national lan-of cognition by individuals, and the function of what I have
identified as the living word, the latter as the medium of com- guage at a certain time, which provides the common ground

for a rich sharing of a certain quality of ironical communica-munication of ideas of universal physical, and related princi-
ples within society. That intersection defines the Noösphere tion among them. This specific set of ironies accumulated

within a particular culture, forms the principal source of theas associated with the argument by Vernadsky.
For the reason of this distinction, although man has the paradoxes employable for the generation of ideas which have

the qualities of living words.mortal attributes of an animal (a mammal), the human individ-
ual’s existence, as human rather than bestial, is nonetheless Languages as we know them are, in their intellectually

inferior aspects, objects of the senses of sight, hearing, and sodefined by, and depends for its continued existence upon the
immortal aspect of man, as expressed by his cognitive powers. forth. However, the human content of those languages is the

cognitive content of language, as located in the medium ofDespite the hostility to the idea of the existence of those cogni-
tive powers, which, admittedly, reductionist doctrinaires have the living word, as distinct from the speech of trained parrots,

certain varieties of Mynah birds, mere grammarians, or, somepassionately denied to exist,71 the existence of the human spe-
cies must be defined by us as the view of a human species might say, the followers of Professors Norbert Wiener and

Noam Chomsky. Here, in that body of the living word, lies
the commonality of all mankind.70. This notion of “childhood diseases” is, notably, also a specifically Chris-

However, the way in which those living words emerge astian conception, the conception of the redemption of mankind from the errors
of its “childhood diseases,” such as empires, feudalism, and the like, or worse, an expression of actual knowledge, depends upon the func-
that mankind, whose nature is intrinsically good, could rise to a condition of tions of what is describable as Plato’s Socratic dialectic, as
redemption of that goodness of its species, a state of development consistent each particular has its own way of developing such dialectics.
with the original intention of the Creator for our species. Evil is rejecting the

Knowledge is the common mountain which all cultures mustgood within ourselves for sake of submission to the bestial features of that
animal body we happen to be inhabiting at the moment. It is the true principle
of political and related leadership, such as Jeanne d’Arc or Martin Luther 72. That is to say, that the behavior of the human species, especially our
King, that we must use our bodies, not be used by them. Either we use species’ ability to increase its potential relative population-density willfully,
our bestiality wisely, as the principle of agapē implies, or it will use us. is not located in our species’ mortal (e.g., animal) nature, but the cognitive
Nonetheless, this is also recognizably a universal idea of yearning for union powers unique to the human individual. Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa has said
of intention with that of the Creator, as the Classical scientific method from that the beast participates in man, as man participates in God. So, the beast,
Plato through the best of the moderns attests, which is the intrinsic common which lacks immortality, participates functionally in the existence of the
basis for an effective dialogue of religions. immortal being, the human individual, as man, through the principle of the

living word, participates in God as the living person of the Creator.71. As Immanuel Kant did, for example.
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The human content of languages is their cognitive content, “as located in the medium of the living word, as distinct from the speech of
trained parrots, certain varieties of Mynah birds, mere grammarians, or, some might say, the followers of Professors Norbert Wiener [left]
and Noam Chomsky [right].”

climb, but each, by a different pathway, from a different point I have summarily outlined here. We bring cultures together,
by evoking a common experience of living words by meansof departure. The potential for an ecumenical convergence on

commonly agreed principle, lies in the domain of the living specifically appropriate to the background of shared, or, at a
minimum, shareable experience.word, not the aspects of what might be comparable to the

humanesque prattle of parrots or of computer-synthesized The object must be, therefore, not a compromise among
differing opinions, but a search for the higher truths, whichsounds, or grammatical algebras.

The separation of national cultures, thus becomes essen- exist as living words, on which different cultures must con-
verge to a common purpose. This point may be restated here,tial, as living words are produced in the mind through atten-

tion to those paradoxes which are found, waiting, within a in the following terms.
These ideas may be accessible to the speakers of a differ-specific, such as spoken, language culture. If we were to cut

off any part of the human family from experiencing the pro- ent language, or in that speaker’s familiarity with a different
language-culture, but the way in which they are formulatedcess of developing knowledge of living words in this sover-

eign way, we would be cutting that part of humanity off from in the mind of the user finds its necessary basis in the ironies
which can be generated in his or her language. However, theaccess to the means available to them by which knowledge of

the common truths represented by their sharing of living ideas which are valid, will be susceptible of being recognized,
afresh, as valid in every language-culture, provided that cul-words can be acquired.

The idea of empire, or, virtually the same thing, globaliza- ture is a sufficiently developed one.
Without access to that accumulation of actualized andtion, is, in and of itself, a denial of the humanity of all parts

of human culture. potential ironies, the development of shared living words is
aborted, at least to a functionally significant degree. Similarly,To say that in another way, the issue of culture is the issue

of truth, as the Platonic dialectical method provides a formal a population which is not accustomed to those functions of
irony within the bounds of its own usage of its language, willstandard of truthfulness: not the “absolute truth” of particular

ideas of the moment, but the truth of freedom from the effects lack a well-developed capacity for functioning effectively as
a citizen of that nation, or for coping with the kinds of ideasof reckless disregard for those notions of truthfulness which

are best identified with that conception which I have labelled which are prerequisites of competent expressions of citizen-
ship. In effect, the member of society lacking that degree ofthroughout this report as “the living word.” By “truthfulness,”

we should intend to say, “ A quality of that which is presently potential cognitive development may be described as
“dumbed down.”knowable.” Even if what is argued were formally correct,

without a standard of truthfulness, there is no truth in what is This kind of distinction within and among culture, repre-
sents connections which have a history. These connectionsbelieved, and, as a consequence, society may freely careen

from one Sophists’-like catastrophe of uncertainty to another. among cultures are history. Look briefly at some relevant,
crucial implications of that fact from recent history. Start withThus, the idea of truthfulness in policy-making depends upon

engaging the populations of each culture in the kind of process one of the more important of the unpleasant facts.
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‘Information’ Against Humanity . . . schemes for a destruction of civilization. Those schemes re-
call the Olympian Zeus’s condemnation and torture of Prome-This quality of communication, whose characteristic is

properly expressed by communication through the ironical theus. The spread of that syphilis called “information theory,”
is a crucial element of this destruction of the intellect andmedium of living words, enables a people to rise above the

relative bestiality of that mere “sharing of information,” to morals of a once thriving, if admittedly tainted form of civili-
zation.which the malicious dogma of “information theory” has

sought to degrade them. This is to speak of such malicious, As I have indicated in an earlier portion of this present
report, the foundations of Russell’s argument were perfectlyreductionist dogmas which have tended to bestialize the indi-

vidual and his or her social relations over the course of the consistent, axiomatically, with the doctrine of empiricism as
introduced by that avowed follower of William of Ockham,recent, approximately three generations, since what is known

as “The Second World War.” Paolo Sarpi. This doctrine, which Russell later purveyed in
a more radical, even more decadent form, had been spreadThat doctrine of “information” was intentionally de-

signed, as by the United Kingdom’s Bertrand Russell and his throughout modern Europe through Sarpi’s personal lackey
Galileo Galilei, and through such acolytes of Sarpi and Gali-devotees, with the intention of destroying this capability of

access to use of a literate language, and to return the practice leo as Sir Francis Bacon and Thomas Hobbes. Russell would
have proudly agreed with me on that fact of the matter, if onlyof human social relations to conditions akin to those typical

under Europe’s ultramontane medieval system. The intrinsic as my being his mortal enemy on this immediate point of the
conflict between us.cultural evil done to civilization, and to recent generations

of Europe and the Americas, by the Congress for Cultural As I have indicated, the difference between the Venetian
neo-Aristoteleanism of that marriage counsellor of England’sFreedom (CCF), is typical of this hateful intention still today.

Take the case of contemporary Germany. Henry VIII, that hater of Nicholas of Cusa, the Venetian “Old
Party’s” Francesco Zorzi, and the “New Party’s” Sarpi, is thatAll of the positive achievements of German culture, as

typified by the Cusa, Leibniz, and Bach legacy, were embod- Sarpi recognized that the existence of the modern nation-
state, as established by the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance,ied essentially in the Classical humanist tradition typified by

Kästner, Lessing, Mendelssohn, Haydn, Mozart, Schiller, could not be overcome by simply attempting to turn the clock
back explicitly to the medieval, ultramontane system whichBeethoven, and the celebrated Humboldt brothers. The post-

1945 revival of the Humboldt reform in Classical human edu- had crashed during the Fourteenth-Century New Dark Age.
As I pointed out here earlier, Sarpi recognized that, forcation, is typical of the successful efforts at reconstruction of

Germany under leaders such as Konrad Adenauer. However, reasons of strategic requirements alone, the effect of the scien-
tific and technological progress unleashed by the Renaissancethe destruction of Germany’s post-war moral renaissance by

a pack of hyenas mustered from inside the U.S.A. and the could not be simply “pushed backed into the bottle,” so to
speak, as his right-wing Aristotelean rivals of Venice’s “oldU.K., and deployed back into Europe, under the direction of

the likes of High Commissioner John J. McCloy, as the CCF, party” had prescribed.73 Sarpi and Galileo agreed, that techno-
logical progress would have to be tolerated against those crea-has resulted in the virtual destruction of a living culture in

Germany today. tures of the cultural swamp which had remained devoted to
the memory of the hoaxster Claudius Ptolemy, but that, none-Exemplary is the recent fifteen years of history of the

portion of Germany formerly under Soviet occupation. The theless, knowledge of the way in which fundamental princi-
ples of science might be generated, must be kept out of theSoviet occupation did not interfere with, but encouraged the

promotion of Classical education and culture. However, once hands (and minds) of even those working with the materials
of technological progress. Empiricism, as typified by the workthe notorious Berlin wall was down, the apostles of CCF

invaded eastern Germany like carpetbaggers, like the hordes and legacy of Descartes, thus became the relevant religious
dogma of the French and Anglo-Dutch Liberal Eighteenth-of Genghis Khan, thus destroying the productive potential of

that portion of Germany to such a degree that that which was Century Venetian Party, the latter the factional current which
dominates European Liberalism politically, still today.done thus to the eastern part of Germany, such as Saxony,

in this way, has had effects which threaten the collapse of The jumping-off place for what Russell did to launch the
hoax called “information theory,” was British ideology,Germany as a whole today, unless the necessary correction

were made. To those who know something of the relevant which is to say the empiricism of those followers of Paolo
Sarpi otherwise known as the Anglo-Dutch Liberalism asso-history, we are reminded of the epidemic of counter-cultural

moral and intellectual, existentialist decadence, within pre- ciated with Britain’s Eighteenth-Century Venetian Party.
Russell, with his accomplice H.G. Wells, went beyondHitler, Weimar Germany, which paved the way, culturally,

for the Nazi tyranny. Sarpi et al., with their determination not merely to hold back
Today, that kind of moral-intellectual destruction of the

Classical culture of continental Europe, coincides with the 73. E.g., the prescription by Venice’s typically “old party” Francesco Zorzi
(aka Giorgi), the Cusa-hating marriage-counsellor of England’s Henry VIII.effects of Bertrand Russell’s and H.G. Wells’ utopian
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The St. Thomas Boys Choir of Leipzig, Germany. The Soviet occupation of the eastern portion of Germany did not interfere with, but
encouraged the promotion of Classical education and culture.

history, as the usual empiricists did, but to begin turning back Hungary, was continued later under the rubric of the issue of
“completeness” in Russell’s scheme for design of the uni-the clock of history toward a virtual stone age, that as rapidly

as might be possible. The characteristics of their view were verse, the issue which divided the circles associated with Kurt
Gödel from Russell and such Russell devotees as John vonthe elimination of a principled commitment to scientific prog-

ress by sovereign nation-states, but, ironically, with the aid of Neumann, Norbert Wiener, and their accomplices and follow-
ers. One notable outcome of these swindles, in addition touse of super-weapons of destruction, such as both biological

warfare, nuclear warfare, and assisted natural catastrophes, Russell’s authorship of the doctrine of “preventive nuclear
war,”74 was the hoax known as “information theory,” a hoaxas this was proposed by both Wells, first, and, even more

emphatically, by his archly aristocratic accomplice Russell, derived from the radically positivist views expressed by Rus-
sell in his part of the Principia Mathematica.later. Their policies on these accounts were presented by them

as the power through which to bring about that reversal of the What Sarpi followers such as Russell et al. did, was to
suppress the existence of the notion of a universal physicaldirection of modern European and world history.

The intellectual kernel of Russell’s practical contribution principle which identified such principles as an expression of
to evil, was his development of what became known during
the period following World War II, as “information theory.”

74. Russell, who was the leading figure of a relevant circle of scientists, was
The principle underlying this design by Russell, appeared in the principal author of the doctrine of use of nuclear weapons in “preventive
its first approximation, as a principle, as Russell’s part in war,” against the Soviet Union of the 1940s. He proposed this as echoed in

an article he published in the September 1946 edition of The Bulletin of theproduction of the Russell-Whitehead Principia Mathe-
Atomic Scientists. After the Soviet discovery of a deployable thermonuclearmatica. The continued development of that design emerged
weapon, Russell dropped preventive warfare, but shifted, with a relevantduring the period of the 1920s Solvay conferences as a contin-
application to Soviet General Secretary Khrushchov which was announced

uation of the brutish attack on physicist Max Planck by the at a public conference in London, to a doctrine of world government (e.g.,
followers of the logical positivist ideology of Ernst Mach. the Russell-Wells doctrine called “globalization” today), through threat of

mutual and assured thermonuclear destruction.This quarrel which erupted in war-time Germany and Austro-
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alize that discovery itself. The followers of
Lagrange and Cauchy knew the algebraic
formula which could approximate the num-
ber associated with a physical-functional
singularity to a finely honed degree, but not
the actual physical principle as such. That
represents a state of mind in use of lan-
guage and related thought which is compa-
rable to clinical schizophrenia in its formal
aspects. This is a more vicious form of the
same virtual brain-damage for which
Gauss’s 1799 dissertation attacked Euler,
Lagrange, et al.

Within the orbit of the strenuous propa-
ganda activity by the CCF, no part of Clas-
sical artistic composition was left un-raped
by such brutishness. For example, take the
way in which the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra75 was often deployed into Europe,
on behalf of the CCF cause, as part of the

Once the Berlin Wall came down, the apostles of the Congress for Cultural Freedom effort to drown the Classical musical tradi-
invaded eastern Germany like carpetbaggers. They brought with them an epidemic of tion in modernist and post-modernist
counter-cultural decadence which reminds one of that which existed within Weimar

noise-making. The effect of such broad-Germany, and which paved the way, culturally, for the Nazi tyranny.
spectrum mass indoctrination, has been to
cause a population to become self-de-
graded, more and more, into mimics of the

Yahoos, or Beatles, good for little but rutting like decorticatedthe cognitive act of actually generating a principled solution
to an ontological paradox, such as Kepler’s discovery of grav- baboons in a ditch (either with somebody, something, or into

the open air), of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels: modernitation. Russell’s method in mathematics, was to carry to an
extreme the attack on Leibniz’s discovery of the universal U.S. mass-entertainment culture.

In the meantime, the followers of Russell’s devotees Nor-infinitesimal calculus by, especially Euler, Lagrange,
Cauchy, et al., who had denied the physically efficient exis- bert Wiener and John von Neumann, such as Professors

Marvin Minsky and Noam Chomsky at Massachusetts Insti-tence of what D’Alembert, Euler, Lagrange, et al. had rejected
as the allegedly merely “imaginary”: in effect, the rejection tute of Technology’s (MIT’s) RLE, and like souls in numer-

ous other like-minded places, work, like the H.G. Wells’ fa-of the physical actuality of the complex domain in favor of an
ivory-tower numerical formalism explicitly hostile to Rus- bled Dr. Moreau, on attempting to synthesize “human

intelligence” in machines, or that poor, tormented chimpan-sell’s named targets Leibniz, Carl F. Gauss, Wilhelm Weber,
and Bernhard Riemann. zee, “Noam Chimsky”!

People who accept such behavior as that typified by Wells,The serious damage by the “information theory” dogma to
the mental powers of the portions of the population receiving Russell, and their followers, are obviously not to be consid-

ered as contributors to any attempt to define the objectives ofhigher education, was concentrated in the spreading loss of
the ability to develop and express actual ideas: in other words, a dialogue of cultures. The dialogue must be restricted to what

might be termed “card-carrying human beings.” Others mayto impair, even hopefully destroy the ability of the more
highly educated classes to develop and communicate in terms be observed, if as we might observe monkeys in a zoo.
of what I have defined here as living words. This kind of
dementation of the educated classes and others of the post- . . . Versus Language for Progress

The explicit definition of the principles on which the mod-World War II period, was continued in this fashion even
within the teaching of physical science, in tandem with the ern sovereign nation-state republic’s design has depended,

are known to us today chiefly through that Classical, so-calledorganized campaign of willful virtual brain-damage known
as CCF. Greek tradition associated with its foundations in the work of

such figures as Thales, the Pythagoreans, Solon of Athens,The tendency of even the least brain-damaged victims of
such conditioning in this legacy of Russell’s influence, is that and Plato. However, as India’s Tilak, as a kind of “Dante

Alighieri” of modern India, has illustrated the point, the prin-such victims know, as Lagrange and Cauchy did, the mark of
the place where the discovery of a universal physical principle
should occur; but, they insist that we are not able to conceptu- 75. Capital of the U.S. Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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around those notions of the knowable concept of the univer-
sal, typified in their origins as knowledge for man by the
Egyptian legacy associated, in European tradition, with the
work of Thales, the Pythagoreans, and Plato. This set of con-
structive-geometric notions of physical universals (powers),
as distinct from mere algebraic formulas used as surrogates
for the principles, is the product of a process which I have
defined as the generation of living words, a notion coinciding
with the applicability of Riemann’s use of Geistesmasse for
science.Bal Gangadhar

Tilak traced the For the purpose of teaching the relevant rudiments of prin-
principles from ciple, the clearest examples to use are those associated with
which the modern the influence of the Egyptian methods of astronomy adopted
sovereign nation-

by the Pythagoreans, such as Archytas, as these examplesstate emerged, to
were employed by Plato, in his Socratic dialogues, to conveythe ancient Vedic

hymns. the notion of what the conventional English translation from
the Greek names as powers. This notion of powers is the
same meaning expressed through which I have described here

ciples on which the modern sovereign nation-state have de- earlier as living words, and as the use of the concept of a
pended, have been traced, most convincingly, by him and physical, rather than merely mathematically formal complex
others, from the study of the ancient Vedic. Indeed, to the best domain. The latter distinction is that which Riemann makes
of our explicit knowledge on this matter, the foundations of clear, in that distinction of that use of Geistesmassen which,
what we might recognize as the emergence of modern civili- in fact, appears in his 1854 habilitation dissertation, and in a
zation today, were lain in the interrelated, ancient develop- more extended form in his elaboration of the deeper implica-
ment of the foundations of astronomy as defined for us today tions of Abelian functions.
by fragments of ancient Egyptian, Indian, and Chinese By starting with that approach to the definition of univer-
sources, by related matters of transoceanic and related astro- sal physical principles, we equip ourselves to represent the
navigation, and by the manifestly ancient origins of the use role of principle expressed by irony in Classical artistic com-
of the principles of irony associated with Classical poetry as position with far greater effectiveness than otherwise today.
a mnemonic instrument of collective memory of a cultured The chief difficulty which this approach to art incurs, is that
people. once we have recognized the function of Classical artistic

However, the roots of the European discovery of concept principle in this way, contrary notions of artistic composition
of the sovereign nation-state based on the principle of the are implicitly relegated to the bordellos of one kind or another,
submission of the will of the ruler to the principle of the gen- including the academic varieties.
eral welfare of all of the people, have a different aspect, a It is the application of the principle of Classical poetic
European idea.76 irony, as I have outlined this in earlier portions of this report,

The origin of this idea is rooted in the way the conception which has enabled mankind to develop a mode of deliberate
translated from the Greek as powers, defines ideas in a way communication of the notion of the universality of man, as
comparable to the Herbart-Riemann use of the German term expressed through the medium of what I have defined here as
Geistesmasse, a term whose significance is rather crudely the living word. It has been the arbitrary separation of these
approximated by Wolfgang Köhler’s Gestalt Psychology. principles of poetic irony in Classical art from the notion of
This notion, traced into Greece from Egyptian astronomy universals in physical science, as C.P. Snow observed this
(Sphaerics), is implicitly inseparable from the concept of dichotomy, which has been the great curse repeatedly inflicted
monotheism. It is, as I have emphasized repeatedly in this upon the development of European civilization, as the latter
report, the concept of the living word. It is the concept of “The achievement is typified in the Pythagoreans’ and Plato’s use
Unknown God” of Greece, the God of Prometheus’s universe, of the Egyptian tradition of Sphaerics in defining the notions
who is implicitly the adversary of Olympus and the nominally of universals and their types.
pro-satanic (e.g., Python) Apollo cult of Delphi. Our subject at this point, is the origin, in a Classical artistic

These ancient developments, as typified by the role of the conception of language itself, of the modern sovereign form
ancient Egyptian astronomy to the ancient Greeks as Sphaer- of nation-state republic. Although that objective is implicit in
ics, provided the foundation for the progressive emergence the reforms led by Solon of Athens, and the rebuke of the
and continuing development of modern European civilization same Solon, later, to his erring fellow-citizens, the means by

which the modern republic was brought into being during
Europe’s Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, is a far more com-76. As the uniqueness of this discovered principle is summarized by U.S.

President Abraham Lincoln’s 1863 Gettysburg Address. plex matter than the reading of a translation of Solon’s inspir-
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ing poem would encompass. This point is especially impor- A Community of Principle
U.S. Secretary of State John Quincy Adams’ advice totant here and now, because Asian cultures generally have

no efficient conception of the way in which this notion was President James Monroe, on the subject of a treaty proposed
by British Minister Canning, was that the proposed treatydeveloped within European civilization. That lack of that con-

ception tends to foster dangerously simplistic notions respect- must be rejected because there existed no community of prin-
ciple between the U.K. and the U.S.A. Instead, Adams pro-ing the European origins of the sovereign nation-state, of

which we must disabuse our relevant partners in dialogue. posed, as this was reflected in the argument written by him,
which was presented by Monroe as the so-called “MonroeIn today’s modern European Classical culture, the suc-

cessful launching of modern civilization is traced, to a very Doctrine,” that the United States must envisage an emerging
community of principle among the republics of the Americas,significant degree, from Dante Alighieri’s argument on the

development and use of the Italian language, which is the from which the contending alien, predatory forces of that
time (the British imperium and the Habsburg forces) must bebase of his argument for the sovereign nation-state in his De

Monarchia, as this concept of language was continued by, forcibly excluded, as early as the United States had the effi-
cient power to compel that exclusion, by assistance to thenotably, Petrarca. This is an outstanding example of the im-

portance of forms of irony which are best suited, by far, to defense of the fellow-republics of the Americas. As Adams
stressed, on this matter of policy, no community of principlecarry the communication of living words, as Latin as a Roman

imperial lingua franca could not have done, and, in fact, had existed between the U.S.A. and the imperial United Kingdom
(or, the reactionary system associated with Prince Metternichfailed to do.77

The idea of the modern European sovereign nation-state, et al.).
Despite the present proliferation, internationally, of aca-as it emerged in this and related ways which I have described

in this report thus far, is also a living word. That word ex- demic and other lies about Adams’ doctrine, and about Presi-
dent Franklin Roosevelt’s revival of that policy through thepresses the processes which are characteristic of the form of

society as I have described it summarily here. It expresses the time of Rio de Janeiro treaty and other vehicles, that is implic-
itly the principled heritage of the U.S.A. since before 1776.78counterpoint of the ironies which are the living, rather than

merely formal aspects of the culture of a sovereign people. It It is still the only self-interested principle of true self-interest
of the U.S.A. as a republic today. It is, for reasons of principle,is a conception of the living-word aspect of a culture which is

in correspondence to the principled idea of monotheism. This a principle scientifically defined as the self-interested policy
of the U.S.A., as applicable to a growing global communityis not the notion of an unworldly God hovering outside the

universe, but of the personality of the Creator within the uni- of sovereign nation-state republics, today.
Adams’ original formulation of the Monroe Doctrine’sverse which He continues to generate. Hence, the appropriate-

ness of that English translation of the Gospel of John, which principle belongs, in historical actuality, to a period, from the
July 14, 1789 siege of the Bastille, to the aftermath of thedeclares, at the beginning: “In the beginning was the Word.”

It is the notion of a convergence of the development of living Battle of Gettysburg, during which time the self-interested
concern of the wisest circles of the U.S.A. continued to be,words upon the transfinite totality of the process of generating

valid living words. It reflects, as theology, the recognition of chiefly, to keep away from entanglement with the corruption
which had been prevalent among those hegemonic powersthat creativity as it occurs in successful human experience of

ideas of the quality of living words. Creativity as we know in Europe typified by the more or less rival British versus
Habsburg-centered interests.it, is specific to the inviolable sovereignty of the individual

creative will. It is therefore unavoidable that we recognize the Later, since the victory of President Abraham Lincoln’s
leadership over the British puppet, the Confederacy, and espe-in-dwelling, living Creator of this universe as a personality,

as an individual, efficiently creative will, dwelling in the do- cially since Europe’s reflections on the accomplishment dis-
played at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial, the U.S.A. hasmain of what I have identified as living words.

Thus, the authority we might rightly attribute to a nation- not only been a power in the world at large, but has incurred,
more and more of the responsibility of a leading role in thestate is of this form, an authority which is conditional upon

conformity with the implication of this form. The result of way in which world affairs went, even outside the more imme-
diate vicinity of the Americas. Since that time, the leadingthat is the notion of universal natural law, as the repository of

the principle underlying the expression of society’s struggle issue of world relations has been the question whether the
American model, or the British model would serve as theto bring itself out of the childhood of humanity, into a matured

reflection on itself, its origins, its obligations, and its inten- leading catalyst for a system of international relations, not
only regionally, but globally.tions.

For sundry historical reasons, the Anglo-Dutch Liberal,
financier-oligarchical interest, as distinct from the power spe-

77. On the history of the medieval struggle for the establishment of the
sovereign nation-state prior to the Fifteenth Century, see Friedrich von der
Heydte’s Die Geburtsstunde des souveränen Staates (Regensburg, Ger- 78. Despite the fraud of attributing the Monroe Doctrine to the concoction

of that filibuster’s nephew Theodore Roosevelt.many: Druck und Verlag Josef Habbel, 1952).
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cific to the individual European states, has been the increas-
ingly dominant global monetary-financial system since the
death of Franklin Roosevelt. Since the aftermath of the devel-
opments of 1962-1964, especially since 1971-1972, even the
U.S.A. has become today’s virtual mere province of that An-
glo-Dutch Liberal supranational imperium which is the pres-
ent IMF system of private financier-oligarchical power. Al-
though the U.S.A. has been the most powerful nation-state on
the planet, it has been, at the same time, increasingly a virtual
satrapy of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal empire-in-fact, as I say,
once again, the empire of the international financier-oligar-
chical forces controlling the post-1971 IMF system. If that
essential fact is not acknowledged, no safe exit from the pres-
ently onrushing general monetary-financial collapse were
likely. The difference is, that the U.S.A. is the nation best
qualified and situated to lead in breaking the power of that
Anglo-Dutch Liberal imperium.

That is the hard fact, against which all objections are either
merely impotent, or even outrightly malignant. That fact is
the sticking-point, upon which the chances for a successful
dialogue of cultures might succeed, or surely fail.

Presuming that sufficient forces discover the wisdom to
act in ways consistent with that perception of recent centuries
of world history, the question then posed, is: What is the
concrete form of organization among nations, which defines
the immediate first step of general organization toward a U.S. Secretary of State John Quincy Adams’ formulation of the

Monroe Doctrine, outlining a community of principle among thepermanent, global community of principle among a world
emerging republics of the Americas, remains the self-interestedcomposed of perfectly sovereign nation-states? The revival
policy of the United States, as applicable to a growing global
community of sovereign nation-state republics, today.

for application of the model of the Bretton Woods launched
by the sponsorship of President Franklin Roosevelt, is the
cornerstone of launching the first phase of that new world
system. rate system more crucial importance than ever before.

The combined effect of the development and applicationThe notion of a fixed-exchange-rate system, as modelled
upon the original experience of that Bretton Woods system, of technology, together with the increase of population and

the rise of the acceptable standard of living among those popu-is the model for a presently indispensable arrangement for the
present world, and for at least a number of generations yet to lations, have brought the planet to the foreseeable point of

developments, that we can no longer proceed on the assump-come. When I say, “At least a number of generations,” I have
foremost in view the character of certain kinds of indispens- tion that the natural resources, so-called, on which civilization

depends, can be treated as if this were the simple bounty ofable long-term treaty and related agreements on essential cap-
ital formation, especially in basic economic infrastructure. nature. We must now take responsibility for maintaining and

increasing the supply of those resources of the abiotic EarthSince we must be prepared to honor those agreements, cover-
ing a span of fifty or more years to come, the system we and Biosphere on which the continued increase of population,

and improvement of conditions of living life depend.establish now must anticipate the fulfillment of those contrac-
tual obligations. The presently lunatic, philosophically Physiocratic lust

for raw-materials as loot, a lunatic, implicitly homicidal lustLater, as the initial array of those obligations approaches
maturity, improvements in the world system will naturally be which is merely typified by Henry A. Kissinger’s NSSM-200

draft dogma, has become the leading feature of the world’sconsidered. In the meantime, prudent governments will focus
on the next two generations as guides for making the relevant monetary-financial oligarchy’s zeal today. This lunatic zeal

must be checked by a concerted regulation of this matteragreements under which the new world system of the immedi-
ate future is crafted and installed. among sovereign nation-states. As Vernadsky’s legacy

makes the needed remedy clear in broad terms, the develop-The issue of the fixed-exchange-rate system is defined
accordingly, principally as follows. First, I address the role ment of mineral resources and their management must be

considered a factor of capital cost shared as a charge againstof so-called raw materials policy, and, after that, the issue of
population policy. These are the preliminary, relatively new each and all of the world’s economies. We must assure a

sufficient supply, at acceptable prices, of all basic such rawglobal developments which give the idea of a fixed-exchange-
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materials, for the future of mankind. With the aid of progres- sional pre-qualifications, combined with a changing role of
women in the economy, mean lower rates of child-births persive scientific development, this challenge can be mastered,

even rather comfortably; but, it must be managed. household, with increased emphasis on quality of develop-
ment of the individual, rather than the raw number of births.This change in the management of raw materials, a change

which is now forced upon the world as a whole by the growth This shift is, in the main, a natural reaction to such changes
in the economic process, which will be the tendency, whetherof the populations of Asia, especially those of China and

India, requires the immediate establishment of a universal or not efforts at official regulation of the matter were em-
ployed. The tendency fostered by the social effects of scien-fixed-exchange-rate system. This requirement adds the factor

of creatively active raw-materials management to the essen- tific and technological progress, is an increase of the physical-
economic value of the individual per capita and per squaretial agreements on which the new system must be founded.

The planet is finite. We have reached near to the end of kilometer, and increased emphasis on fostering longevity and
prolonged good health.the possibility of a form of society which lives by depleting

the planet with efforts to compensate for these effects. We The complementary issue, is the problems which would
be caused by permitting a continuation of a situation in whichmust establish a system which increases the supply and acces-

sibility of what we treat as natural resources, by means which a large ration of the population were kept in the relatively
extreme poverty associated with low levels of physical pro-include the generation of such resources, rather than merely

extracting them. We must manage the mineral resources in ductivity per capita throughout much of the planet today.
Large-scale poverty bestializes both the victim of that igno-this way, as we must develop the Biosphere through large-

scale water management, development of desert areas, and rance-plagued condition, and the other part of the population
which tolerates the perpetuation of that condition.so forth.

To absorb these implicitly very large categories of capital These matters of population should not be the subject
of direct political management. They should be addressedcosts, we must accelerate the advancement of technology of

production and product design in at least a degree sufficient indirectly, but therefore all the more effectively, through eco-
nomic management of the relations among nations.to absorb the added cost of global raw-materials management

and related environmental development without reducing the For example, “cheap labor” is a long-term menace to the
welfare of the planet, because of the effects and side-effectsstandard of living of any population. This requires greatly

increased rates of gain in per-capita physical productivity on populations of nations, and the behavior of nations. The
upgrading of the technology of production and quality ofthroughout the planet, and the elevation of the income-levels

of presently poor nations through such promotion of techno- products should be promoted by cooperative agreements
aimed toward fostering scientific and technological progresslogical progress. These costs can be estimated with reason-

able accuracy. among nations and their populations.
Among the leading sources of waste of the labor and lifeThis requires accelerated emphasis on very high “energy

flux density” technologies, including nuclear-fission and ther- of the populations during the recent sixty years, has been the
trend toward “suburbanization.” The achievements of Euro-monuclear fusion processes. The principal dedication of low-

energy-flux-density resources should remain the role of solar pean civilization in developing the notion of the city and other
urban communities, has been destroyed by a pandemic ofradiation in the motivation of living processes, especially

plant life, both as a source of useful materials, in water man- suburbanization and related effects, as promoted by parasiti-
cal, financier-driven modes in real-estate speculation (so-agement, and in moderation of the Earth’s climate.

The added point of the global economic agenda which I called “development”), and in shifting emphasis in produc-
tion away from closely-held industries of two hundred em-have just summarized: Before turning to the issues of relations

among the member-states of a fixed-exchange-rate system, ployees or less, to giant conglomerates dominated by motives
of financial speculation, rather than technological and relatedwe must dispel certain myths respecting the so-called “popu-

lation bomb.” improvements in quality of product and modes of production.
These evils reflect chiefly the effects of the superimposi-

tion of feudalistic financier-oligarchical interest and its preda-The Welfare of Populations
As the required level of development of the quality of the tory, speculative characteristics upon the modern nation-

state economies.population rises, the birth rate must be expected to decline,
not as much as we have seen catastrophic such declines in the A global system based on a fixed-exchange-rate mone-

tary-financial system can effectively promote desirable ef-population of Germany, for example, but at a much slower
rate of increase of population as scientific and technological fects in the characteristics of employment and personal life,

by aid of simple measures of regulation of tariffs and trade ofprogress lowers the rate of simple fecundity of populations,
under conditions of practiced scientific and technological the type employed under the original Bretton Woods system.

The newly leading dimensions of global and national pol-progress.
The increase of the equivalent of a “school-leaving age,” icy-shaping required by the related pressures of materials

management and necessary development of the conditions oftoward a quarter-century for graduates with relevant profes-
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A school in China. The social
effects of scientific and
technological progress, will
naturally tend to shift an economy
toward lower birth-rates, with
increased emphasis on the quality
of development of the individual.
“These matters of population
should not be the subject of direct
political management. They should
be addressed indirectly, but
therefore all the more effectively,
through economic management of
the relations among nations.”

life of populations, point our attention upward, to the role of space-oriented science-research function, will be the provi-
sion of knowledge essential for improvement and security ofspace-oriented science-driver programs as the most appro-

priate form of organization of national technological develop- life on Earth. There is very little which might be developed in
promotion of space research, which does not have a powerfulment and international cooperation under conditions already

existing and rapidly emerging today. application for human benefit back here on the surface of
our planet. Hence, the principal public efforts in support ofWe have entered into a time in which management of

our planet and its conditions, is a clear imperative; but, the scientific research and development now, should be located
in space-research-oriented programs which, by their nature,problems and opportunities that imperative implies do not

end at the upper limit of scramjet ascent. All of the scientific touch every area of interest for science to be practiced here
on Earth.and related challenges before civilized humanity today are

inseparable from the growing field of extraterrestrial explora- This neither presumes, nor prohibits more or less global
proprietorship over some relevant projects. It does stronglytion. The existence of the Solar System is a product of a

process inhering in the nature of the Sun’s existence as a suggest limits on extending private patent rights beyond tradi-
tional categories of protection of actual inventors. In someformer solitary star. The past, present, and future conditions

of life on our planet, Earth, are determined by ongoing pro- cases, there should be setbacks of lately introduced novel
kinds of proprietary claims in this area. There must also be acesses of development associated with the continuing evolu-

tion of the Solar System. That system, and its relationship to more extensive sharing of access to promotion of technolog-
ies generated through cooperation among nations, or by su-the broader parts of the universe it inhabits, include matters

which ought to be of concern, as either problems or potential pranational agencies. The idea of patenting of naturally pre-
existing genetic types is an expression of naked financier-advantages for human life on Earth.

To some degree, the scientific investigations which that oligarchical rape which goes much, much too far.
The result to be expected from the rather inevitable role ofperspective implies for any intelligent governments on Earth

today, must lead to manned exploration, and some develop- space-oriented general scientific research and development,
under a newly established form of fixed-exchange-rate sys-ment of operating systems placed on relatively nearby parts

of the Solar System. The development of new systems whose tem for the present time, would be a rapid psychological shift
in outlook, toward thinking of ourselves as people living insheer power per capita and per cross-section of operation

vastly exceed anything employed today, is also a necessary the Solar System, rather than as huddled fearfully back in
some local part of the surface of Earth. The conception ofgoal, for related reasons.

However, the greatest immediate practical impact of a man must change to shift in that direction of self-image.
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The inauguration of the
Shanghai maglev train, Dec.
31, 2002. Investment in such
great projects in mass
transportation and other areas
of infrastructure will be made
possible by a return to a fixed-
exchange-rate monetary-
financial system, with treaty
arrangements among sovereign
nations.

A Final Note Investments of these types can be financed through credit
created in the form of treaty agreements, or as capital extendedThe reestablishment of the core of the original Bretton

Woods system as such, requires no extensive treatment here. under arrangements provided by treaty agreements.
One of the essential functions of the fixed-exchange-rateThe system worked, and would have continued to work, had

the will existed to make the adjustments in gold price, and system is to ensure that rate as assurance of the integrity of
credit-extensions at predetermined rates for credit extendedother reforms needed to keep the system functioning in princi-

ple. The objectives of that included type and form must be to over long-term periods.
Under present conditions of massive bankruptcy-in-factset currency values as near to realistically defined current

relative prices as feasible, to choose an appropriate starting- of most among the private financial agencies of the planet
today, only the combination of state-backed created creditprice for reserve gold, and to create an international credit-

mechanism equivalent to drawing-rights for borrowing by under the protective cover of a fixed-exchange-rate system
could permit a significant generation of credit. Without thatmembers.

One function of the reestablished system of leading im- system, the presently inevitable collapse of the existing world
monetary-financial system, would mean an immediatelyportance, is its proper relationship to a system of long-term

treaty-agreements of the type which would be most appro- threatened plunge of the world as a whole into a prolonged
new dark age.priate within Eurasia today, as among western and central

Europe, Russia, China, India, and so forth. The principal driv- That mode of recovery from the present crisis could not
succeed, unless the conditions of a regulated economy, suchers of general physical economic recovery of the planet from

the present situation, will be long-term investments in basic as those of the U.S.A. prior to the developments of the 1969-
1982 interval were abruptly reversed in total in the U.S.A.economic infrastructure, and bundled lines of long-term

credit for packages of investments by certain categories of itself, and related former methods of regulated economy were
reestablished in continental Europe. International debt obli-relevant private borrowers. The physical life-cycle of basic

economic infrastructure in the first category ranges between gations of Africa and Central and South America, must be
either cancelled or suspended pending future action, and alla normal range of a quarter- to a half-century. Power, water,

mass transportation, and long-range area development as for debt associated with financial derivatives treated as gamblers’
side-bets, and therefore simply nullified.new municipalities, recovery of arid territories, mass foresta-

tion, and so on, are typical. In a second general category are Ladies and gentlemen, we have no other options. Given
the present situation, we take these indicated and related mea-investments in physical capital formation associated with the

market being created by the installation of large public sures, or consider ourselves assembled here barely in time to
kiss civilization goodbye for a fairly long time to come.projects.
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PINOCHET AND PINOCCHIO

PresidentGeorge ‘Enron’ Bush
Lies About ‘Enron II’
by Paul Gallagher

This article appeared in the LaRouche PAC pamphlet Bush’s Social Security surplus that came into the Trust Fund on their
watch. Senator Harry Reid of Nevada has rightly called thisSocial Security Privatization: Foot in the Door for Fascism,

a call to action to prevent the looting of the Social Security “embezzlement,” on the floor of the Senate.
Lie No. 3:“I think some members of Congress couldTrust Fund, in what would be a futile attempt to bail out the

collapsing financial system. take some lessons from Chile, particularly when it comes
to how to run our pension plans. Our Social Security sys-

Recognize the lies of Wall Street and Bush about the priva- tem needs to be modernized.”—George W. Bush in Chile,
April 2001.tization of Social Security:

Lie No. 1: “President Bush never said ‘privatization.’ TRUTH: Social Security privatization was imposed in
Chile by the fascist military dictatorship of General Pinochet,He just wants to strengthen Social Security. His opponents

are using scare tactics.” which by 1980 had already destroyed the labor movement,
depressed the wages of Chileans, exiled and assassinated op-TRUTH: That was for the suckers during the election

campaign, who thought George W. Bush was their personal position leaders, and was selling off state companies to for-
eign bankers, cheap; then they turned over public pensionlord and savior. He lied about it scores of times, then came

out in the open demanding privatization after Election Day. funds to the same bankers. A generation later, most Chilean
retirees, with their “private accounts,” don’t even qualify forEach member of his Commission on Social Security had been

hand-picked in 2001 on the condition of being a supporter of a minimum pension, and have to depend on government mini-
mum retirement of welfare payments. Chile’s privatization isprivatization of Social Security.

Lie No. 2: “To make sure the retirement savings of adjudged a failure by the Chilean government and even by
the World Bank.America’s seniors are not diverted to any other program,

my budget protects all of the Social Security surplus for The British privatization of public pension funds has
also failed.Social Security, and for Social Security alone.”—Bush’s

Jan. 17, 2001 State of the Union Address. Lie No. 4: Social Security is a state program invented
in 19th-Century Prussia, which blocks employees fromTRUTH: George W. Bush’s budgets, since then, have

taken $509 billion of surpluses from the Social Security Trust “ownership” of their own retirement fund.
TRUTH: Social Security was started by President Frank-Fund and used them for general Federal budget expenses,

including his wars, so that he could deliver tax cuts to busi- lin Roosevelt because the U.S. Constitution calls upon the
government of the United States to “promote the Generalnesses and wealthy Americans.

While other President’s have also “borrowed” Social Se- Welfare”—not to promote “private investments.” Social Se-
curity saved the elderly from the destitution brought on whencurity surplus for their budgets, Bush and his father are the

only two Presidents who have looted every single dollar of the “private investments” of the 1920s collapsed. Under the
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principle of the General Welfare, the younger generations
support the basic security of the older generations in their
retirement, keeping them from poverty, and provide a surplus,

This LaRoucheto the benefit of their children and grandchildren.
PAC pamphlet

Social Security has been successful for 70 years, through exposes the
three full generations of Americans’ retirements, and only advocates of

looting of Socialsmall and occasional adjustments in its tax rates and ranges
Security funds toare needed to keep its commitments into the future. It’s the
bail out theonly thing solvent in a debt- and deficit-ridden U.S. economy.
financial

Three-quarters of the company pension funds in the nation system: George
have been abandoned by their corporate sponsors, the rest are Shultz,

Californiaunderfunded; Social Security remains solvent and trustwor-
Governorthy. It has provided better broad benefits, with cost-of-living
Arnoldadjustments, than private social security schemes like the
Schwarzenegger,

British system, the “Galveston Plan” in Texas, etc. As for the and Shultz’s
“Chile model” of the privatizers, it’s been a disaster for more fellow “Chicago

Boy,” Miltonthan half the workforce in Chile.
Friedman.Lie No. 5: “The United States government has no legal

obligation to pay Social Security benefits to retirees.”
TRUTH: The management of the funds and payment of

the benefits by the Federal government, is an obligation of the next decade, or benefits cut.”
TRUTH: This is another form of blackmail threat, by aUnited States created by the Social Security Act of 1935. The

right-wing privatization ideologues at the Cato Institute and bankrupt Bush Administration and a desperate Wall Street,
to cut off Social Security benefits unless they get trillions inelsewhere make this claim because they want Treasury to

keep “borrowing” from the Trust Fund without repaying, and Social Security contributions to support the Wall Street bub-
ble a while longer. In fact, real economic growth, with smallto destroy Social Security for ideological reasons. Any similar

claim from within the Bush Administration would constitute adjustments in the Social Security tax range alone, will keep
the system solvent indefinitely.a threat to cut off benefits.

Lie No. 6: “Social Security is in crisis. The crisis is Lie No. 8: “Wall Street doesn’t have much at stake in
Social Security privatization; its fees would only be a fewhere. There is an $11 trillion deficit.”

TRUTH: Wall Street is in a crisis; the U.S. dollar is in a tens of billions over 70 years.”
TRUTH: Wall Street and Boston “Vault” banks like JPcrisis; the U.S. and world economy is in a collapse crisis

worsened by Bush Administration policies; but President Morgan Chase and State Street Bank are the original and the
biggest funders of the Cato Institute Social Security Privatiza-Franklin Roosevelt’s Social Security system is not in crisis.

No competent agency has projected any $11 trillion deficit, tion Project, the cog-wheel since 1995 for the schemes to loot
Social Security. These banks would haul in, conservatively,nor half that.

But Bush’s business and upper-income tax cuts are gener- $950 billion in fees over 70 years, according to the thorough
study by Prof. Austen Goolsby of the University of Missouri.ating a $14 trillion long-term deficit in the general Federal

government budget. Bush wants to add anywhere from $2-$6 More important, Wall Street would rake trillions in new ac-
counts into the falling stock markets.trillion to U.S. debt to pay for privatizing Social Security—

turning the contributions over to Wall Street in “private ac- Lie No. 9: “Younger workers will be able voluntarily
to choose to put just a part of their Social Security taxcounts,” then going to Wall Street to borrow the money to

pay retiree benefits. contributions into a private investment account instead.”
TRUTH: The Chile model of privatization was mandatoryIf the Bush Administration stopped running huge deficits

and repaid to Social Security the money improperly borrowed for all young workers. They were barred from entering the
old public pension system.from the Trust Fund for other government expenses over the

years, Social Security would be in surplus for at least another General Pinochet’s Labor Minister, who privatized Social
Security in Chile, now heads up the Cato Institute Privatiza-40 years—without changing the payroll tax rate or range at

all. If a U.S. President, instead of losing jobs and depressing tion Project, which instigated President Bush’s manic drive
for privatization. The Cato Institute private-accounts schemewages, knows how to restart real high-technology employ-

ment growth in the U.S. economy, Social Security will be becomes mandatory after a few years, for all employees born
after 1954; and it calls for diverting all, not a part of thefully solvent through the 21st Century.

Lie No. 7: “If Social Security isn’t privatized now, employee’s Social Security payroll taxes into a private ac-
count.taxes will have to be raised or trillions borrowed in the
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This will happen if Bush gets his way. There will be tre- private retirement accounts; in surveys, one-third of Ameri-
cans with 401(k)s say they’ve lost so much in them that they’llmendous economic pressure, as well as political pressure to

reduce future benefits by kicking workers out of the Social have to keep working long past retirement. Social Security
will really be “in a crisis” if President Bush is allowed to shiftSecurity system into the arms of Wall Street investment

banks. Why? The trillions in new debt which Bush proposes it to Wall Street.
The idiot President, whose own business ventures allto borrow to privatize the system, will create the crisis in

Social Security he’s claiming. failed, believes he’s just discovered a “miracle of compound
interest.” The Social Security Trust Fund already earns com-Lie No. 10: “Nothing will change for those at or near

retirement; their benefit check won’t be touched.” pound interest on the investment of its surplus in Treasury
bonds—and every year, Bush’s White House has looted theTRUTH: If privatization goes through, benefits will be

reduced by $18 trillion. For retirees who have been in the fund of its surplus and its interest, to pay for war, “homeland
security,” and tax cuts for businesses and wealthy Americans.middle 20% of Americans by income, Social Security benefits

would be reduced, in the privatization scheme of Bush’s hand-
picked Commission, by 6% over the next decade; 10% in
the decade after that; 15% in the decade after that. The non-
partisan Congressional Budget Office showed this; and Ste-
phen Goss of the President’s Commission admitted it on Dec. Who’s Looting Peru’s
9: “It [Bush’s privatization plan] clearly would provide for
slower growth in benefits than under current law. The private Privatized Pensions?
accounts will provide an opportunity for the worker to make
that back up.” Goss estimated benefits would be cut by $18 byManuel Hidalgo
trillion through mid-Century. President Bush knew this three
years ago when the Commission made its recommendations.

Peru’s privatized pension system is a case study of what’sIn fact, despite these ideologues’ fantastic, lying assump-
tions about the earnings young workers will allegedly be mak- wrong with U.S. President George Bush’s proposed privatiza-

tion of Social Security. Peru in 1992 became the second Ibero-ing in the stock and bond markets, the sad reality is that Ameri-
cans’ remaining Social Security benefits will be cut by much American country to privatize its pensions, following Pino-

chet’s Chile in 1981.more than the Congressional Budget Office has estimated, if
Bush’s fascist privatization goes through. After being blown When the Peruvian Congress approved a reform of the

privatized pension system on Nov. 11, 2004, forcing all retir-up into a brief new bubble by trillions stolen from Social
Security, Wall Street will collapse and leave retirees with ees to place their pensions into that system, one of the national

associations of retirees fingered foreign financial interestsnothing. “Enron I” left hundreds of thousands with empty
401(k)s and lost corporate pensions; Bush’s “Enron II” will represented by the International Monetary Fund, the World

Bank, and the privatized pension funds (known as AFPs), assteal the retirement of tens of millions.
Lie No. 11: “Younger workers will get a private ac- the actual authors of the legislation. With fascist plundering

under the pretext of pension reform now firmly establishedcount the government can never take away from them.”
TRUTH: The Bush Administration has already illegally by law 20530, the last public social security system to protect

retirees has now been eliminated. Tens of thousands of enroll-“taken away” more than $500 billion from the Social Security
Trust Fund to pay other government expenses; yet Social ees under law 20530 will no longer have any option but to

join the AFPs, despite the serious questions raised about thatSecurity has never taken retirees’ accounts away from them.
If Americans fall for diverting Social Security payroll taxes privatized system’s financial health.

In July 1995, Jaime Cáceres Sayán, the president of theinto stocks and bonds accounts instead, a Wall Street crash
will “take away” the retirement they are foolish enough to Association of AFPs, dared to charge that the state-run Na-

tional Pension System is like the bankrupt CLAE, a referenceput there.
Lie No. 12: “Equity [stock] investments earn high to Carlos Manrique’s pyramid-style savings plan, which

suckered people into investing their savings by promisingrates of return over the long term. By the principle of
compound interest, these younger workers will be able to high returns, then went belly-up in 1992, resulting in 160,000

depositors losing their shirts. Ironically, it is Cáceres Sayán’searn a better return on funds for their retirement.”
TRUTH: If American workers’ Social Security payroll own AFPs which would be more accurately described as the

next CLAE.taxes had been invested, instead, in the Standard and Poor’s
500-stock index for the last five years, they would have lost In August 2004, the same Cáceres Sayán claimed that

the investments of the AFPs were increasing the value ofmoney, overall, in their “private accounts,”—according to
Standard and Poor’s itself. stocks on the Lima Stock Exchange, and called on the Central

Bank to therefore allow private pension funds to increaseThis repeats the Enron syndrome with American’s 401(k)
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Placement of AFP FundsPeru’s Privatized Pension Funds (AFPs) and
Their Foreign Owners Stocks on the Lima Exchange 34.6%
(Percent Ownership, November 2002) Long-term bank CDs 14.4

Government bonds 13.7Horizonte
Foreign mutual funds 6.9Holding Continental 54 %
Non-financial corporate bonds 11.0BBVA (Spain) 24.9
Others 19.4Provida (Chile/BBVA) 15.9

Integra
Wiesse Investments (INTESA-Italy) 30
ING (Netherlands) 30 2003, there was discusson in the Congress of a project for
ING Pensiones Perú (Netherlands) 29.5 the right to freely disenroll from the AFPs, press close to
Profuturo the financial interests behind the AFPs screamed that this
Citibank (U.S.) 42 would put the totality of workers’ contributions at risk.
Cervesur 20

But this doesn’t mean that the AFPs do not continue to
Special transactions 19

get the lion’s share of the loot: their commissions have risen
Unión Vida

to 28.7% of worker contributions (as compared to 15%Banco Santander (Spain) 100
as the regional average); in 2002 alone, they accumulated
commissions of nearly $200 million. The profitability of the
AFPs reached 68% in 2002. This comes on top of the right
to invest $7 billion of workers’ contributions in companiestheir investments to not just 10% of their assets in foreign

markets, as they had been doing, but a full 20%. If this tied to the same economic groups as the banks that make
up the AFPs! For example, the AFP Integra invests moneyincrease were not allowed, and a bubble in the domestic

stock market were created, said Cáceres Sayán, then the from the fund it administers, into stocks of the Wiesse Bank
(which in turn is linked to Wiesse Investments, co-ownerCentral Bank would be responsible. Not surprisingly, on

June 3, 2004, a 4% decline in stock values on the Lima of the AFP), despite the fact that the stocks were in free fall
due to the insolvency problems of that bank!exchange caused a loss of 850 million Peruvian soles, most

of which was in a fund administered by the AFP. This fund The AFP system is based on forced savings, captured
by means of the legal coercion of the workers (who mustalso showed losses in 2000, and although there are claims

that the fund has shown a profit over the long term, those choose between an AFP or an impossible public pension
system). Furthermore, the AFPs have all the advantages thatprofits are entirely speculative, and could evaporate tomor-

row. This risk is global, given the speculative nature of banks have, except that the AFPs have no obligations to
their depositors. Indeed, the AFPs have only survived thisthe international financial system, whose collapse Lyndon

LaRouche has repeatedly warned of. long because of the shameless intervention of the state in
favor of the AFP oligopoly, as the following measures in-The Peruvian AFPs are primarily controlled by foreign

banks, as is shown in Table 1. dicate;
• Reduction of pensions for which the state is responsi-In combination, they administer a fund of nearly $7

billion, and they put that capital in speculative and risky ble, with the threat of total shutdown of the state system.
• The state system only covers low-income contributors,investments like the above-mentioned stocks (mostly in the

banks themselves!), certificates of deposit (also of the same while higher-income contributions move over to the AFPs.
• The state has floated special bonds to the benefit ofbanks), government bonds, foreign mutual funds, and others.

In August 2001, a study showed that 75% of the fund was the Private Pension Fund, for $1.82 billion.
• The age of retirement has been increased, therebyin stocks and bonds of companies in only 14 economic

groups. (See Table 2.) increasing the period for contributions and reducing the pe-
riod for pension payouts.The reality is that the private pension system presents

serious problems. Made up initially of eight AFPs, four of • Restrictions have been imposed on disenrolling from
the AFPs.these closed and/or were absorbed by the remaining four.

The powerful Romero group, affiliated to the Banco de • The state is now officialy obligated to finance the
minimum pensions of enrollees to the AFPs who have notCréedito, had to sell its AFP to a Spanish bank. Nearly 40%

of the enrollees had ceased paying in, thereby losing all contributed long enough to achieve an adequate pension
level.rights to their pensions. The rate of new memberships has

fallen significantly because of the crushing recession, and • The limit on investment of the fund in foreign markets
has been officially broadened, from 10% to 20%.growing precariousness of the job market. When in October
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FloodCatastropheShowsNeed
ForNew, Just Economic System
byHelga Zepp-LaRouche

The following statement was issued by Helga Zepp- But the decisive point, for which the leading international
financial institutions bear a massive guilt, is the scandalousLaRouche, founder of the Schiller Institute, on Dec. 29, 2004.
dimensions of the neglect of development in recent decades.
The tourist boom in countries like Thailand, Sri Lanka, orThe biggest aid operation of all times is now beginning, to

face up to a gigantic task: to recover over 100,000 bodies, in the Seychelles, which has granted a windfall of profits for
tourism enterprises and international resort chains, cannotorder to prevent the spread of diseases that would multiply

the number of victims; to supply about 2 million homeless; cover up the reality that the living conditions of the indige-
nous populations have not really improved, and that theand to reconstruct 60,000 villages, infrastructure, and agricul-

tural areas. Just to restore the conditions existing before the countries involved have not really developed economically.
Quite the contrary, especially the “holiday paradises” haveflood, will require minimally billions of dollars in the double

digit range. The initiative of German Chancellor Schröder for proven themselves to be death traps for many so-called
“natives,” and for tourists.a debt moratorium for Indonesia and Somalia is a step in the

right direction. The fact that under the system of globalization, one-third
of humanity is permanently undernourished; that a billion ofBut something much more fundamental is needed, if a

repetition of catastrophes of this magnitude is to be prevented. those are children living in poverty; that every day, 50,000
human beings die of starvation and preventable diseases; andWe have to distinguish between those aspects of natural disas-

ters that cannot be prevented, and the effects of the inadequate that whole continents are threatened in their very existence,
is proof of the absolute failure of the present world order.development policies of the recent decades. Before the pres-

ent flood wave, the most dramatic tsunami in history was that Just because the G-7 governments—Germany, France, Great
Britain, the United States, Canada, Italy, and Japan—havewhich was caused by the explosion of the volcano Thera on

what today is called Santorini Island, in 1628 B.C., destroying submitted to the dictates of the international financial oligar-
chy which profits from globalization, and because the major-the Minoan culture. Therefore, we have to assume that more

tsunamis, as large as that one, or as the one just suffered in ity of the population demonstrates an unbelievable moral in-
difference toward the poverty of 4 billion people, does notSoutheast Asia, are possible. An early warning system for the

threatened areas can be installed relatively simply, and is not mean that the present world order has not failed.
The entire scope of the moral failure becomes obvious,very expensive. Not to mention that a phone call from the U.S.

State Department—which had been informed of the quake as when this attitude is compared to the totally different attitude
predominant in the 1950s and 1960s. Then, it was a generalsoon as it happened—to the governments of the countries

threatened by the tsunami, would also have been very cheap. axiom of thought, that the undeserved underdevelopment of
the developing countries, which was regarded as the resultWhat, for heaven’s sake, prevented the U.S. government from

sharing this information with the relevant governments? This of centuries of colonialism, must be overcome, as soon as
possible, by development programs. In the UN, people talkedquestion will preoccupy the world intensely!
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about “development decades,” within which a certain prog- must be taken away from the control of supposedly “indepen-
dent,” i.e., private, central banks, and brought under the con-ress, raising the standards of living and life expectancy, was

to be accomplished. And for Pope Paul VI, underdevelopment trol of sovereign governments.
5. Part of the New Bretton Woods agreement, must be thewas so unbearable, that he lashed out against poverty in his

ardent appeal to the world population, his encyclical Popu- creation of some $2 trillion in new, productive credits for the
G-7 nations, to provide for full employment in the context oflorum Progressio (“On the Progress of Peoples”), as a situa-

tion “whose injustice cries to heaven.” the building of the Eurasian Land-Bridge, i.e., the infrastruc-
tural integration of Eurasia.But with the paradigm change that has, since the late

1960s, turned societies in the G-7 nations away from being 6. In order to embark on the urgently needed overcoming
of the underdevelopment of vast parts of the developing sectorproducer societies into consumer societies—away from the

production of real goods, and toward speculation and a pure in Asia, Africa, and South America, in the context of the
building of the Eurasian Land-Bridge as an engine for themoney economy, away from the common good, and toward

a society that is egotistically competitive and rampantly plea- reconstruction of the world’s economy, an “International De-
velopment Bank” must be part of the agreement, which willsure-seeking—with this shift, the attitude toward the so-

called “Third World” changed, too. Now, it was considered provide at least 500 billion euros annually for clearly defined
development projects.good, if everything there were as cheap as possible, because

a stay at a five-star resort on the beach was less expensive, 7. Lyndon LaRouche and the international movement
named after him, have, since the early 1970s, worked outsince these “natives” got oh-so-wonderfully-low wages.

In more than one way, the fantasy world of our consumer concrete development programs for Africa, South America,
the Pacific Basin, India, Southwest Asia, and for Eurasia,and pleasure-oriented society has suffered a reality shock. In

its typically cynical way, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung programs which, taken together, could provide a concrete
basis for a New and Just World Economic Order—immedi-asked, on Dec. 29, what an Indian fisherman and a German

tourist have in common? Normally, nothing—but now, they ately!
Only if the interiors of the nations of Africa, Asia, andshare the same mass grave. . . . If we can read any meaning at

all into this horrible flood catastrophe in Southeastern and South America are developed to a dignified level, will we
be able to reduce the effects of future natural disasters toSouthern Asia, then it is only by viewing it as a sign from

heaven that man cannot violate Creation’s order, for a long a minimum.
When you think about these questions, which will decidetime, by treating the larger part of humanity as a second class

of human beings, without provoking Nemesis. the future of the 21st Century, don’t think just about yourself.
Think about that which you can contribute, so that humanityThe system of globalization is presently in the end phase

of its systemic collapse. The free fall of the U.S. dollar is only becomes worthy of its name!
Join our movement for a New and Just World Economicone symptom of this. When the leading “analysts” speak of a

Hiroshima for the financial system, these days, of an Arma- Order!
geddon, of a coming avalanche, of the end of the system—
then, everyone should know what hour has been rung: The
great crash of 2005 has come.

But, there is a way out. TsunamiHits a
1. The G-7 nations must, together with Russia, China,

India, and other nations of the world, effect a total reorganiza- StupefiedWashington
tion of the hopelessly bankrupt global financial system, and
replace it with a New Bretton Woods system in the tradition by Laurence Hecht
of Franklin D. Roosevelt.

2. Not only the debts of Indonesia and Somalia should
As the worst natural disaster in our lifetimes, perhaps in allbe eliminated, but those of the whole developing sector—

because they cannot be paid anyway. human history, struck the Indian Ocean Basin Dec. 26, no one
in the government of the world’s largest superpower was able3. The derivatives and currency speculation, which, ac-

cording to the most recent report of the Bank for International to give effective warning to the nations lying in the path of
the deadly tsunami. How is it possible that a nation which isSettlements, has reached the unbelievable volume of $2,000

trillion, must simply be wiped out, and be made illegal by capable of conducting a remote-controlled assassination of
its enemies by drone aircraft from a military command centeragreements among governments. Fixed exchange rates must

be introduced, in order to make speculation against currencies in Florida, 6,000 miles from the target, was not capable of
warning its friends of this looming disaster?and national wealth impossible.

4. The creation of new credits for productive investments In truth, at least three U.S. government agencies, and al-
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to the monitoring system. But adding buoys is also rela-Warning Systems tively inexpensive. “The buoys used in the Pacific System
cost $150,000 each, but our government could build andCost Peanuts
sell a few,” Dr. Fryer said. “What’s in place now in almost
every port is a tidal gauge. That’s not the best, but it would

“It wouldn’t take much” to set up a tsunami warning center be pretty darn good.”
in the Indian Ocean basin, like the one for the Pacific, Existing tsunami monitoring systems are coupled with
said Dr. Gerard Fryer, a geophysicist at the University standard civil defense measures: local warning systems,
of Hawaii, and Tsunami Advisor to the State of Hawaii. guidelines for the population, emergency operations
Already, the Hawaii center has become a global center, he centers.
told EIR Dec. 28. The Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsuna-

“To set up a minimal system would not be a big ex- mis (DART) stations that exist in the Pacific Ocean basin
pense,” Fryer said. “Maybe $100,000 to set the system up, have a bottom pressure recorder anchored to the seafloor,
and $250,000 yearly to operate it. . . . All the research is and a moored surface buoy with an antenna that links to
done. The seismometers exist, also the tidal gauges. . . . a GOES satellite, which relays real-time data to ground
Setting up such a system would be one-tenth the cost of stations. The seafloor component can detect tsunamis as
building one hotel.” small as 1 cm. The system operates in a standard mode

Such a system, Dr. Fryer said, wouldn’t be as advanced and an event mode. In the latter mode, when an event is
as the Pacific one, which uses special buoys, which register identified, data are taken every 15 seconds.
small shifts in ocean pressure and transmit data via satellite —Marjorie Mazel Hecht

most certainly the Department of Defense as well, knew of around the world. Within less than 15 minutes, scientists there
had pinpointed the epicenter of the disturbance, and assessedthe earthquake within a short time of its occurrence, and knew

shortly after of the threat, or actuality, of the tsunami. Yet no it at 8.1 on the Richter scale—a major earthquake. (Within
one hour, they had upgraded to 8.5. The final assessment wasone either could, or would, take effective action to warn the

nations in its path. 9.0, a mega-event, the fifth largest earthquake in the world
since 1900.) The Alaska center is connected to NOAA’s Pa-“This is a prima facie case of negligence,” statesman Lyn-

don LaRouche said Dec. 28 after reviewing the evidence as- cific Tsunami Warning Center in Ewa Beach, Hawaii, which
has responsibility for the entire Pacific basin.sembled by EIR investigative teams as of that time, that the

U.S. government, and particularly the State Department, had Within 15 minutes of the onset of the quake, an informa-
tion bulletin went out to the nations of the Pacific from theknowledge of the potential massive disaster that was develop-

ing, but failed to act. International Tsunami Information Center in Hawaii. The
earthquake had registered on detection instruments at 00:59It has also since emerged that the governments of Japan

and Australia had developed an early intelligence picture of Universal Time on the morning of Dec. 26 (or 2:59 p.m. on
Dec. 25, Hawaii Standard Time). However, the earthquakethe tsunami threat. After registering the quake, Australia’s

federal Geoscience center in Canberra quickly determined was in the Indian Ocean. The nations of the Pacific basin
were not threatened, and the Tsunami Warning System ap-that it was likely to generate a large tsunami, and within 30 to

33 minutes had informed the Australian Foreign Ministry plies only to the 26 participating nations which border on
the Pacific. The information bulletin would go only toand the national emergency office of the whole picture. No

warnings or messages were sent to other governments for fear those nations.
Within an hour, NOAA sent out another bulletin, upgrad-of overstepping protocol, according to press accounts.

This is the chronology of events leading to the paralysis ing its estimate of the magnitude of the quake to 8.5 on the
Richter scale, and warning that “there is the possibility ofand impotence on the U.S. side of this greatest of all fiascos,

as EIR has been able to reconstruct them: a tsunami near the epicenter.” Indonesia and Australia, both
part of the Pacific network, were among the countries thatWithin minutes of the undersea earthquake off the north

coast of Sumatra, which triggered the deadly tsunami, two received the warning. It was already too late for Indonesia.
By then, the sea surge had already struck northern Sumatradifferent U.S. government agencies went into action to deter-

mine the location and size of the quake. The first to locate it and other nearby locations, but it would be more than another
hour before the shock wave, travelling at speeds up to 500was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s

(NOAA’s) Tsunami Warning Center in Palmer, Alaska, miles per hour, would reach the coasts of Sri Lanka, Bangla-
desh, and India, and several hours longer to reach east Africa.which monitors seismic data from over a dozen sources
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The U.S. Navy’s Diego Garcia base in the Indian Ocean time, on Christmas eve. Personnel were on duty in a round-
the-clock operations center. But at that point, according to aalso received the warning, as the Navy was on the contact list.

Reportedly, the tsunami caused no damage there. spokesman at the State Department Press Office, no one in
the Operations Center was aware of the tsunami danger, onlyAs the seriousness of the earthquake became apparent,

researchers at NOAA’s Hawaii center tried on their own to the earthquake.
The first knowledge of the tsunami danger came afteralert officials in the Indian Ocean region, according to scien-

tists contacted there. But they didn’t know the phone numbers. receiving wires that flood waves had struck Indonesia and
then Thailand. At that time, there still would then have been“We don’t have contacts in our address book for anybody in

that part of the world,” said Charles McCreery, a geophysicist more than an hour, perhaps as many as two, to notify the
governments of Sri Lanka, India, and other nations. Accord-at the warning center who was paged from his Christmas

dinner. He arrived as the second advisory was sent out. By ing to a National Public Radio report of Dec. 30, a resident
of Sri Lanka said that there exists an alert system used forthat time the danger was clear. As geophysicist and tsunami

expert Dr. Gerard Fryer told EIR, “It’s a no-brainer. When an cyclones, and the radio is also used for warnings. People
would have moved if they had been given a warning, but noearthquake is 8.5, you know a tsunami is generated.”

There was contact between the Pacific Warning Center in alert was sounded.
Why not? What went wrong at the State Department andHawaii and Sri Lanka, but only after the tsunami had hit. At

5:45 p.m. Hawaii Standard Time, the warning center received other U.S. agencies that our nation’s knowledge could not be
effectively spread to others?a call from a Sri Lanka Navy Commander inquiring about the

potential for further tsunami waves from aftershocks, accord-
ing to NOAA’s chronology of the events. Fifteen minutes The Stink From the White House

According to LaRouche, the failure would not have beenlater, the U.S. Ambassador in Sri Lanka called the warning
center to set up a notification system in case of a big after- a willful act. Rather, he said, concurring with the analysis of

a disaster specialist, it was a “screw-up.” But the underlyingshock. At 10:15 p.m. Hawaii time (five to six hours after the
tsunami had devastated the highly populated coastal regions problem, said LaRouche, “is the stink from the White

House.”of Sri Lanka and India), NOAA’s Pacific Warning Center
spoke with U.S. State Department Operations, and advised This White House is a “source of pollution,” LaRouche

said. The White House is creating demoralization throughoutthem about the potential threat to Madagascar and Africa.
They set up a conference call with the U.S. Embassies at the Executive Branch. The demoralization factor is caused by

the government not functioning at the White House level.Madagascar and Mauritius.
That is all that is known of contacts of any U.S. govern- There is a bureaucratic tendency to kiss ass, not kick ass, and

that’s a major institutional problem. The Bush Presidency isment official with the affected nations as the event unfolded.
But did the whole weight of averting the world’s worst polluting all the institutions of the Executive branch. Look at

the CIA, the uniformed military, the State Department. Peoplehuman catastrophe, rest on the shoulders of a few scientists
who did not have the right telephone numbers? are leaving in disgust. Purges are going on from the White

House. The Republicans in the Congress are polluting the
Legislative branch. People like Supreme Court Justice An-The State Department Knew

In Denver, at the U.S. Geological Survey’s earthquake tonin Scalia are polluting the courts.
What we need is an FDR approach, LaRouche said. Thismonitoring center, specialists were also hard at work. Within

20 minutes of the onset, the location of the earthquake epi- will force some Republicans to think more forcefully. The
country is being destroyed by bureaucratic pollution,center had been determined. (Forty minutes later, an assess-

ment of its rating on the Richter scale “in the upper 8s” was LaRouche said.
The President himself was silent on the human catastro-made.) According to a spokesman at the Geological Survey’s

Denver regional office, a clear protocol exists for such even- phe for three days, clearing brush and relaxing at his Texas
ranch. His weak pledge of U.S. support for relief and recon-tualities. The first step is to notify the U.S. State Department.

A 24-hour contact number is posted in the office for that struction, which he finally delivered on Dec. 29, can be use-
fully compared to the sweeping call for fundamental reformpurpose.

That the State Department Operations Center received issued by Helga Zepp-LaRouche on the same day.
such a notification call, within approximately 20 minutes after
the quake, was verified by a State Department spokesman,
who spoke with EIR. Exactly what they did with it is very To reach us on the Web:difficult to determine. No one will say much, and the answer
appears to be that they did not do very much.

The first notification from the U.S. Geological Survey www.larouchepub.com
would have come in at approximately 8:18 p.m. Washington
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Swiss Think-Tank Exposes
‘NATO’s Secret Army’
by Claudio Celani

On Dec. 15, the Swiss daily Neue Zürcher Zeitung published ton Administration. Now, however, it is perceived that under
the George W. Bush Administration we are already in a newan extraordinary article on “The NATO Secret Army,” cover-

ing in detail the secret organization called “Gladio,” discov- global Strategy of Tension.” In other words, a faction in the
financial community, which is not only Swiss but interna-ered in 1990 in Italy, which had been built by Anglo-Ameri-

can intelligence at the beginning of the Cold War, as the core tional, is reacting to the manifest insanity of the second
Bush “43” Administration both in strategic and financial-of a potential guerrilla force able to operate behind enemy

lines—referred to as a “stay behind” force—in case of a economic policies. The Neue Zürcher Zeitung’s call for re-
opening the Gladio file, has many implications for the terror-threatened invasion and occupation of Western Europe by

Warsaw Pact military forces. However, as it was discovered, ist capabilities used to implement such policies, capabilities
which have been used to force nations to accept colonialGladio also performed another function, that of supplying

special forces-type of capabilities and weapons, in a strategy policies, and which are possibly active behind the cover of
“Islamic terrorism,” and useful for the string-pullers in theof maintaining political control of NATO member countries,

on behalf of certain political networks. At least in the case of synarchist circles who control the Bush-Cheney Adminis-
tration.Italy, as the article states, it is amply documented that Gladio

was involved in the “Strategy of Tension” of right-wing ter-
rorist bombings. Gladio, a Two-Faced Organization

The author of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung article, DanieleSuch a statement is not new, and EIR has published ex-
haustive articles on the subject (see Claudio Celani’s four- Ganser, is leading a research project on NATO’s secret armies

at the Center for Security Studies at the Swiss Federal Institutepart series on the Strategy of Tension in Italy, in the March
26, April 2, April 9, and April 30, 2004 issues of EIR). After of Technology in Zürich (ETH). He has published a book

entitled NATO’s Secret Armies: Operation Gladio and Ter-the train bombings in Madrid, Spain, on March 11, 2004, EIR
published the call by Lyndon LaRouche to investigate Gladio- rorism in Western Europe (London: Frank Cass, 2005). Gan-

ser’s project has a page on the website of the ETH; this websitetype networks as the likely perpetrators of the attacks. More
recently, LaRouche’s wife, Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chair- also advertises an international conference on “Intelligence

in Waging the Cold War,” to take place in Oslo, Norway, onwoman of the Civil Rights Movement Solidarity (Büso), a
German political party, called for re-opening the investigation April 29-30, 2005.

As Ganser reports, the existence of Gladio was discoveredof the murders of Alfred Herrhausen and Detlev Rohwedder,
on the basis of new information which supports a different in 1990, after Italian Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, in re-

sponse to a prosecutor’s request, decided, unlike his predeces-motivation for their assassination, other than the official ver-
sion, which blames the Red Army Faction (RAF). Herr- sors, not to treat certain aspects of an investigation into right-

wing terrorism as a state secret, and thereby revealed thehausen, the chairman of Deutsche Bank and advocate of a
Eurasian development policy, was killed on Nov. 30, 1989, existence of a secret military organization, Gladio, named

after the short sword used by Roman legionnaires (it is alsoshortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Rohwedder, who
headed the Treuhand agency, tasked with overseeing the on the emblem of the British Special Forces), and run by a

section of military intelligence under orders of NATO head-transformation of former Communist East Germany’s state-
run industry, was assassinated on April 12, 1991. (See EIR, quarters. Because of this exposée, Gladio was then officially

disbanded, and a membership list was even published. Even-Dec. 10, 2004.)
Now, EIR’s exposées are supported by a call coming tually, Andreotti paid for his bold move with a decade-long

judiciary persecution, but this is another story.from unexpected quarters, namely the chief press organ of
the Swiss banking community. As a source close to Swiss Plenty of parliamentary and judiciary investigations have

since established that Gladio members were involved in theintelligence circles commented, “The Neue Zürcher Zeitung
would never have published such an article during the Clin- right-wing terrorist attacks of the 1969-80 period of Strategy
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from his Gladio command once he realized that the organiza-
tion was full of neo-fascists.

As Ganser reports, “Besides the Russian enemy, the secret
army also had to fight an internal enemy: the strong Italian
Communist Party (PCI), and the smaller Italian Socialist
Party (PSI).” To ensure that these parties did not become part
of the government in democratic elections, “the ‘Strategy of
Tension’ terrified and alarmed the Italian population through
terror assaults, as the result of which the population demanded
a strong, authoritarian State, and more domestic security.”

EIR’s call for To be accurate, one should add to this simplified version,
reopening the that with the help of right-wing-controlled media, anyone
‘Gladio file,’ who tried to end Italy’s existence as a regime of “limited
NATO’s secret

sovereignty,” as established under the Yalta agreements, wasterrorist capability,
slandered as “communist” or “communist friendly,” and thushas been picked up

by the Neue targetted for elimination. Such was the case, for instance,
Zürcher Zeitung, with industrialist Enrico Mattei, who was an anti-communist,
press organ for the but who was eliminated because he fought for energy inde-
Swiss banking

pendence. The case of Aldo Moro was similar; he was acommunity.
Christian Democratic leader who was accused of allying
with the communists, but in reality was conducting an effort
to decouple the PCI from its Moscow connection and help
its leadership to transform it into a fully pro-Western, demo-of Tension, as well as in the “red” terrorism culminating with

the kidnapping and assassination of Aldo Moro in 1978. But, cratic party.
In 1990, when Gladio was exposed in Italy, Ganser writes,although two former Gladio commanders, Gen. Paolo Inzeri-

lli and Gen. Gerardo Serravalle, testified that Gladio struc- parliaments and public opinion of all NATO countries asked
their governments to publish the truth about stay-behind net-tures existed in all NATO member countries, and that the

coordinating bodies of all stay-behind organizations were the works in their countries; remarkably, “only Italy, Belgium,
and Switzerland forced their secret armies to be investigatedso-called Allied Clandestine Committee (ACC) and the Clan-

destine Planning Committee (CPC), linked to NATO’s Su- by parliamentary commissions, and had their investigatory
conclusions presented publicly.” In other countries, Ganserpreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), and

although Manfred Wörner, NATO Secretary General in 1990, continues, a curtain of silence was pulled down on the matter.
Of special interest is what Ganser reports on Germany:confirmed in a closed meeting with NATO ambassadors the

existence of the secret stay-behind networks, NATO has con- “In Germany the opposition SPD (Social Democratic Party)
wanted to gain votes by including the theme of the NATOsistently publicly denied the existence of either Gladio, or an

ACC and CPC committee. The same goes for both the CIA secret armies in their election platform against the ruling CDU
(Christian Democratic Union) of Chancellor Helmut Kohl, inand British MI6, although both Inzerilli and Serravalle, as

well as other Italian military intelligence officers, have testi- order to win the upcoming first united German election with
re-united suffrage after the fall of the Wall. After it becamefied that the birth of Gladio was a CIA-MI6 “joint-venture,”

and that ACC and CPC meetings in Brussels were effectively known that former SS-related German stay-behinds were ac-
tive, SPD security expert Hermann Scheer characterized thechaired by a CIA officer.

Gladio was modelled on the British Special Operations secret army in Germany as the ‘Ku Klux Klan’ and proposed
prosecuting them. Then the CDU pointed out to Scheer, thatExecutive (SOE), founded in 1940 to carry out guerrilla and

sabotage operations behind enemy lines, in territories occu- SPD Defense Minister Helmut Schmidt, who later became
Chancellor, during his time in government had also, togetherpied by the Wehrmacht. At the end of the war, the SOE was

disbanded, and its cadres and functions were absorbed by with the CDU, ensured that the stay-behind secret was investi-
gated behind closed doors.”British Air Force Special Air Service (SAS). Gladio was the

product of CIA money and British intelligence brains. Gladio No official report was produced by the commission. But
according to Ganser, already in 1981 German authorities hadwas filled with former Fascists and Nazi elements, in the

context of the deal reached between Allen Dulles, the future discovered evidence of the existence of a German Gladio
structure. In an article published on the ETH web page, Gan-CIA head, and SS Gen. Karl Wolff, to recycle Nazi and Fascist

networks into postwar military and intelligence structures. ser writes that after the Munich Oktoberfest terror attack, on
Sept. 26, 1980, a member of the the Nazi groupAs General Serravalle, head of Gladio from 1971 to 1974,

reported to a Parliament investigation committee, he resigned Wehrsportgruppe Hoffmann which, according to the police,
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was responsible for the attack, revealed during interrogation
that they had been supplied explosives by a certain Heinz
Lembke. “Subsequent events suggested that Lembke was a
member of the German stay-behind army. On Oct. 26, 1981,
foresters by chance stumbled across a large buried arms Rabbi, Prosecuted by
cache, filled with guns and other combat equipment, near
the German village of Ülzen in the Lüneburger Heide area. Sharon, Tours U.S.
Following the sensational discovery, forest ranger Heinz
Lembke was arrested, and guided the police to a massive by M. Woodward
arsenal of 33 underground arms caches related to the group’s
activities. The police concluded that Lembke was an arms

Rabbi Arik Ascherman, currently on trial with co-defendantscollector who had acted alone; the connection to the German
stay-behind network was not investigated.” Ori Omer and Shai Eliezer Tzvi, in Israel, for standing in front

of bulldozers about to demolish Palestinian homes in AprilHowever, an anonymous article on Gladio in the Austrian
periodical Österreichische Militärische Zeitschrift com- 2003, recently met with hundreds of friends during a recent

multi-city U.S. fundraising tour. Ascherman is the Executivemented in 1991 that “this brilliant solution featured one flaw.
The arms caches contained, besides automatic weapons, Director of Rabbis for Human Rights (RHR), founded in

1988.chemical combat equipment, and about 14,000 rounds of am-
munition, 50 anti-tank guns, 156 kg of explosives, 230 explo- RHR describes itself as “the only organization in Israel

today concerned specifically with giving voice to the Jewishsive devices, and 258 hand grenades. It is remarkable, that a
state with extensive security measures against terrorists tradition of human rights. In a country where Judaism is a

powerful force often associated with intolerant and uncom-should not have noted the theft or diversion of such a large
amount of combat equipment.” promising beliefs and behaviors, Rabbis for Human Rights

teaches a different understanding of the Jewish tradition. Rab-Ganser points out: “The material found in the Lembke
arms cache suggests that it was part of the supplies of the bis for Human Rights is also the only Israeli rabbinic organiza-

tion comprised of Reform, Orthodox, Conservative, and Re-German stay-behind army. Lembke himself never confirmed
that this was the case. In prison he told his interrogator that constructionist rabbis and students.”

Ascherman was introduced to a jam-packed parlor meet-he might reveal the next day who was supposed to use the
guns and explosives. But on that next day, Nov. 1, 1981, ing in Philadelphia, Nov. 18, 2004, by Rabbi Brian Walt,

Executive Director of RHR-North America. Walt describedLembke was found hanging on a rope from the ceiling of his
prison cell.” The question to be raised is: If a stay-behind Ascherman as an “extremely courageous” individual, who,

when confronted with an unjust act, “did the only thing henetwork existed in Germany, what happened to it after the
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact? What is its state today? In could do—put his body in front of a bulldozer. . . . Our future,

is bound up with his acts of courage,” Walt told the gathering,the national interest of Germany, it is of great urgency that a
parliamentary committee be established, to accomplish the which included more than a dozen rabbis.

Ascherman described the simultaneity of eternity whichtask that the closed-door committee did not do in 1990.
As Ganzer wrote in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung article, occurred on the opening date of his trial, Jan. 14, 2004. It

was the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King, and the yahrzeit“The NATO secret armies were not only a security network,
but also terror cells. The difference shows that in national (death anniversary, according to the Jewish calendar) of

Rabbi Abraham Heschel, who marched with King, and whocontexts, the data from country to country varies strongly.
Whoever works on the basis of Italian data, must conclude taught that “there are few guilty, but all responsible.” This

date also concurred with the Torah parsha (or portion), a read-that the NATO secret army terror cells were similar to the
sleeper-cells of al-Qaeda, suddenly spreading fear and terror ing of history’s first conscientious objectors, Egyptian mid-

wives Shiprah and Puah, who defied Pharaoh’s order to mur-to manipulate people, and to fight political enemies.”
The association with al-Qaeda is not accidental. One is der Hebrew boys at birth, and, “from whom we are

nourished.”reminded immediately of the March 2004 Madrid bombings.
Spanish Prime Minister José Luis Rodrı́guez Zapatero an- “Conscientious objection,” according to Ascherman,

“has to be a measure of last resort in order to have our daynounced in December 2004 that his predecessor during the
bombings, José Marı́a Aznar, destroyed all records of govern- in court, to prove that the law is illegal and immoral.” A

pre-trial motion to have the case against him thrown out,ment and security deliberations in the aftermath of the March
11 attack, which was first attributed to the Basque separatist based on the concept of “defense of justice,” was not ac-

cepted.ETA, and eventually to an al-Qaeda cell. Was it in reality a
Gladio cell? And what about the unclarified cases in Ger- RHR’s activism is not limited to opposition to home

demolitions. Among its main foci are education, economicmany, like those of Herrhausen and Rohwedder?
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justice, and the occupation. Related to the latter is the har- foreign journalists about the deepest, darkest corners of our
Israeli society, the things that someone who lives here andvesting campaign, and the olive tree campaign, ideas of

Rabbis Arthur Waskow and Phyllis Berman, to help Palestin- loves this country, would rather pretend don’t exist.”
ians harvest crops that are difficult to reach because of the
wall and check-points. RHR’s Human Rights Yeshiva has New Demolitions

Although home demolitions had been stopped for a while,entered its third year, offering army, and pre-army programs,
a Talmudic study of the Israeli Declaration of Independence, they have been restarted, and Ascherman was home from his

U.S. tour only a couple of days when he sent an urgent e-mailhands-on field work, and seminars which bring together
Jews, Muslims, and Christians. to Rabbi Walt, telling him of two home demolitions of the

previous day (leaving 23 people homeless); an expected de-Recent statistics report that 25% of Israeli children and
youth go to bed hungry at least one night a week. As budget molition the next day (which would put another eight people,

including an 88-year-old grandmother and a totally disabledcuts continue to affect the poorest, and weakest, RHR fre-
quently lobbies the Knesset, the Israeli parliament. In May child, onto the street); and requesting letters of protest to

Israeli officials.2005, Jerusalem is to become a pilot city for the “Israeli
Wisconsin Plan,” a workfare project that cannot succeed in This author sent letters to the Prime Minister, the Interior

Minister, and to the Mayor of Jerusalem, asking if destroyinga collapsing economy.
peoples’ homes is the appropriate way to find a peace partner,
quoting the authoritative First Century B.C. Rabbi HillelSome Progress

Ascherman noted some optimistic paradigm shifts in his (“What is hateful to you, do not do to others”), and citing
scripture (“You shall have one standard for stranger and citi-country, specifically pointing out the June 30, 2004, Supreme

Court ruling which said that the “separation barrier” is in the zen alike”).
It is well known that the legal excuse for destroying Pales-wrong place. Leading up to this ruling, police and retired

generals had called for alternative routes; Israelis had testi- tinian homes is that the owners have not gotten permits for
additions to these houses (such permits are generally denied,fied, “we want to be protected, but don’t harm our neighbors”;

and Israeli and Palestinian youth had been brought together without cause), yet the Prime Minister’s office sent a two-
page, 12-point “official reply, issued by the Israeli Ministryfor parlor meetings.

Other improvements, he said, were the increase of the of Justice, regarding demolition of structures used for ter-
rorism.”olive harvest campaign from 5-15 people harvesting two or

three times a week, to 25 going out every day except the Mayor Lupolianski sent me a personal response, in which
he explained that “the houses that are being demolished, areSabbath (which has increased transportation costs to $10,000

this year), and harvesting near the Eta Mar settlement being houses that were illegally built!, ” that I should “be aware
that the foreign media is known to exaggerate and blow outdone under the protection of 200 members of the Israeli De-

fense Force (IDF). This is to protect harvesters from stone- of proportion anything concerning the State of Israel,” and
that “the Jerusalem Municipality must take all appropriatethrowing and brush-burning settlers, although, he said, it’s a

“crazy idea that people need protection to get to their own actions in order to keep the urban infrastructure under con-
trol, and prevent the city of Jerusalem from turning into anland.”

On this occasion, one of Arafat’s people was shocked to urban jungle.” His remark that “Arabs that build illegally
are treated just like any other criminal in the city—theyfind himself harvesting Palestinian olives with a rabbi, and

being guarded by the IDF. Ascherman responded, “when all pay the price for their crimes,” immediately provoked the
memory of the French policeman who spent his entire lifeis dark, light that first candle.”

Ascherman described the events of April 15, involving a hunting down the pauper who stole a loaf of bread. A follow-
up letter to the mayor, requesting a list of Jewish homesdemonstration in Bidu, against the wall. He had gone to the

aid of a boy being beaten by the IDF, and was choked, head- that have been demolished for lack of permits, has gone
unanswered.butted, and handcuffed for his efforts. His subsequent attempt

to walk in front of a border police jeep to which 13-year-old
Muhammed Badwan had been strapped, as a human shield, Tikkun Olam

In as literal a translation as can be made from Hebrew,were met with derision. Nonetheless, he was able to calm the
child, who, when telling this horror story to his family, said, into English, tikkun olam means “repair of the world.” Rabbi

Ascherman gives it a much more sublime sense: “We’re put“and then a tall man in a kippah [skull cap] came to my rescue
and told me not to be afraid.” These events were witnessed on this Earth for tikkun olam, being partners with God in the

ongoing process of creation, of making a better world. Weand reported by the media.
But, Ascherman is upset by reporters. As he explains in have an obligation to be a role model for what Judaism can

and ought to be.”an audio on RHR’s website, “[A]s an Israeli, as a Jew, as a
rabbi, as a Zionist, I get no great pleasure out of talking with Amen.
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Alberto Gonzales:
Bush’s ‘Nazi Lawyer’
by Edward Spannaus

Much can, and will, be said, during the upcoming Senate vention, and therefore had no rights under it, the Commissar
Order gave virtual immunity to German soldiers for warconfirmation hearings for the post of Attorney General, about

Alberto Gonzales’s promotion of indefinite detentions and crimes committed against the “barbaric” Russian enemy. Hit-
ler also demanded that his officers rid themselves of “obso-torture of prisoners, and his dismissal of the Geneva Conven-

tions, while he served as Counsel to President George W. lete ideologies.”
Compare that, to the memorandum sent by Gonzales toBush, as well as his dishonest and unethical facilitation of

executions when he was serving as counsel to then-Gov. President Bush on Jan. 25, 2002. (That memo was actually
drafted by Cheney’s counsel Addington, according to a num-George W. Bush in Texas.

But in and of themselves, these charges against Gonzales ber of sources, but Gonzales signed off on it, and thus bears
full responsibility for its content.)miss the larger point: his obsequious willingness, even eager-

ness, to provide President Bush and Vice President Dick Che- Gonzales noted that the President himself had stated that
the war against terrorism is “a new kind of war,” and Gonzalesney with a legal rationalization for the untrammelled exercise

of executive powers and the egregious abuse of those powers. stated: “In my judgment, this new paradigm renders obsolete
[and] quaint” various provisions of the Geneva ConventionWhile Gonzales was certainly not an originator of any of

these doctrines, he has faithfully put his imprimatur on, and on the treatment of prisoners of war.
Gonzales also warned the President that he and other offi-then forwarded to the President, the sophistic legal arguments

coming from the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Coun- cials stood in future danger of being prosecuted for war
crimes, and he suggested steps that could be taken by thesel (OLC), and also from Cheney’s legal counsel, David Add-

ington—asserting that the President, in exercising his “inher- President “which would provide a solid defense to any future
prosecution”—the most important of which, would be to de-ent powers” as Commander-in-Chief, could lawfully ignore

the Judiciary and the Congress, as well as international treat- clare that the Geneva Convention did not apply to the war
against Taliban and al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.ies and agreements to which the United States is a party.

That memo referred back to previous memoranda pro-
duced by the Justice Department, which argued that the Presi-The Nazi Parallels

We have previously compared the “theories” coming out dent had virtually unlimited power in respect to the deploy-
ment of military forces, and in the conduct of war, as well asof the lawyers in this Administration, to those used to justify

Adolf Hitler’s war crimes during World War II. In the article in disregarding treaty obligations.
“Bush and Hitler: What the ’Torture Memos’ Reveal,” and
an accompanying editorial, both in the July 2, 2004 EIR, we Hitler Had His Lawyers, Too

In the July 2 EIR, and elsewhere, we also pointed out thatidentified the parallels between the arguments put forward in
the Bush Administration “torture memos,” and the notorious the arguments put forward in the torture memos, mimicked

those of Carl Schmitt, the “Crown Jurist of the Third Reich,”“Commissar Order” issued on the eve of Nazi Germany’s
invasion of the Soviet Union. Based on the notion that Ger- who had prescribed the same sort of broad, unfettered powers

to the Führer, allegedly in defense of the German nation undermany was fighting a new kind of enemy, requiring new meth-
ods, and that Russia had not participated in the Hague Con- conditions of emergency.
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This parallel was also drawn by Prof. Sanford Levinson, this was in the context of our reporting on Nixon-era White
House Counsel John Dean’s insight, that the issue of unrest-of the University of Texas, in an article in the Summer 2004

issue of Daedalus. Levinson noted, as did we in our “Children ricted Presidential power has been an obsession of Dick Che-
ney since Cheney’s days in the Ford White House of the mid-of Satan” series, that Schmitt contended that there could be

no limitation of the authority of the Leader, in determining 1970s, during which, as Dean put it, “Congress set about
dismantling the imperial Presidency” in the wake of Vietnamwhat is necessary to defend the nation. Professor Levinson,

describing Schmitt as “the leading German philosopher of and Watergate.
“Cheney still seems to resent these moves to bring thelaw during the Nazi period,” noted that Schmitt contended

that legal norms are applicable only in stable, peaceful situa- Presidency back within the Constitution,” Dean wrote in his
recent book Worse Than Watergate.tions, not in times of war when the state confronts a “mortal

enemy.” The Leader determines what is “normal,” and he Dean’s contention about Cheney and the “imperial Presi-
dency” is illustrated by the fact that the September 2001defines “the state of the exception.”

“Although some analysts have suggested that the Bush memo cites a 1970 memorandum from the then-head of
the OLC (now Chief Justice), William H. Rehnquist, to theAdministration has operated under the guidance of the ideas

of German emigré Leo Strauss,” Levinson writes, “it seems then-Special Counsel to President Nixon, Charles Colson,
on the subject of “The President and the War Power: Southfar more plausible to suggest that the true éminence grise of

the Administration, particularly with regard to issues sur- Vietnam and the Cambodian Sanctuaries.” Rehnquist
argued that Congress could not interfere with the President’srounding the possible propriety of torture, is Schmitt.”

Levinson points out that the arguments raised by the Ad- powers as Commander-in-Chief “to ensure the security of
the United States in situations of grave and unforeseen emer-ministration’s lawyers suggest that there are no limitations

which either the courts, or Congress and its laws, can impose gencies.”
The Rehnquist-Colson argument has been repeatedlyon the President in the conduct of war. Indeed, Levinson sug-

gests, this would seem to authorize the President and his des- cited by the OLC, in 2001 in support of the argument for the
unlimited power of the President to attack anyone, anywhere,ignees “simply to make disappear those they deem adversar-

ies, as happened in Chile and Argentina in what the and then later in the infamous September 2002 OLC memo
which argued that the Federal Anti-Torture Statute is uncon-Argentines apty labelled their ‘dirty war’ ”

What the Administration’s lawyers are articulating, Levi- stitutional if it infringes on the President’s power to order
torture in times of emergency.nson declares, is “a view of presidential authority that is all

too close to the power that Schmitt was willing to accord his We and others have reported that this particular argument,
not surprisingly, was pressed on the Justice Department byown Führer.”

And among those lawyers, the one closest to the President, Cheney’s legal counsel David Addington.
responsible for advising the President on these matters, and
dutifully passing along and repeating these Nazi-like argu- Still More Documents

In recent weeks, many more government documents per-ments, is Alberto Gonzales.
taining to the abuse and torture of prisoners have been made
public, as a result of a Freedom-of-Information Act lawsuitThe Imperial Presidency

In the past few weeks, the text of one of the earliest of brought by the American Civil Liberties Union and other
organizations. These documents demonstrate the vile conse-the post-9/11 memos arguing for the unlimited war-making

power of the President, has finally been made public; this is a quences which flowed from the legal doctrines promoted by
Gonzales, and, among other things, they indicate that Presi-memo drafted for Gonzales’s office by the DOJ/OLC, within

two weeks of the 9/11 attacks. dent Bush may have issued an Executive Order authorizing
inhumane interrogation techniques in Iraq. A two-page FBIThis memo, entitled “The President’s Constitutional Au-

thority to Conduct Military Operations Against Terrorists and document references an Executive Order, and states that the
President directly authorized interrogation techniques includ-Nations Supporting Them,” and dated Sept. 25, 2001, argued

that the President could launch a military attack “pre-emp- ing sleep deprivation, stress positions, the use of dogs, and
“sensory deprivation through the use of hoods, etc.” The doc-tively” against alleged terrorist organizations, or countries

claimed to be harboring terrorists, whether or not such organi- ument further states that the FBI had prohibited its agents
from using the techniques that President Bush himself au-zations or countries were even linked to 9/11. Neither the

Congress nor the courts could in any way restrain or review thorized. The FBI directly described a number of the tech-
niques used by the military, as “torture.”the President’s actions, the OLC memo argued.

The existence of this memo was previously known, but it Other documents report that military interrogators at
Guantánamo impersonated FBI agents, and one memoran-has only recently been made public, by being posted in an

obscure location on the Justice Department website, which dum says that “this technique, and all of those used in these
scenarios, was approved by the Dep Sec Def”—referring towas pointed out by Newsweek.

EIR had cited this particular memo in our July 2 editorial; the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Paul Wolfowitz.
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More Election Crimes Surface in Ohio
by Edward Spannaus

Evidence of a criminal conspiracy to prevent legitimate votes ies. Under Ohio law, if the recount of two or three precincts,
constituting 3% of the vote in that county, doesn’t show anyfrom being cast, and counted, continues to mount in the state

of Ohio. Ohio will be the primary focus of the anticipated discrepancies, then no further recounting is required. As a
result, only two of 88 counties in the state conducted a fullchallenge to Electors when the Congress meets in Joint Ses-

sion on Jan. 6, but questions may be raised about other states recount, and in both of those two instances, more than 1,000
additional votes were uncovered in each county!as well.

In a radio interview Dec. 28, former Presidential candi- Rep. John Conyers (Mich.), the senior Democrat on the
House Judiciary Committee who has been conducting an ag-date Lyndon LaRouche said that “I couldn’t say that Kerry

didn’t win the election. I have many indications that the mar- gressive investigation of the Ohio vote, zeroed in on this po-
tential rigging of the recount, in a series of letters on Dec. 21-gins of votes attributed to a Bush victory, didn’t happen.”

“We have a lot of people who are eligible for imprison- 23, of which we reprint excerpts here.
ment,” LaRouche continued, “because there was a massive
campaign of voter suppression. Voter suppression, under the
U.S. law, under the Voting Rights Act, is a crime . . . and there Documentation
were a lot of people who were caught doing just that. And
there’s a possibility of their being convicted for doing that,
including possibly the Secretary of State of the state of Ohio.” On Dec. 21, Representative Conyers sent a letter to all the

Presidential candidates, or their representatives, requesting
that they forward any reports of irregularities or deviationsRigging the Recount

The conduct of the “recount” which was just completed from accepted law or practices during the ongoing recount.
He cited the following instances that had been brought toin Ohio, compounded the criminality which has pervaded the

entire election process, which began with efforts by Secretary his attention:
of State Kenneth Blackwell, and Republican operatives, to
hamper and prevent voter registrations, then spreading disin- Tampering

• Triad employees possibly accessed computers and tab-formation to minority voters to prevent them from showing
up at the right polling place, and then the massive shorting of ulating machines before the recount, and out of the presence

of board members and witnesses in at least 41 counties.voting machines in predominantly-minority areas, causing
impossibly long waits in line, so that thousands, maybe tens • At least one precinct in Medina County that would not

have voting anomalies was both carefully pre-selected andof thousands, of voters were disenfranchised on Election Day.
Furthermore, over 100,000 votes remain uncounted. pre-counted, so that the initial 3% recount that is mandated

by the Ohio Secretary of State would not return a mismatchThese included over 92,000 machine-rejected punch-card
ballots, many of which were rejected because of “over-votes,” between the initial tally and the recount.

Secrecythat is, with votes registered for both Bush and Kerry. Affida-
vits have been submitted from voters in Cleveland, that ballot • Recount workers and observers were not permitted to

view the preparation of the test ballots, the count of the testcards were already pre-punched for Bush when they were
given out to the voters; an effort to punch the card for Kerry ballots, or the pretesting of the ballots and machines.

• Uncounted provisional and absentee ballot envelopeswould thus invalidate the entire ballot.
Evidence has also surfaced of large-scale vote-shifting were not available during the recount process in Medina.

• On more than one occasion, ballots with votes in bothwhich padded Bush’s totals. Analysts believe that this took
place at the vote-tabulating stage, when the precinct totals positions (Kerry/Edwards and Bush/Cheney) were not being

rejected as overvotes, but were counted as votes for Georgewere compiled by a central computer in each county.
On top of that, there are overwhelming indications that Bush, and recount workers were not permitted to examine

these ballots.the recount itself was rigged, by the illegal pre-selection of
precincts to be used for the “sample” recount in many count- Counting Violations
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• In Medina County, if the tabulator count did not match prior to the recount on Dec. 13? Were any similar requests
made in other counties? If so, which ones? At the hearing,the hand count, the ballots were not hand counted a second

time, as required by the Ohio Revised Code. Mr. Barbian stated that he required this information to serve
as a “sample.” However, the Eaton affidavit appears to indi-

On Dec. 22, Representative Conyers wrote to Brett A. Rapp, cate that he sought the information on the precinct to be re-
counted, not as a sample precinct.president of Triad GSI, and Michael Barbian, Jr., the Ohio

Field Representative for Triad, with the following request for 2. Did Mr. Barbian advise Ms. Eaton or any other repre-
sentative of the Hocking County Election Board as to how tomore information:
post a “cheat sheet” to insure that the hand count would match
the machine count? Was any similar advice proffered by yourDear Mr. Rapp and Mr. Barbian:

I have just reviewed a tape prepared by the documentarian staff in other counties? If so, which ones? Again, at the hear-
ing, you indicated that you were merely providing informa-Lynda Byrket, of the hearing held by the Hocking County

Board of Elections on Dec. 20, and based on that tape, I have tion to the Board, however, it appears that the information
was specifically designed to help them avoid completing amore questions and concerns than ever about the conduct of

your firm in connection with the Ohio presidential election full recount by disregarding any valid ballots that were not
counted by the machines on election night. . . .and recount. In particular, I am concerned that your company

has operated—either intentionally or negligently—in a man- Additional Questions Concerning Other Ohio Counties
9. In which counties in Ohio did Triad personnel interactner which will thwart the recount law in Ohio by preventing

validly cast ballots in the presidential election from being with election machinery after the Nov. 2 election and before
the recent presidential recount? Please state the counties andcounted.

You have done this by preparing “cheat sheets” provid- the personnel.
10. Our research indicates that any handling of ballots—ing county election officials with information such that they

would more easily be able to ignore valid ballots that were which are defined by the Ohio Code to include election ma-
chinery—may only be done in the presence of the entire elec-thrown out by the machines during the initial count. The

purpose of the Ohio recount law is to randomly check vote tion board and qualified witnesses. In addition, any modifica-
tion of the election machinery may only be done after fullcounts to see if they match machine counts. By attempting

to ascertain the precinct to be recounted in advance, and notice to the Secretary of State. When your staff made adjust-
ments to the election machinery in Hocking and the other 40then informing the election officials of the number of votes

they need to count to make sure it matches the machine Ohio counties, was the entire election board present? If not,
why not? Did you provide any notice of any of the actionscount is an invitation to completely ignore the purpose of

the recount law. you took to the Secretary of State? If so, please provide us
with copies. If not, why not? . . .You as much as admitted that this was your purpose at the

Dec. 20 hearing:
Representative Conyers sent a follow-up letter to Rapp andRapp: “Remember: the purpose was to train people on

how to conduct their jobs . . . and to help them identify prob- Barbian on Dec. 23, which read:
lems when they conducted their recount . . . If they could not
hand recount the ballots correctly, they would know what they As a follow-up to the letter I sent yesterday, I’d like to inquire

further about allegations that have just been brought to myneeded to look for in that hand count.”
Observer: “Why do you feel it was necessary to point out attention. It appears that officials in Fulton and Henry counties

have confirmed that Triad had remote access to tabulatingto a team counting ballots the number of over-votes and un-
der-votes when the purpose of the team is to in fact locate computers controlled by the Boards of Elections. Officials

stated that your company did not come into the Board ofthose votes and judge them?”
Barbian: “It’s an easy mistake as you’re hand counting. Elections to adjust the tabulation software because it could

be, and had been, done remotely. I would like to know:. . . It’s just human error. The machine counts it right. . . .
We’re trying to give them as much information as possible to 1. Which Ohio counties can you access remotely?

2. Which counties did you access remotely? What changeshelp them out.
Interviewer: “You were just trying to help them so that did you make to software or ballots?

3. As discussed in yesterday’s letter, did you use yourthey wouldn’t have to do a full recount of the county, to try to
avoid that?” remote access to inquire how machine votes would be counted

in order to instruct the board how to manipulate the 3% handBarbian: “Right.” . . .
Additional Questions Concerning Hocking County count to avoid a county wide hand count?

4. Since voting machines can apparently be accessed over1. Did Mr. Barbian ask Ms. Eaton or any other representa-
tive of the Hocking County Election Board to notify him of the internet, what steps has your company taken to insure that

they are not tampered with?the precinct or precincts which were to be recounted by hand
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Editorial

Victory Over Fascism

When Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s U.S.A. and its allies such a way as to work with the United States and Europe
for a development perspective with Eurasia, the fascistdefeated Hitler’s fascism 60 years ago, there was every

reason to hope that that scourge had been vanquished system of globalization can be broken. And, as
LaRouche has emphasized, “if the system isn’t bucked,for good. Instead the world finds itself today, threatened

by a new global fascism that presents the gravest threat there isn’t going to be a civilization. We’re looking at a
Dark Age.”to human civilization in many centuries, if not all time.

Most dangerous is the fact that the nation which FDR In this context, LaRouche’s role in leading the Dem-
ocratic Party in the twin battles of exposing Republicanrepresented is itself under at least formal control of to-

day’s breed of fascists. voter suppression, and of crushing George W. Bush’s
plans to steal Social Security, Pinochet-style, takes onBut now is not the time to lament, but to mobilize

the forces to defeat the horror, before it’s too late. its true significance. LaRouche is not fighting a “single
issue,” as important as Social Security, the last majorFortunately, the United States which produced a

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, with the unique qualities of legacy of FDR, is. He is spearheading a revival of the
Democratic Party, as the only means for taking backleadership which permitted him to lead the free world

to victory, has also produced a leader of the caliber the United States itself for the FDR tradition, and for
moving to provide a solution worldwide.required to pull the world together for victory today.

That individual is Lyndon LaRouche, prominent Dem- FDR’s approach to defeating fascism, economi-
cally as well as militarily, provides some crucial les-ocrat, economist, and American statesman, and the

most active force in identifying and battling the spon- sons for our fight today. Most vital was his reliance
on the Constitutional concept of the general welfare,sors of the new fascism today.

Since George Bush’s nominal re-election on Nov. which he was determined to impose, if necessary,
against those Tories who threatened it. This informed2, LaRouche has emerged as the undisputed leader of

the opposition to his policies, as well as to his installa- his economic policies of infrastructure building and
social security, in the broad sense. Internationally, hetion. Most Europeans have decided to accommodate to

Bush’s second term as “inevitable,” as have nations proceeded from a determination to destroy colonialism
and imperialism, and to create a new world monetarywith even less power in the world. But LaRouche has

gone on the offensive, both within the United States and system that would make their continuation impossible.
Thus, even before the end of the war, FDR had createdinternationally.

The key is, as LaRouche put it in recent interviews the New Bretton Woods system, in order to ensure
the basis for global prosperity. He knew that it wasand talks, a shift in the U.S. situation, whereby the Dem-

ocratic Party takes the offensive, alongside rational Re- necessary to free mankind from “want,” if humanity
was to be free at all.publicans, and turns George W. Bush into a lame

duck—if it doesn’t turn him out of office altogether. Today, LaRouche’s leadership against the new
global fascism proceeds from principles which are co-Because international leadership against the fascist

wars and economic dictatorships now spreading across herent with, and encompass those of FDR, but go
even more directly toward creating the conditions forthe globe, has to come from the United States. And to

achieve a situation where that leadership can be compe- uplifting mankind onto the pathway of progress and
happiness. His fight is the one which all people, andtently exercised, LaRouche has to be in a prominent, if

not dominant, position in making policy. nations, of good will, will find to be in their interest.
There is no guarantee of success, but we urge you toOnce LaRouche is successful in mobilizing the nec-

essary neutralization of George Bush, it will be up to join it now. Over the next months, the new fascism
might be defeated, and humanity saved.the Russians to decide how to react. And if they react in
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